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PREFACE

The objective of the thesis is to trace the historio-

graphical origins and echoes of W.L. Morton's "Bias of Prai-

rie Politics." In order to understand Morton's theoretical

orientation and evaluate the preSuppositions of his analy-

sis, the work begins with a survey of his predecessors.

Morton's 1955 analysis is then examined through reference to

his other works on western politics. Extent of influence and

validity of the principal cornerstones are assessed in a

survey of post-1 955 historical works illuminating the

interrelationship of regional discontent and political

development in the period that Morton examined, exposing

flaws and Iimitations in his analysis, and exploring the

bases and political manifestations of recent western discon-

tent. The process of historiographical critique concludes

wiLh an examination of disciptines other than history and of

ethnic, class, Iabour, and social history, where the analy-

sis of political development has not been conducted solely

within the limiting confines of hinterland reaction to met-

ropolitan domination, viewed by Morton as the primary cata-

Iyst to western political development.



Chapter I

I NTRODUCTI ON

In his seminal article, "The Bias of Prairie PoIitics,"

w.L. Morton asserted that there had been a unique political

development in the prairie provinces which could be divided

into colonial, agrarian, and utopian periods, based on the

evolution of the western attempt to gain political and eco-

nomic equity with central Canada.l He asserted that the ini-

tial incident triggering the western tradition of inequality

and discontent s¡as the political subordination of the West

under the terms of its entry into Confederation. The grant

of provincial status to only a small area and retention by

the Dominion of Manitoba's public lands began a struggle for

political equity that dominated the "colonial period, "

1870-1905, and was not resolved until 1930. The "coloniaI

period" also saw the beginnings of the agrarian element and

utopian sentiment t,hat dominated the second and third phases

of western political evolution. He concluded that a tradi-

tion of "inequality grievance and special claims"

had been firmly established in the West.

I W.L. Morton, "The Bias of Prairie PoIitics," Proceedinqs
and Transactions of tÞe. Roval Sgcietv of Canada Series III
vo1. XtIx Section II (June 1955): 57-66.
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Morton then argued that the western tradition of discon-

tent was intensified during the "agrarian period," 1905-25,

as increasing agrarian opposition to the protective tariff,

eastern based monopolies, and the pro-tariff, business-con-

trolled Conservatives and Liberals "dominated western poli-

tics" and climaxed in the formation of the Progressive par-

ty. The Progressives won only piecemeal reform, however, due

to the inherent timitations of agrarian sectionalism. The

failure of the agrarian bloc necessitated, in Morton's opin-

ion, a further evolution of western political discontent.

Morton's Iast phase of western struggle against the

"political and economic controls, but not the institutional
f oundations, of the nation" v¡as the "utopian period, "

1925-55. Defined as a "readiness to adopt untried meLhods

to achieve ideal endsr" utopianism culminated in the Social

Credit victory in Alberta in 1 935. I n Morton' s opinion ,

these three stages constituted a unique politicaJ. develop-

ment, the result of a "curnulative historical process" acting

on the initial "bias."



ChaPter II

MORTON'S PREDECESSORS: INFLUENCE AND
ENLI GHTENMENT

I^f.L. Morton's works were not the first to examine the

effect of the western struggle against metropolitan domina-

tion on prairie political development. Ànalyses of this kind

had a tentative beginning in early histories of the nevr

province of Manitoba, though the overall tone of these works

remained consistent with the prevailing "optimistic and

romantic style of western historiography. " I The best account

of early regional discontent is found in A. Begg's three

volume Historv of the North-West, published in 1894 and

1895. Foreshadowing Morton's analysis of political develop-

ment in the "colonial period," Begg described the develop-

ment of regional discontent nurtured by the struggles over

pubJ-ic 1ands, federal subsidies, boundary extensions, feder-

aI railway and land policies, freight rates, the protective

tariff, and responsible government and noted t.he influence

of the provincial rights movement on the development of par-

ty lines in Manitoba.2

1 T.D. Regehr, "Historiography of the Canadian PIains after
1870r" in A Reqion of the Mind: Interpretinq the Western
canaáian praln.ç, ea. ñl- erren (RegIna: canaãfanffi
Studies Center, 1973), pp. 87-89, 94.

A. Begg, History of the North-West, vol. II (Toronto
Hunter, Rose, and Co., 1894), pp. 94-95, 102-6, 113, 149

-3
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Analysis of the western response to metropolitan domina-

tion and its ramifications for political development assumed

a more prominent place in western historiography in tìre

first sympathetic accounts of western agrarian opposition to

federal tariff policy and metropolitan economic and politi-

cal domination; in essence, the primary grievances of Mor-

ton's "agrarian period. " Most of these works, exhibiting

strong physiocratic sentiments, also noted that the agrarian

revolt possessed national dimensions as many eastern farmers

also opposed "big business" domination. EarIy works3 evi-

dencing these characteristics included A. Macphail's 1909

Essays in PoIitics, three works published between 1911 and

1920 by E. Porritt, an English free trader, The Revolt in

Canada Aqainst the New Feudalism, Sixtv Years of Protection

194-97, 253-54, 289-90, 313-16, 335-52, 367-85; Historv of
the North-West, VoI. III (Toronto: Hunter, Rose, and Co.,
I egS),pp. 60 -63 , 72-78, 85-97 , 116-56 , 161-74, 301-4,
336, 352-53, 358-92; These themes also appeared in G.
Bryce, À Historv of Manitoba: Its ResoUrces and People
(Toronto: The Canada Hi.story Co. , 1906) , pp. 182-87 ,
215-20, 260-67, 281-82 and C. Martin, "Political History
of Manitoba, 1870-1912r" in Canada and Its Provinces: A
Historv of the Canadian Peop1e and Their Institutions,
voI. XIX: The Prairie Provinces, eds. À. Shortt and A.G.
Doughty (Torontó-EdinEurgE unTiersity Press, 1914), pp.
108-39.

3 A. Macphail, Essays in Politics (tondon: Longmans, Green
and Co. Ltd. , 1 909) ; E. Porritt, The Revolt in Canada
Aqainst the New Feudalism (London: Cassel and Co. Ltd.,
1911); E. Porritt and À.G. Porritt, Sixtv Years of Protec-
tion in Canada, 1846-1912, 2nd ed. (winnipegi Grain Grow-
ers' Guide, 1913); E. Porritt, Canada's Protective Tariff
(winnipeg: Grain Growers' Guide, 1920); C.w. Peterson,
Wake p¡¿, Canada! Reflections on Vital National Issues
(Toronto: The Macmillan Co. of Canada Ltd., 1919); w.C.
Good, Production and Taxation in Canada From the Farmers'
Standpoint (Toronto: J.M. Dent and Sons Ltd., 1919); C.
Ager, The Farmer and the Interests: À Studv in Economic
Parasitism (Toronto: The MacMillan Co. of Canada Ltd.,
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in Canada 1846-1912, and Canada's Protective Tarif f , C.I^I.

Peterson's 1919 wake UÞ, Canada! Reflections on vital

National !ry, W.C. Good's 1919 Production and Taxation in

Canada From the Farmers' Standpoint, and C. Àgerrs 1916 The

Farmer and the Interests: À Studv in Economic Parasitism.

Though enlightening in their indictment of metropolitan

hegemony, the scope of these works did not include a

detailed description of the organizaLional development of

the western agrarian revolt and the effect of regional dis-

content on western politics.

The first work to partiatly address this need was H.

Moorhouse's Deep Furrows, published in 1918. In a sympathet-

ic account of the Ìrestern agrarian revolt, Moorhouse exam-

ined agrarian economic grievances, the formation of the

Grain Growers' Àssociations and cooperative ventures, and

the campaign for favourable tegislation.a His work, however,

ignored many of the early political developments and suc-

cesses of the agrarian movement, organizational developments

before the turn of the century, and paralleIs with American

and ontario agrarian experiences.

In 1924, these shortcomings were largely redressed in

L.A. Wood's more scholarly À Historv of Farmers' Movements

in Canada: The Orioins and Development of Aqrarian Protest,

1872-1924. Wood elaborated on the evolution and political

1916).

4 H. Moorhouse, Deep Furrows (winnipeg:
1918).

G.J. McLeod Ltd.,
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and economic successes of cooperative and marketing agencies

and agrarian organizations from the Farmers' Protective

Union to the Progressive Party, based on tne continuity of

agrarian opposition to metropolitan economic and political

domination.s Like many of his contemporaries, Wood argued

that the Progressive phenomenon was more than a western

agrarian protest. The Grange, which had entered Canada

through Ontario in the 1870's, was the "tap-root" from which

all other movements developed. Its struggle against "big

business" domination of economic and political Iife fore-

shadowed the major concern of the later western agrarian

organízations. The Patrons of Industry, the Farmers' Àsso-

ciation of Ontario, and the U.F.O. inherited and expanded

the Grange's tradition of protest while sharing much in com-

mon with the western agrarian movement.6 Despite emphasizing

their many shared concerns, never did Wood argue that there

existed a complete uniformity of interests and views between

eastern and western farmers. But moreso than would Morton,

Wood placed the western agrarian revolt in a national con-

text. Last1y, Wood noted the American origin of a number of

Canadian agrarian organízationsT but did not devote the same

L.A. Wood, À History of
Oriqins and Development
(ToronÈo: Ryerson Press,
143-46, 159-261 , 285-301 ,graphical essay appended
Morton called this work
subject. "

Ibid. , pp. 13, 41 , 45-48
234-66, 273-84, 291 , 301 -
Ibid. , pp. 21-27 , 45-46,

Farmers' l'{ovements in Canada: The
of Àqrarian Protest, 1872-1924

1924) , pp. 65, 69, 123-28,
311-64; rn 1950, in his biblio-

to The Proqressive PartY, p. 318,
the best "general history of its

, 65, 73-1 05, 1 09-54 , 205-6, 215,
1 3, 329-31 , 343-51 .

73-75, 1 04-5, 1 09-1 0, 124, 159,



attention to this commonality of experience as

shared by Canadian farmers.

7

he did that

Among the early writers on the farmers' movement vrere two

of its prominent members, w. Irvine and E.A. Partridge.

Their works illustrated the intensity of vrestern opposition

to metropolitan political and economic domination and the

utopian sentiment prevalent in the western agrarian communi-

ty at the time. Irvine authored two works, The Farmers in

Politics in 1920 and Cooperative Government in 1929, both

primarily theoretical and propagandist. Echoing Porritt,

Irvine attacked the two-party system and majoritarian democ-

racy as corrupt, unrepresentative, and controlled by the

plutocracy. As an alternative, Irvine advocated H.W. Wood's

concept of group government based on the principles of

organization on economic lines, occupational representation,

and cooperation succeeding competition among the various

interest groups, culminating in the attainment of the Coop-

erative Commonwealth. s The concept of a Cooperative Common-

wealth also figured prominently in Partridge's 1925 À War on

Poverty: The One War That Can End War. Partridge attacked

the domination of the New Feudalism and called for the

replacement of the "capitalist-competitive system" with

"communal cooperation" in a new political state to be formed

199-201, 285-96.
I w. Irvine, The Farmers in Politics (Toronto:

and Stewart Ltd. , 1920), pp. 9-253; Cooperative
(Ottawa: Mutua1 Press Ltd. , 1929), pp. 1-246.

McCIelIand
Government



in the West. e

Turning from general to more specific works, the Dominion

government also came under attack in the 1920's for its con-

trol of public lands. This issue was addressed by Chester

Martinlo in four works published before the return of public

lands in 1 930 . r n "b Natural Resources Ques.!!on" : The Hj e-

torical Basis of Provincial CIaims and "The First 'New Prov-

ince' of the Dominion," published in 1920, "The Colonial

PoJ.icy of the Dominion," published in 1922, and "Confedera-

tion and the Westr" published in 1927, Martin conceded that

the Dominion had legitimate reasons for alienating public

Iands but, nonetheless, called its actions an unjustified

departure from fundamental nritish principles that smacked

of "cofonial subordination." He argued that the resulting

impoverishment of the Manitoba government raised the locaI

level of discontent more than any other issue. Of the immi-

nent transfer of public lands to provincial control, Martin

observed that the "three Canadian colonies" would finally

achieve "fuI1 provincial status. " In his opinion, the

attainment of constitutional maturity represented the prin-

cipal thrust of Territorial development.ll After the return

s E.A. Partridge,
War (winnipeg:
1 -225 .

1o Martin was the first professional historian to contribute
to the historiography of western Canada; L.G. Thomas,
"Historiography of the Fur Trade Erar" À!ber.!e Historical
Review 17 no. 1 (winter 1969): 25-26.

À War on Poverty: The One War That Can End
Wallingford Press Ltd., 1925), pp. V-XII,

II C. Martin, "& Natural Resources Ouestion": The Histori-
caI Basis of Provincial CIaims (winnipeg: SauIts and Pol-
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of public lands, Martin, in 1931, in "The Completion of Con-

federationr" repeated his charges against the Dominion gov-

ernment but argued that a Confederation of equal provinces

had finally been achieved. He also concluded that no real

hostility had ever existed between the West and the Dominion

over the public lands issue.l2

Martin's arguments exhibited serious shortcomings. Às

well as possessing a strong regional bias, he overemphasized

constitutional progress at the expense of social, economic,

and political grievances, resulting in his failure to under-

stand that the return of public lands did not ensure full

equality in Confederation. Àdditionally, his assertion in
1931 that no real hostility had been generated by the public

lands dispute contradicted his earlier findings. Nonethe-

less, his work shed light on a contentious issue in "metrop-

olis-hinterland" relations that influenced political devel-

opment and his claim that the West suffered "colonial
subordination" foreshadowed the basis of Morton's first

stage of western potitical evolution.

lard Ltd. , 1920), pp. 9-131; "The First 'Nevr Province' of
the Dominion," Canadian Historical Review 1 no. 4 (Decem-
ber 1920): 354-78; "The Colonial Policy of the Dominion,"
Proceedinqs and Transactions of the Roval Societv of Can--
ada Series III VoI. xVI Section II (1922): 46; "Confeder-
ation and the l,Iest, " Canadian Historical Association
Report (1927): 20, 24.

12 C. Martin, "The Completion of Confederationr" Oueen's
Ouarterly 38 (Spring 1931): 197-210.



Another aspect of early regional discontent,
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the grain

marketing system and resultant agrarian cooperative

response, lras examined in a number of works. However, a

reading of W.À. Mackintosh's 1924 Aqricultural Cooperation

in Western Canada, H.S. Patton's 1928 Grain Growers' Cooper-

ation in Western Canada, w.w. Swanson's and P.C. Àrmstrong's

1930 Wheat, and D.À. MacGibbon's 1932 The Canadian Grain

Trade, suggests that western criticism of the shortcomings

of the grain marketing system was often more severe than the

facts warrantedr r 3 a conclusion somewhat opposed in spirit

to the findings of the works examined above and one that

weakens Morton's claim of "economic subordination. " A

recurring theme in the analysis of the effect of regional

discontent on political development also emerges from these

works; Westerners' perceptions of their environment have

often failed to jibe with the objective reality of their

situation, Ieading to exaggerated claims of metropolitan

W.À. Mackintosh, Aqricultural Cooperation in Western Ean-
ada (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1924), pp. 8-15, 23) H.S.
Patton, Grain Growers' Cooperation in Western Canada
(Cambridge: Harvard university Press , 1928) , pp. 1 1 -40,
130-37, 397; W.W. Swanson and P.C. Armstrong, Wheat
(Toronto: The Macmillan Co. of Canada Ltd., 1930), pp.
20-25, 31 -35, 76-99, 1 1 0-12, 121-69, 244-45, 250-72,
281-82; D.A. MacGibbon, The Canadian Grain Trade (Toron-
to: The MacMillan Co. of Canada Ltd., 1932), pp. 37-38,
43-54, 65-67, 88, 95-98 , 126-27 , 136-39, 1 50-64, 301 -3,
375; In 1952, MacGibbon authored a second work on the
same topic; The Canadian Grain Trade, 1931-1951 (loronto:
University of Toronto Press , 1952); Two additional early
works shed light on the cooperative and wheat pool move-
ments as a response to metropolitan economic domination;
H. Boyd, New Breakinq: An Outline of Cooperation Àmons
the Farmers of Western Canada (Toronto: J.M. Dent and
Sons Ltd., 1938); H.À. Innis, ed., The Diarv of Alexander
James Macphail (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1e40).

t3
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domination and discrimination.

Stitl another dimension of metropolitan hegemony and

regional di scontent r.ras examined in the last work of this
genre to be considered, H.A. Innis's À Historv of the Cane-

dian Pacific Railwav, published in 1923. Innis contended

that the C.P.R. had charged unreasonably high freight rates

in the West and concluded that the West had "paid for the

development of Canadian nationality, and it would appear

that it must continue to pay."1a Here h'as a conclusion clos-

er to the theme of "colonia1 subordination" and one which

taken in conjunction with the findings of these other early

works established a tradition of metropolitan domination and

western response in western historiography that would culmi-

nate in W.L. Morton's works.

Inevitably, studies of the western agrarian revolt pro-

duced comparisons with the American frontier experience and

evaluations of the applicability of the Turner frontier the-

sis to the Canadian West. Underlying this historiographical
shift were sentiments of nationalism, independence, isola-

tionism, and continentalism in the post-war period, a grow-

ing concern with social and economic issues, and a belief
that Canadian historiography had overemphasized Canada's

European heritage, trivialized regional history, and Iargely

ignored the effect of the North American environment on

14 H.A. Innis, A Historv
(Toronto: McCleIland and
269, 293-94.

of the Canadian
Stewart Ltd., 1

Pacific Railwaye2mp. @
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inherited political institutions.ls This nevr school of his-
torians, in their concern with frontierism and continental-
ism, inevitably downplayed the shared concerns of contempo-

rary Ontario and wesLern farmers noted by L.À. Wood and

others and failed to explore the fuII impact of metropolitan

domination on western political development, the beginnings

of which had been made in these early works.

The first continental interpretation of western political

development appeared in 1928, W.N. Sage's "Some Aspects of

the Frontier in Canadian History." Sage argued that Canada

and the United States had shared one frontier and a similar
debtor status had led to the common response of organization

of agrarian political parties and cooperative societies. l6

The concept of a shared frontier was reasserted in 1940 by

M.L. Hansen and J.B. Brebner in The Minqlinq of the Canadian

and American Peop1es. Like Sage, however, Hansen and Breb-

ner did not pursue the political ramifications of this phe-

nomenon. 17 Another historian whose continental, frontierist
interpretation lacked elaboration was F.H. UnderhiII. In

Regehr, "Historiographyr" pp. 89-90; C. Berger, The Writ-
inq of Canadian History : Àspects of Enqlish-Canadian
Historical Writinq: 1900-1970 (Toronto: Oxford University
Frãæ76T, pp. zffise,76-79, 118-20, 137-s6-,
169, 176, 259-60, 262; J.M.S. CareIess, "Frontierism,
Metropolitanism, and Canadian Historyr" Canadian Histori-
cal Review 35 no. 1 (t'tarch 1954 ) : 2-6.

W.N. Sage, "Some Aspects of the Frontier in Canadian His-
toryr" Canadian Historical Àssociation Report (1928):
62-72.

17 M.L. Hansen and J.B. Brebner, The Minqlino of the Canadi-
an and American Peoples (toronto: Ryerson Press, 1940),
pp. 18, 219-35.

15
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1927, in "Some Aspects of Upper Canadian Radical Opinion in

the Decade Before Confederation," and 1935, in "The Develop-

ment of National PoIiticaI Parties in Canadar" Underhill

suggested briefly that Progressivism was a revival of Clear

Grit frontier radicalism, necessitated by big business con-

trol of the national economy and both established political
partiesrls but went no further in his analysis.

Other historians of this era did not unquestioningly

accept a continental interpretation of western Canadian

development, though none denied the many paraIIeIs between

Canadian and American experience. w.B. Munro, in 1929, in

Àmerican Influences on Canadian Government, noted that the

West showed the same "IiberaI, democratic, and progressive"

tendencies as the American West. Sti11, he concluded that

Canada should not "lightly cast aside" governmental tradi-
tions inherited from England. l s rn 1931, J.B. Brebner, in

"Canada and North Àmerican Historyr" emphasized the "remark-

able analogies" between the Canadian and American political

systems. But, he warned, there were differences such as the

shorter, less intense, and more orderly and peaceful Canadi-

an frontier period that could only be explained by recogniz-

F.H. Underhill, "Some Aspects of Upper Canadian Radical
Opinion in the Decade Before Confederationr" Canadian
Hi stor ical Àssoc iat i on Report (1927 ) : 48-49 , 61 ', "The
Development of National PoIiticaI Parties in Canadar"
Canadian Hist.orical Review 16 Do. 4 (December 1935): 386.

W.B. Munro, American Influences on Canadian Government(Toronto: The MacMillan Co. of Canada Ltd., 1929), pp.
57-61 , 92-98, 140-43.

t8
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ing Canada's metropolitan heritage. 2o
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In J.W. Dafoe's 1 935

work, Canada: An American Nation, Dafoe emphasized Canada's

"North Àmericannessr" yet argued that "there was everywhere

in Canada an acceptance of the gritish methods of govern-

ment. tt2 1

Nowhere was the balance or contradiction of heredity and

environment more apparent than in the writings of À.R.M.

Lower. In 1929 and 1930, in "Some Neglected Àspects of Cana-

dian History" and "The Origins of Democracy in Canadar" Low-

er argued that institutional development was the product of

tradition and environment, with the latter a largely unexp-

lored fieId.22 Referring to western discontent, Lower argued

that the campaign for direct legislation and opposition to

chartered banks and established political parties v¡ere exam-

ples of a typical frontier spirit. This spirit was not, how-

everr âs "intense and prolonged" as its American counterpart

due to a smal1er frontier and stronger o1d world ties.23

For a number of reasons suggested in these worksr Do his-
torian emerged as the Canadian counterpart to Turner. Com-

parisons of frontier experience were limited due to the

20 J.B. Brebner, "Canadian and North Àmerican History,
adian Historical Association Report (1931): 37-48.

J.W. Dafoe, Canada: Àn Àmerican Nation (Uew York:
bia University Press, 1935), pp. 6, 53-54, 73-74.

À.R.M. Lower, "Some Neglected Àspects of Canadian
ryr" Canadian Historical Association Report (1929):
; "The Origins of Democracy in Canadar" Canadian Hi
cal Association Report (1930): 65-70.

23 Lower, "origins of Democracy," pp. 68-70.

" çan--

CoIum-

Hi sto-
65-7 1

stor i -

21
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realization that strong gritish political traditions stil1
existed, the Canadian frontier experience was shorter and

more peaceful than the Àmerican, and the Canadian metropolis

had been far more predominant in western development than

its American counterpart. The exposure of the inadequacies

of Turner's thesis when applied to the Canadian frontier did

not, however, mean a total rejection of continentalism and

the formative influence of environmental factors. Recogni-

tion of certain shared agrarian experiences and respect for
the environment in conjunction with the growing realization
that prairie political development could more readily be

explained through the study of the interaction of metropolis

and hinterland would provide the historiographical backdrop

to Morton's analysis of western political development.

The exploration of the political ramifications of the

continental agrarian experience was also curtailed by the

shifting of academic attention to the immediate and critical
problems created by the depression. The result was an outp-

ouring of works, the most important for Westerners being the

Frontiers of Settlement Series, produced in conjunction with

American authorities between 1934 and 1940. Researched by

geographers, economists, sociologists, and historians, the

Series' nine studies represented an "examination of the con-

ditions and processes of settlement as exemplified in con-

temporary Canadian experience. " 2 4 Concentrating on soc ial

24 T^I.4. Mackintosh,
Settinq, Canadian
to: The MacMillan

Prairie Settlement i The Geoqraphical
Frontiers of Settlement, vo1. 1 (Toron-
Co. of Canada Ltd., 1934), p. Xv.
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and economic issues, they reflected an environmental

approach but never a "fu1I endorsation of the Turnerian

hypothesis."25 They contained "very Iittle about the politi-

cal history of the plains during the settlement periodr'26

but, nonetheless, contributed to the evolution of the histo-
riography of prairie political development.

The second volume of the series, composed of two studies

and published in 1938, v¡arrants examination for its contri-
bution to understanding regional political discontent. In

the first study, History of Prairie Settlement, A.S. Morton

briefly described the major concerns of the western agrarian

community, including transportation, marketing, the tariff ,

and public Iands, and the organizational development of the

Farmers' Union, Settlers' Union, the Patrons, the Grain

Growers' Associations, and cooperative societies. Brief men-

tion was also made of the American roots of the Farmers'

Union and the Patrons. Morton's emphasis on the farmers'

attempt "to organize themselves for the defence of their
interests in the face of the overporvering influence of the

East"27 was clearly a reflection of the growing realization
by western historians that western political development had

to be viewed as a product of the interaction of metropolis

Regehr, "Historiography, " pp. 91-92.

Ibid., p. 93.

A.S. Morton and C. Martin, Historv of Prairie Settlement
and "Domin ion @þ" PoI icy, Front iers of Settlement ,
voI. 2 part 1 (Toronto: The MacMillan Co. of Canada
Ltd., 1938), pp. 66-68, 73, 93-95, 115-18, 128-31,
164-70.

25

26

27
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and frontier.

In the second study, "Dominion Lggéq" Policv, Chester

Martin once again examined t.he issue of public lands; how-

ever, he now defended the Dominion's actions in 1870 and

1905, arguing that the "twin problems of railway and settle-
ment" y¡ere the key to national expansion, a "national neces-

sity" that could be attained "on1y by policies truly nation-

al in their scope."28 Martin admitted, however, that
Dominion land policy had made the federal government a "ver-
itable empire" and had generated considerable discontent in
the West over the issues of public lands, financial compen-

sation, Iand-lock, and monopoly.2s Benefitting from hind-

sight, he realized that despite the return of public lands

in 1930, "many of the basic problems of the Prairie Provinc-

es have yet to be solved in permanent or substantial propor-

tions."3o Overall, both Morton and Martin, in their examina-

tion of grievances that constituted the foundation of w.L.

Morton's first two stages of vrestern political development,

contributed to the growing historiography of regional dis-
content that provided the background to Morton's writings on

the subject.

A.S. Morton and C. Martin, Historv of Prairie Settlement
and "Dominion Lancþ" PoIicy, part 2, pp. 196, 223-28,
369, 402-3, 433, 466-71 , 478-80, 504-5; Martin again
stressed the necessity of strong federal government
action in Foundations of Canadian Nationhood (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1955), pp. 399r 434-69.

Ibid., pp. 196, 223, 239, 274, 330, 399-400, 467, 472-78,
505.

Ibid., pp. 493-94.

28

29

30
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Despite increasing interest in the 1930's in social and

economic issues, historical works were stiIl being produced

that shed light on western political development. In 1931,

covering ground that Morton would later examine, J.w. Dafoe,

in Clifford Sifton in Relation To His Times, touched on the

major political occurrences of Sifton's era that fostered

the growth of provincial rights sentiment and hostility to

the federal government in the west.31 G.F.G. Stanley, in The

Birth of Western Canada: å Historv of the Riel Rebellions,

published in 1936, focussed mainly on the Metis rebellions

of 1869-70 and 1885 but also provided the most extensive

account yet written of the North-West agrarian community's

economic and political grievances, its first attempt at

organization, the Settlers' Union, and its cooperation with

the Metis, prior to the outbreak of viol-ence.32 Stanley also

refuted the frontier thesis, arguing that underlying the

conflict between East and llest r{ere the natural differences

between "ar¡ agricultural area forced to seIl its produce in

a world market and an industrial area disposing of its goods

in a protected market." Canada's frontier experience had

been peaceful, in sharp contrast to the Àmerican experi-

31 J.w. Dafoe, Clifford Sifton in Relation To His Times
(Toronto: The MacMillan Co. of Canada Ltd., 1931), pp.
12-443.

32 G.F.G. Stanley, The Birth of Western Canada: ! History of
the RieI Rebellions (Toronto: Longmans, Green and Co.
Ltd. , 1936; reprint ed., Toronto: University of Toronto
Press , 1978) , pp. 187-91 , 253, 261-68, 298-312, 317-20;
Stanley touched on these themes again in Louis RieI
(Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1963), pp. 264-91, 322.
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À.S. Morton's 1939 A History of the

Canadian West to 1870-1, reinforced C. Martin's early argu-

ments, asserting that the West had been annexed to Canada,

and in retaining public lands, the Dominion government acted

"not only out of harmony with the symmetry of the federal

scheme but in contravention of the actual terms of the erit-
ish North America Act."34 The works of these three histori-

ans, and Stanley in particular, kept alive the tradition of

regional discontent and furthered the shift in regional his-
toriography from a frontierist orientation to one that

acknowledged the impact of the metropolis.

Contrasted with the 1930's, there were fewer works devot-

ed to the West in the 1940's. Historians were turning their
attention away from the region, due to the passing of the

depression and the outbreak of war and also to pursue a

fuller development of the Laurentian thesis. This historio-
graphical approach stil1 contained elements of environmen-

talism but was the frontier thesis turned upside down,

degrading the importance of regional history and the vitali-

ty of the frontier and stressing the ongoing importance of

the metropolis in nationaL development. Many Laurentianists,

including the theory's most famous proponents, H.À. Innis

and D.G. Creighton, possessed anti-American sentiments which

also contributed to the decline of continentalism as a his-

33

34

Ibid., p. 214, 263.

À.S. Morton, A Historv of the Canadian West to
(¡,ondon: Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd. , 1939r, pp.
871-72,914-16.

1870-1
846,
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toriographical approach.3s In its narrovr meÈropolitan per-

spective of Canadian history, the Laurentian approach would

inevitably produce a regional backlash, of which w.L. Mor-

ton's writings were the foremost example. In the 1 940's,

however, with the field of prairie studies left to western

Canadian historians, there v¡as an inevitable decline in the

quantity of work produced as western universities struggled

under financial limitations caused by depression and war.36

Nonetheless, significant contributions v¡ere made to west-

ern political historiography in the 1940's. R.O. MacFar-

Iane, in 1940, in "Manitoba Politics and Parties After Con-

federationr" expanded on the connection between the nascent

provincial rights movement and political party development

in Manitoba in the 1880'srs7 one of the first clear examples

of the effect of western discontent on political develop-

ment. Two more important works continued the attack on con-

tinentalism and the frontier thesis. G.F.G. StanIey, in

1940, in "Western Canada and the Frontier Thesís," resumed

his 1936 argument, asserting that while the frontier envi-

Regehr, "Historiography," p. 94; Berger, Canadian Histo-
ty ¡ pp. 92-102, 123, 1 58, 1 68-69 , 172-80, 191-92, 208-36,
260; J.M.S. Carelessr "Frontierism, Metropolitanism, and
Canadian History," pp. 14-21; M. Zaslow, "The Frontier
Hypothesis in Recent Historiographyr" Canadian Historical
Review 29 no. 2 (June 1948): 159-60.

L.G. Thomas, "The Writing of History in Western Canada,"
in Eastern and Western Perspectives, eds, D.J. Bercuson
and P.À. Buckner (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1 981 ) r pp. 69-72.

37 R.o. MacFarlane, "Manitoba Politics and Parties After
Confederation r " Canadian Historical Association Report
(1940): 45-ss.

35

36
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ronment had a significant influence on economic 1ife, polit-

ical institutions were primarily determined by tradition.
Stanley conÈrasted the development of the Canadian West with

the Àmerican experience, arguing that its frontier phase had

lasted only a few decades and settlement had been largely

under Dominion control. There was a similarity in agrarian

political responses but Canadian agrarian protest was not as

much the product of the frontier as a conjunction of circum-

stances: geography, climate, metropolitan domination, and

the inevitable conflict between primary and secondary pro-

ducers. Stanley concluded that the West's unique character

vras determined "not only by our material environment, the

frontier, but also by our past experience and the whole body

of acquired tradition."38 Much of Stanley's argument was

frontier experience vlas briefer and metropolitan control

stronger and concluded that the study of western politics

required recognition of the interaction of the frontier and

the "political and cultural characteristics of the societies

that came into contact with the frontier."3e

repeated by M. Zaslow, in

in Recent Historiography. "

1948, in "The Frontier Hypothesis

Zaslow agreed that the Canadian

hi story

IocaI

Terri-

Àn outstanding example of the shift in regional

from frontierism to an approach more aware of the

impact of metropolitan domination vras C.C. Lingard's

38 G.F.G. Stanley, "Western Canada and the
Canadian Historical Àssociation Report (

Zaslow, "The Frontier Hypothesis," pp. 1

Frontier Thesis, "
1940): 105-14.

62, 1 65.39
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torial Government in Canada: The Autonomy Ouestion in the

Old North-West Territories, published in 1946. Showing a

ful1 appreciation of the influence of metropolitan domina-

tion and regional discontent on political development, Lin-
gard argued that between 1897 and 1905, the North-West, "a

creature of the Dominion Parliament," developed a "lusty
political self-consciousness" in its campaign for province-

hood against a reluctant federal government. Lingard assert-

ed that this struggle greatly influenced loca1 political

development; initially, uniting Iocal politicians in the

autonomy movement and solidifying party divisions in federal

politics, and, finally, providing the basis for the perma-

nent creation of party Iines in provincial politics.ao Lin-
gard concluded that provincial subordination continued after
1905 as the educational clauses of the Àutonomy Bil1s and

Dominion retention of public lands created "ts¡o inferior
provinces."4l overall, Lingard's analysis of the progression

from responsible government to provincehood foreshadowed

Morton's thesis that the vrestern attempt to throw off the

yoke of metropolitan domination had shaped a unique politi-

4o C.c. Lingard, Territorial Government in Canada: The
Autonomv Ouestion in the OId North-West Territories
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1946), pp. 5-251.
See also "Economic Forces Behind the Demand for Provin-
cial Status in the Old North West Territoriesr" Ëna¡liq
Historical Review 21 no. 3 (September 1940): 254-67. A
less critical interpretation of the Dominion's role in
the constitutional development of the North-West prior to
1905 is found in E.H. OIiver, "Saskatchewan and Àlberta:
General History, 1870-1912r" in Canada and Its Provinces,
VoI. xIx, pp. 189-270.

41 rbid., pp. 166-251.
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caI development. Unfortunately, Lingard's emphasis on con-

stitutional and political issues inevitably pushed to the

background many fundamental economic problems inherent in

agrarian hinterland relations with an urban,

metropolis.

industrial

As already noted, the renewed emphasis on the importance

of the metropolis in shaping western political development

did not spell the end of the environmental and continental

approach. In 1948, an American, Paul Sharp, in The Aqrarian

Revolt in Western Canada: À Survev Showinq American ParaI-

lels, the first book-length comparison of the experiences of

the Canadian and Àmerican frontier regions, argued that
Progressivism was "far more than an expression of sectional-

ism." À common environment and similar problems in produc-

tion, transportation, marketing, credit, and all facets of

relations with eastern metropolises and unresponsive federal

governments had "produced the same agrarian protests on both

sides of the internaÈional boundaryr" facilitated by the

easy flow of people and ideas across the border.a2 Sharp,

42 P. Sharp, The Àorarian Revolt in Western Canada: A Survey
Showinq Àmerican Parallels (ttinneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1948; reprin! ed., New York: Octagon
Books, 1971), pp. VII-VIII, 1-5, 16-41, 49-139, 153,
179-86; This had also been Sharp's theme in an earlier
article, "The Àmerican Farmer and the 'Last Best West',"
Aqricultural Historv 21 no. 2 (ApriI 1947)z 65-75. Inter-
estingly, Sharp cited w.L. Morton's 1944 "Direct Legis-
Lation and the Origins of the Progressive Movement" in
stressing the Jeffersonian democratic principles held by
both agrarian movements; see next chapter for elabora-
tion. In Morton's bibliographical essay appended to The
Proqressive Party, p. 317 , he called Sharp's book "the
best and most finished study of the political unrest in
the Canadian west from 1911 to 1930."
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nonetheless, recognized differences between the two move-

ments: the Canadian movement l¡as stronger, due basically to

the monolithic nature of the western wheat economy; the

strategy of the agrarian bloc used by American farmers after
the war was incompatible with Canadian parliamentary insti-
tutions; the protective tariff vras a non-issue in the Àmeri-

can mid-west; and inherited traditions from rural Ontario

and socialist and Fabian circles in Englandr âs well as

American agrarian radicalism, lrere reshaping western politi-

ca1 consciousness. a 3

Two other works pubiished at this time illustrated that

continentalism was stiII in use as a historiographical
approach. In 1949, D.F. Warner, in "The Farmers' AIIiance

and the Farmers' Union: Àn Àmerican-Canadian ParaIIelismr"

equated the roots and growth of these two organízations,

concluding that in historical perspective, "each was signif-
icant as a phase in the persistent agrarian radicalism found

on both sides of the line in the West.aa In the same vein,

W.K. Rolph, in Henry Þlise f.Iood of Alberta, published in
1950, also argued that American and Canadian farmers shared

"very similar problems, and pursued similar methods in

searching for solutions. " Nowhere was American agrarian

influence more strongly felt than through the personage and

philosophies of H.W. Wood, who dominated the Alberta scene

43

44

Ibid., pp. VI-II , 2, 35-37, 41-53, 56, 58-61,

D.F. Warner, "The Farmers' Alliance and
Union: An American-Canadian Parallelisß, "
Historv 23 no. 1 (January 1949): 9-19.

1 33-38.

the Farmers'
Aqr icultural
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during the years of U.F.À. ascendancy.4 s StiIl, like Sharp,

Rolph recognized distinct characteristics of the western

agrarian movement: the substantial impact of ideas and per-

sonalities from rural Ontario and British Iiberal and coop-

erative backgrounds and the uniqueness of the Canadian

"national and provinciaI parliamentary systems and the

organization and background of Canadian political parties."

Further, he recognized that the agrarian revolt in the post-

war era was strong in other agrarian areas, especially

Ontario. a6 The similarities and differences in agrarian

experience noted by Rolph and Sharp, in particular, under-

scored the realization by most historians that no single

theoretical perspective could explain alI the dimensions of

the western agrarian revoLt.

Àfter the drought of the 1940's, the 1950's were witness

to an unprecedented boom in regional studies, focussing on

"political eccentricity and prairie radicalism. "47 This

increased interest gras the result of the success and longev-

ity of the C.C.F. and Social Credit and a reaction to the

peripheral importance given the West by the Laurentian-

ists.as The regional studies of the 1950's also marked the

45 w.K. Rolph, Henry Wise Wood of Àlberta (Toronto: Univer-
sity of Toronto Press, 1950), pp. VII, 11-12, 21-22,
29-31, 36-60, 96.

Ibid. , pp. VI I , 30-31 , 61 .

Regehr, "Historiographyr" pp. 87, 94-95.

One classic example of this genre is D. Creighton, Domin-
ion of the North: À History of Canada (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1944).

46

47

48
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continued decline of environmentalism and frontierism as

historiographical approaches. Events of the war had shown

that Canada yras far more than a North Àmerican nation and,

in the study of its institutions, more emphasis must be

placed on its trans-Atlantic heritage. Anti-Àmerican senti-
ment in the post-war period further encouraged a renewed

interest in British traditions.4e Sti11, while more recogni-

tion would be accorded the prominent role of the metropolis

in shaping western institutions, the frontier thesis and,

more specifically, the formative influence of the environ-

ment, would never be totally discarded in the writing of

regional history.

The growing recognition by regional historians of the

impact of metropolitan domination on political development

was reflected in one of the early works of the Social Credit

in Alberta series. In 1954, in Social Credit and the Federal

Power in Canada, J.R. Mallory described Social Credit as a

sectional revolt against the vested economic interests of

central Canada and the subordinate position of the West.so

MaIIory concluded that "the conflict between the Dominion

and the province of Alberta yras a significant contributing

factor" to a nelr constitutional "state of equilibrium" in

which the federal government had greatly increased its pow-

Berger, Canadian Historv r pp. 1 51 , 1 56-58, 1 68,
191-93; Regehr, "Historiography," p. 90.

J.R. MalJ.ory, Social Credit and the Federal Power
ada, Socia1 Credit in Alberta: Its Background and
opment, vol. 5 (Toronto: University of Toronto
1954), pp. 10, 57-152, 168-85, 189, 197-98.

172-80,

in Can-
DeveI-
Press,

49

50
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ers and responsibilitiessi and provincialism in Alberta had

been weakened. Though Mallory's sectional characterization
was not inaccurate, he ignored institutional and socio-psy-

chological factors in SociaI Credit's initial success that
fe11 outside the scope of "metropolis-hinterland" relations.
He did, however, cite factors in the decline of provincial-
ism: the growing orthodoxy of the Social Credit party, the

need for cooperation with outside financial and private

interests in order to develop ÀIberta's natural resources,

and war-time prosperityrs2 which indicated that the local

struggle against metropolitan domination was only one of a

number of factors that influenced political development.

While the writing of regional history within the context

of "metropolis-hinterland" relations vras becoming increas-

ingly popular, its limitations as an analytical framework

within which to examine western third parties and political
development were also being exposed in the 1950's.53 They

were particularly evident in a number of studies on the

C.C.F. s4 For example, in D.E. McHenry's 1950 The Third Force

in Canada: The Cooperative Commonwealth Federation,

1932-1948, McHenry admitted that the C.C.F. vras a "lineal

s1 See MaIlory's earlier article, "Disallowance and the
National Interest: The ÀIberta Social Credit Legislation
of 1937 r" Canadian Journal of Economics and PoliticaIor t>5 t , " uanaolan Journal of Ë;conomlcs ano !.,o11E. 1caI
Science 14 no. 3 (August 1948): 342-57.

s2 J.R. Mallory, Social Credit and the Federal Power in Can-
ada, pp. 3-4, 55-56 , 121 , 140-68, 1 89-90 , 196-98.

s 3 See Chapters 4 and 5.

54 See Chapters 4 and 5.
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descendent of the recurring farmers' movements" but recog-

nized the presence of labour and intellectuals and concluded

that the party was "avowedly socialist."ss He also recogniz-

ed that with the passage of time the national C.C.F. vras

losing its agrarian orientation and a potential rift was

developing within the party between centralists and provin-

cialists.s6 These observations indicated that the C.C.F. was

more than a vehicle of expression of western discontent in
federal politics.

Despite these indications of its limitations, the trend

in the writing of western Canadian political history from

frontierism to a "metropolis-hinterland" framework contin-
ued. In 1954, a major historiographical work emphasized the

growing disillusionment with frontierism and environmental-

ism. In "Frontierism, Metropolitanism, and Canadian Histo-

ry," J.M.S. Careless criticized proponents of the frontier
thesis for their tendency to portray frontier forces as pro-

gressive and enlightened and metropolitan forces as auto-

cratic and reactionary. This viewpoint often distorted the

true nature of frontier movements, portraying them too nar-

rowly and ignoring metropolitan influence. w.L. Morton, he

asserted, had fallen into this trap in his early portrayal

of the Progressives in 1944 in "Direct Legislation and the

ss D.E. McHenry, The Third
Commonwealth Federat ion,
of California Press, 1950
324.

s6 lbid., pp. 281, 321.

Force in Canada:
I gg2-l %g]-Berke
), pp. 4, 23-30

The Cooperative
ley: University
, 265-81 , 304,
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Careless suggested

rnetropolitanism as a framework to examine political develop-

ment, in recognition that "fronLier protest movements are a

natural accompaniment of the extension of metropolitan power

into new areas. " 5 I

Às noted in Careless's article and itlustrated in the

preceding pages, the evolution of v¡estern political histori-
ography centered largely on the relative weight to be

assigned metropolitan and frontier influences in determining

prairie political development. By the time Morton wrote

"Bias," the former was in the ascendancy. Morton, particu-
larly in his early works, would never deny the many shared

features of the continental agrarian revolt and the influ-
ence of the frontier environmentr so ably pointed out by

Sharp and others, but would develop his three-stage theory
within the framework of the constant interaction between the

West and central Canada; though whereas Careless emphasized

the metropolis, Morton's concern was the hinterland. On the

notion of western subordination, firmly established in west-

ern historicAraphy by the historians whose works were exam-

ined above, the extent of their influence on Morton is hard

to determine. If, however, direct influence cannot always

be firmly established, it can certainly be stated that Mor-

ton's charges of "coloniaI subordination" and "economic sub-

s7 See next chapter.
s8 J.M.S. CareIess, "Frontierisrn, Metropolitanism, and Cana-

dian Historyr" pp. 1*21.
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ion" followed logically from the groundwork they had

In the following chapter, Morton's 1955 outline of

political development will be expanded by reference

other works on prairie politics and viewed ín the

of the conclusions of his predecessors.



Chapter I I I

MORTON ' S EXPANDED '' BT AS '' I N HI STORI OGRAPHT CÀL
PERSPECTTVE

Born and raised in Gladstone, Manitoba, W.L. Morton had

early in Iife become aÌ{are of the interaction of irnported

cultural institutions and environmental forces that shaped a

unique social and political milieu in the West.l Upon enter-

ing the academic world, Morton found that the historiograph-
ical approaches in vogue were incompatible with the observa-

tions of his youth. He first confronted this contradiction
in 1946 in "Marginal," attacking the Turnerian frontierists
for their overemphasis of the formative influence of the

North Àmerican frontier environment and failure to recognize

the importance of inherited political values and institu-
tions. The Laurentianists, on the other hand, vrere too

imperialistic to do justice to all regions of Canada. The

basic facts of the "metropolis-hinterland" thesis could not

be denied but in making the St. Lawrence the hub of Canadian

development, they had reduced prairie history in status to
the description of "economic and political subordination"

r Margaret MorLon Fahrni and W.L. Morton, Third Crossinq: À
Historv of the First Ouarter Century of the Town and Dis-
trict of Gladstone in the Province of Manitoba (winnipeg:
Advocate Printers Ltd., 1946); "Seeing an Unliterary Land-
scaper" Mosaic III no. 3 (Manitoba Centennial Issue 1970):
1-10.

31
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and denied the impact of environmental forces. Morton's

solution v¡as the writing of regional history which would

reflect the "relative impress of hereditary culture and

physical envi ronment. " 2

In a second 1946 work, "CIio in Canada: The Interpreta-
tion of Canadian Historyr" Morton again admitted that the

Laurentian thesis vJas a "correct representation of the actu-

al facts" but asserted that the economic and political domi-

nation of a subordinate West by metropolitan Canada coupled

with the West's unique environment and sectional character

negated any possibility of gtesterners accepting a written
history that placed the Prairies in an inferior position to

central Canada. In Morton's opinion, western history, writ-
ten from a western viewpoint, v¡as just as worthy of histori-
cal attention as the dominance of Ontario or the survival of

the French-Canadian nation.s Morton's work in the next dec-

ade would be devoted to the establishment of regional histo-
ry as a legitimate pursuit. In 1955, he became the first
and only historian to propose an interpretive framework

within which the entire span of western political develop-

ment could be situated, based on the western attempt to end

metropolitan domination and achieve economic and political
equal i ty.

I^7.L. Morton,
(Spring 1946):

l^¡. L. Morton ,
dian History, "(apriL 1946):

"MarginaI, "
26-29.

Man i toba Àrts Review 5 no. 1

"Clio in Canada: The Interpretation of Cana-
Universitv of Toronto Quarterlv 15 no. 3

229-34.
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3.1 THE COLONTÀL BEBJ_QD, 1870-1905

In his statement of his thesis in "Bias," Morton's brief
account of politics in the "colonial period" left a number

of unanswered questions. What was the fuII extent of the

"strrrggle for political eguality in Confederation, not real-
ized until 1930"4 and did the grievances underlying this
struggle justify Morton's charge of "colonial subordina-

tion"? What issues fueled early agrarian consciousness and

what vJas the nature and pace of agrarian organizational

development? Lastly, how s¡as a nascent regional and utopian

sentiment fostered in the West? e reading of a number of

Morton's other works fails to provide satisfactory answers

to these questions.

In attempting to flesh out and assess Morton's interpre-
tation, the best starting point is his outstanding work on

the province of his birth, Manitoba: À Historv, published in
1957. There, Morton presented his most detailed study of

Manitoba's political and economic subordination to central
Canada and its response, defining the main concerns of Mani-

Èobans beginning in the 1880's as the "struggle to win for
the province a tolerable position in Confederation and to
knit its new agriculture into the commercial system of the

nineteenth century."s Boundary extension, control of public

W.L. Morton, "Biasr" p. 58.

W.L. Morton, Manitoba: A History, 2nd ed.
versity of Toronto Press, 1967; reprint ed.,
versity of Toronto Press, 1979), p. 234.

(Toronto: Uni-
Toronto: Uni-
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lands, insufficient federal subsidies, and the right to

charter provincial railways, in the process overcoming the

monopoly clause of the C.P.R. charter and federal government

disallowance, srere the main components of the fight for
political equity waged by Manitoba governments under the

leadership of R.À. Davis, John Norquay, Thomas Greenway,

Hugh John Macdonald, and Rodmond Roblin. Reaching the same

conclusions as Begg and MacFarlanerG Morton argued that the

first steps in the formation of party lines in the late
1870's and early 1880's owed much to this struggle; Norquay

had temporarily abandoned his nonpartisan stance to defend

the concessions he had won from the Conservative government

in Ottawa while Greenway, an Ontario Liberal, had transposed

the platform of "provincial rights" to the provincial oppo-

sition party. PoliticaI protest in Manitoba, like its gro$¡-

ing institutional infrastructure, reflected the mores of the

province's dominant group, immigrants from rural Ontario.
This "struggle for better terms and provincial rights," Mor-

ton concluded, "hardened the consciousness of identity" that
was being formed among the nev¡ settlers.T Despite a boundary

extension, increased subsidies, and termination of the

monopoly clause, Morton argued that equality of political
status had not been achieved by 1905. Crown lands remained

under Ðorninion control and the struggle for yet further
boundary extension and higher subsidies continued. s

See previous chapter.

W.L. Morton, Manitobar pp. 141-293.

6
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In discussing the issues underlying early regional dis-
content, Morton did not do justice to the motives of the

Dominion government, nor did he justify his 1955 claim of

"coloniaI subordination." His thinly veiled criticism of

the Dominion's decision Lo grant provincial status to only a

small area in 1870 ignored the small population of the

region and the lack of administrative experience and machin-

ery necessary to govern a province.e The Dominion's reasons

for retaining public landslo and upholding the terms of the

c. P. R.

brv.

charterll were presented neither fuIly nor favoura-

Morton also glossed over early federal subsidy

increases and impl ied that fai lure to meet provinc ia1

demands was tantamount to colonial subordination.l2 Despite

these shorLcomiDgs, Morton had recognized and clearly summa-

rized the birth of a provincial tradition of grievance and

protest. Interestingly, Morton focussed more attention on

the aforementioned issues as a source of federal-provincial
conflict than on the Manitoba school question. He admitted

that federal intrusion in the provincial domain stoked the

furnace of "provincial rights" but concluded that in the

1896 election, the return of five Conservatives to three

Liberals reflected the widespread opinion that the "school

8 rbid.,
s rbid.,
1o rbid.
11 rbid.
12 rbid.

pp. 290-93.

p. 141 .

r pp. 141, 1

r pp. 194, 2

r pp. 1 96-98

97-198 , 211 , 214, 292.

11, 213-16, 219, 221-22, 230-31

, 213-16, 221, 294.



system vras no longer an open issue

noted that the failure of the evi

Manitoba to substantiate his 1955

36

.'r13 Finally, it should be

dence Morton presented in

charge of "coloniaI subor-

dination" $ras reinforced by his concession in his earlier
work, The Proqressive Partv in Canada, published in 1950,

that the West had probably not suffered any loss as a result
of Dominion retention of public lands.la

In Manitoba, Morton also examined the purported economic

subordination of the Manitoba agrarian community and its
response. Again showing his regional bias, he accepted the

traditional belief that the agrarian community had suffered

unfairly under the land policy of the federal government and

the protective tariff and at the hands of the railways, ele-
vator companies, and the banks. Morton noted but did not

fully explore the continuity in the fight to champion agrar-

ian interests of the Grange, the Manitoba Farmers' Protec-

tive Union, the Patrons of Industry, and the Grain Growers'

Àssociations in Manitoba and the Territories. l s He also

placed the M.F.P.U. and the Patrons in a nationaL and conti-
nental context of agrarian discontent but did not elaborate

Ibid., pp. 250, 269-72.

W.L. Morton, The Prooressive Partv in Canada, Socia1
Credit in ÀIberta, vol. 1 (Toronto: University of Toronto
Pressr 1950), p. 8; Here, Morton cited a work showing, if
anything, the Dominion perspective, J.A. Maxwel1, Federal
Subsidies to the Provincial Governments in Canada, Har-
vard Economic Studies, vol. LVI (Cambridge: Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1937).

1 s w.L. Morton, Manitobar pp.
299-300.

13

14

208-22, 257-58, 297-gg,
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on this commonality of experience. r6

Nor did Morton in his various works fully explore the

regionar grievances in the North-west that constituted
"coloniaI subordinatioD, " initiated a regional "bias, " and

shaped political development. In The proqressive partv, he

briefry noted that the colonial status of the west and the

growth of "sectionar sentiment" vrere rooted in the withhold-
ing of pub)-ic lands, the struggle for provincial status,
discriminatory federal fiscal, land, and transportation poI-
icies, metropolitan economic domination, and Ottaiva's need

to placate Quebec in federal legislation pertaining to the

West. Citing C.C. Lingard, he argued that Saskatchewan and

Alberta entered confederation in 1905 not as equar provinces

in terms of status and power but as "colonies under the form

of provinces." Morton, however, only briefly touched on the

weakness of the North-West in national politics and the

local struggle for provincial status. Neither did he elabo-

rate on early agrarian grievances and the formation of

agrarian organízaLions. concerning the ratter, he recognized

but did not expand on their Àmerican and Ontario roote.17 He

also ignored these organízations in Manitoba, where he

claimed that the Farmers' union was "Manitoba's counterpart

to the rising of Indians and the Metis" in the North-Westrrs

16

17

Ibid., pp. 210-11,258.

W.L. Morton, The Proqressive Party, pp. 3-
should be noted in Morton's defense that a
manuscript examining the farmers' movement
deleted from the final work.

14, 293-94. rt
chapter in his
in Ontario was
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thereby overrooking the beginnings of agrarian organization
in the North-West in the form of the Settlers' Union.

In his later works, Morton offered no further elabora-

tion. In The Kinodom of Canada: À General Historv From gar_-

liest Times, published in 1963, he asserted that the North-

West had been saddled with a colonial regime in 1870 but

mentioned only briefly the struggle for responsible govern-

ment and provincial status.ls The organízational response of

the Territorial agrarian community in the 1880's to basicar-
ly the same economic arievances that garvanized Manitoba

farmers to action was again ignored and the formation of the

Territoriar Grain Growers' Association in 1901 received only

a brief mention.2o This lack of attention was in keeping

vrith his growing interest in nationar rather than regional
concerns in the 1 960' s. 2 1

Morton's shifting emphasis in his rater writings was also
evident in "The West and The Nation, 1870-1970," published

in 1973. He admitted that in 1870, "the Territories, until
peopled, called for territorial, or Crown Colony, govern-

W.L. Morton, Manitoba, p. 213

W.L. Morton, The Kinqdom of Canada: À GÀ General Historv
From Earliest Times (Toronto: McCMcCIelland and Stewart
Ltd., 1963), pp. 336, 372, 403

Ibid. , pp. 365-67, 41 0-1 1 .

C. Berger, Canadian Historvr pp. 250-56. This outlook is
also found in The Critical years: The Union of gritish
North Amer ica, I g5z- 1 873 r-TËFanadlan ciltenary ffi; jreonto: ¡accreÍrand and srewarr rrd.;-igç+j , p.
242, in which Morton ignored the growth of regional dis-
content stemming from the political events of 1869-70.

18

19

20

21
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ment" and was sympathetic to the plight of the Dominion gov-

ernment r äcknowledging that it had no experience or estab-
lished principles to call upon for governing a territory.
Quite naturally, its response was to govern pragmaticarry,

handring situations as they arose.22 rt would seem that Mor-

ton had partially backed away from his earrier criticisms of
Dorninion action in 1869-70; thereby casting doubt on the

validity of his accusations of "coloniar subordination."
However, it is this writer's opinion that this seeming mod-

eration in Morton's outlook, a by-product of his belief that
regional inequarities had been gradually reduced2s and his
growing concern in the 1960's with a variety of nationar
issues, did not constitute a repudiation of his expressed

berief in the historicar existence of secLional injustices.

Ànother later work that shed light on the evolving "bias"
throughout the i.Iest in the "colonial period" was "A century
of Plain and Parklandr" published in 1969. Morton argued

lhat the groundwork for twentieth century political deverop-

ments had been laid by early settrers seeking a "practical,
viable utopia," possessing a "strong disposition to try
radical measuresr" and with weak ties to the traditional
political parties.2a This, however, was his only attempt to

22 I^l. L. Morton , "The West
Prairie Perspectives 2,
Klassen (Toronto: Holt,
Ltd. , 1973), pp. 8-9.

See below.

W.L. Morton, "A Century
Historical Review 17 no.

and The Nation, 1870-1970r" in
eds. À.W. Rasporich and H.C.
Rinehart and Winston of Canada

23

24 of Plain and Parkland,
2 (Spring 1969): 2-8.

" Àlberta
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exprain the earry presence of utopian sentiment in the l{est
and its ramifications for rater poriticar deveropment.

Morton wrote liLtle ersewhere on the development of a

"bias" in the North-west prior to 1905. Às in his history of
Manitobar gaps remain in the reader's understanding of the
growth of the "bias." In concluding this section, it musL

be stated that, overarr, Morton's evidence, judged both on

its ot¡n merits and in light of the works reviewed in the
previous chapter, did not concrusivery prove his charge of
"coloniar subordination." Nonetheress, his writings on the
"coloniar period" confirmed the existence of grievances suf-
ficientry important to establish a tradition of regional
discontent and influence political development in the west.

3.2 THE ÀcRÀRrÀN pERrOD, 1gO5-1925

The longstanding difficulty of barancing metropolitanism,
frontierism, sectionarism, and continentalism as interpre-
tive approaches to the study of v¡estern poriticar develop-
ment, evident to some degree in Morton's discussion of
political events in the "colonial period," came to the fore
in his analysis of political evorution in the "agrarian
period." Mc'rton's attempt to barance these influences can be

seen in all his works, including "Bias," where he emphasized

the sectional nature of the progressive movement despite
admitting that there was a crass aspect to the revol_t, many

eastern farmers also opposed the protective tariff, and the



American Progressive movement had

counterpart's attack on eastern

polrtical parties.2s
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influenced its Canadian

business interests and

Morton's attempt to balance the national and sectional
aspects of the Progressive movement was most evident in The

Proqressive Partv. Repeating a werl-worn theme in western

historiographyr26 Morton argued that the progressive move-

ment was primarily a regional- agrarian revolt against metro-
politan economic and politicar domination and the coronial
subordination of the west.27 Despite emphasizing the sec-

tional nature of the Progressive movement, Morton recognized

that there was a class aspect expressed in the phirosophy of
the Albertan wing of the movement. citing L.A. wood, he also
noted that agrarian communiÈies in other provinces, particu-
larly ontario, were also struggring against urban and indus-
trial domination and the commercialization and mechanization

of agriculture, providing common ground for united action.2B

25 w.L. Morton, "Biasr" p. 61.
26 rn this seminal work, Morton drew on many earrier works

on agrarian discontent, incruding a number that were dis-
cussed in chapter 2. Most often cited was L.À. wood.others included E. porritt, c.w. peterson, H. Moorhouse,
W. Irvine, E.A. Partridge, H.S. patton, ¡.W. Dafoe, D.À.
MacGibbon, A.S. Morton and C. Martin, H.A. Innis, C.C.Lingard, and P.F. Sharp.

27 W.L. Morton: TÞç^prggressive party, pp. 6-27, 40-g3,
105-6 , 116-18, 129, 195, 266-e a, Zea--gq; In dáscribin!
western opposition to thg tariff, Morton relied heavir!
on L.A. Wood and E. porritt.

28 TÞid:, pp.- _142 ?O 21 ' 27, 62-64, 71-77, 82-86, 94-96,102-3, 1 06-g , 115-19, 201 , 266, 269, 292_93. again, iúshourd be noted that Morton's chapter on the oniario
movement was deleted.
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Morton's acknowledgement that certain aspects of the agrari-
an revolt were naiionar in scope weakened the varidity of

his sectionar characterization of the movement in western

canada. Morton arso erred in downplaying the nonagrarian

aspects of the Progressive movement that indicated its sup-

port in the west $ras not based sorely on regional grievanc-

es. For example, he recognized that the Progressive movement

was part of a rarger nation-wide general reform movement

but, nonetheless, argued that this fact "often served to
veil" the essence of western progressivism, its "agrarian
and sectional character. " 2 e

Ànother contradictory aspect of Morton's anarysis of the

Progressive movement was his handling of its rerationship to
the Àmerican agrarian movement, ât times stressing and at
other times downplaying their commonarity of experience.

When emphasizing their interrelationship, his early works,

in particularr r€flected the sti1l widespread use of envi-
ronmentalism and continentarism in explaining canadian

poritical development. rn "Direct Legisration and the ori-
gins of the Progressive Movementr" published in 1944, Morton

argued that western Progressivism represented, among other
things, a renewar of agrarian and frontier democracy in the

Jeffersonian and crear Grit tradition. rn pracing the roots

of the Progressive movement in the latter, Morton cited F.H.

underhill, clearly irrustrating his early frontieris! rean-

ings. Morton arso noted that many Àmerican-born ideas had

2s rbid., pp. 27-40, 45-46, 52, 169, 267-69.
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influenced political development in the Canadian West.3o In

"The Western Progressive Movement and Cabinet DominatioD,"

published in 1946, Morton, reiterating his earlier charac-

terization of the Progressive movement, stressed the simi-
larity of political reforms advocated on both sides of the

49th paraIleI and the strong influence of farmers' organi-
zations founded on American example on western Canadian

political development.sl In "The SociaI philosophy of Henry

Wise Wood, The Canadian Àgrarian Leaderr" published in 1948,

he described the Progressives as a rebirth of the American

Populist movement of the 1890's and emphasized the large

number of Àmerican immigrants, including [.food, who brought

to ÀIberta ideas nurtured in the American farm organíza-

t ions. 3 2

In The Proqressive Party, Morton showed his respect for
environmental forces when he observed that geography and

climate had created conditions that made Westerners "quickly
sensitive to economic and political disabilities. "3s He

again characterized the western Progressives as a renais-

3o w.L. Morton, "Direct Legislation and the
Progressive Movement rt' Canadian Historical
3 (September 1944)z Zlg-AA.

Origins
Review

of
25

the
no.

31

JZ

33

W.L. Morton, "The Western Progressive Movement
net DominatioDr" Canadian Journal of Economics
ical Science 12 no.2 (May 1946):137-41,147.

and
and

Cabi -
PoI i t-

W.L. Morton, "The Socia1 Philosophy of Henry Wise Wood,
The Canadian Àgrarian Leaderr" Aqricultural HisÈorv 22
no. 2 (April 1948): 115-17,120-21.

W.L. Morton, The Progressive Party, p. 6.
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He also Iisted
numerous examples of western farmers borrowing both organi-

zations and ideas from their American mid-west counterparts

and stated that the American Populist and Progressive move-

ments had a significant impact on the Canadian West. Of the

latter, Morton wrote, "its influence was immediate and

insistent on the growth of the reform movement in the Cana-

dian West."35 Of the Canadian t{est in the first two decades

of the twent i eth century , he stated , i t r.Jas "never more

part of the world. " 3 6 Morton again recognized that the

American agrarian influence was particularly strong in

Àlberta, contributing to the popularity of soft money and

credit and monetary reform, the strength of the Society ot.

Equity and the Non-Partisan League, and the electoral suc-

cess of the U.F.À. and Social Credit.37

Despite abundant evidence that he himself had presented

linking the western Progressive movement with its Àmerican

counterpart, Mortonr âs noted, attempted at times to down-

play their commonality of experience. In 1946, in "The West-

ern Progressive Movementr 1919-1921r" for example, he stated

that the American Populist influence on western political
development was mild; yet he defined the western Progres-

sives as an "authentic expression" of "Jacksonian, CIear-

34 Ibid.,
3s rbid.,
36 rbid.,
37 I bid. ,

p. 14.

pp.10-16,
p. 15.

pp. 37-39,

30, 44-49 , g7-92, 120, 1 g5 , 295*97 .

48, 87-92, 1 69-69, 1 95 , 295-97 .
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Grit democracyr rêinforced by American populism" and dis-
cussed the Àmerican frontier influence on the Canadian

direct legislation movement and the demand for a third party

free of business control.38

In 1951, in "The Significance of Site in the Settlement

of the Àmerican and Canadian Westsr" Morton noted specific
differences in the Canadian and American agrarian experi-
ences. He emphasized that the fight for provincial status

and control of natural resources was unique Lo the West.

Economic domination of the agrarian community was stronger

in Canada than the United States and the Canadian parliamen-

tary system was less responsive than the American congres-

sional system, necessitating the formation of stronger
political and economic organizations in the Canadian liest.
The early vrestern agrarian organizaLions founded on American

example had little influence or success on the Canadian

political scene. Indigenous twentieth century agrarian

organizations had a far greater impact.ss

In forwarding

the considerable

of the influx of

and Progressive

these arguments, Morton seemingly ignored

influence on western potitical development

American settlers and the Arnerican Populist

movements, an influence he had readily

Morton, "The Western Progressive Movement,
921 , " @a<!!an Historical Àssoc iation Report
: 41 -55.

Morton, "The Significance of Site in the Settlement
Àmerican and Canadian Westsr" Aqricultural History
3 (July 1951) : 102-3.

38 w. L.
1 91 9-1
( 1946)

w. L.
of the
25 no.

39
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acknovrredged in the aforementioned works. Morton also over-
rooked the fact that the western agrarian community in the

1870-90's vras too newly formed and lacking in numbers to
mount an effective attack on existing economic and political
institutions. Lastly, even when discussing the unique fea-
tures of the canadian movement, Morton listed some of the

many cornplaints shared by both agrarian communities.a0

rn his writings in the 1960's and later, Morton was par-
ticularly determined to assert the distinctiveness of the

Canadian experience as a whoIe.al yet, even then, he could

not escape the continental dimensions of the progressive

movement. rn The Kinqdom of canada, he asserted a canadian

distinctiveness based on its northern character, British
metropolitan influence, and the persistence of monarchical

institutions.a2 sti11, he was forced to admit that a common

North American environment had led to certain similarities
of experience with the united states, particurarly in the

form of agrarian protest.a3 rn "A centuryr" he acknowledged

the American influence on earry farmers' organízations and

craimed that it was still evident in "the finar apolitical

Ibid., p. 102.

W.L. Morton, Kinqdom; The Canadian Identitv (Toronto:
university of Toronto press, 19G1 )- ìrTEã Rerevance of
canadian Historyr" caDadian Historical Àssociation Report
( 1 960 ) : 1-21 ; "The 'North' i n caEEan HI stor iogrãõÏil
PEoceedinqs and Transactions of the Royal societv-o:E- cãn-
ada Series IV Vol. VIII Symposia (197¡): S1-a0. -
W.L. Morton, Kinqdom, p. 273.

Ibid., pp. 366, 383-84, 422-23, 443.
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out look of many pra i r ie people . " a a

In the final analysis, Morton's desire to write regional
history from a local perspective, his belief that "metropo-

ris-hinterrand" relations were the primary determinant of

the WesÈ's political development, his anti-Àmericanism, the

vehemence and intensity of the western agrarian struggle,
unmatched in Canada, and the uniqueness of some of its com-

plaints, red him ultimately to concrude that progressivism

e¡as, at root, a ¡vestern Canadian wheat growers' protest.
whire he was correct in pointing out distinct features of

the western movement, which even the continentarists had

noted, he could not ignore the many elements that bound the

different movements together, pointing to a certain common-

ality of continental agrarian experience and the significant
and long-rasting impact of the Àmerican agrarian movement on

the western canadian agrarian movement and poriticar scene.

As a result, Morton's writing vras somewhat confusing and

contradictory in its analysis

of the Progressive movement.

While Morton struggled to balance the national, continen-
tal, and sectional aspects of the Progressive movement, he

skirted the issue in his limited descriptions of another

area of western political development: early class con-

sciousness, labour unrest, and the nascent socialist move-

ment. In the aforementioned works, for example, he recogniz-

of the continental dimensions

44 w.L. Morton, "A Century", p. 5.
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ed but did not elaborate on the presence of a metropolitan

and class influence in the form of nritish immigrants of

Fabian, Iabour, and socialist backgrounds. Only in Manitoba

did he deal at any length with the labour and socialist
movements and there, of course, he only described Manitoba

developments. Interestingly, he did not stress the aspect of

sectional discontent in the labour movement and the Winnipeg

General Strike, in particular, to the extent that he did in

analyzing the agrarian movement. Neither did t'torton dweIl

in any of his works on the influence of Sritish immigrants

and the labour movement in the founding of the C.C.F.4s In

alI, the development of working class consciousness vras not

of great interest to Morton, though he did note that the

C.C.F. and Social Credit represented a branching out to
encompass class politics. a 6 The struggle of the working

class for economic advancement was always overshadowed by

the struggle of the agrarian community against the eastern

metropolis. In this light, it must be realized that Mor-

ton's thesis that the response to metropolitan domination

shaped political development vlas one-dirnensional, based

almost exclusively on the beliefs and actions of the agrari-
an community.

w.L. Morton, "Direct Legislation and the Origins of the
Progressive Movementr" pp. 281-82; "The Western Progres-
sive Movement and Cabinet Dominationr" p. 137; "The West-
ern Progressive Movement, 1919-1921 ," pp. 41-54; The Pro.-
qressive Party, pp. 1 4-1 5 r 32-33 r 37-39, 1 04-5 , 117-18 ,185-86, 193,218, 226-28, 242-43, 271-85; "Bias," pp.
57-66; Manitobar pp. 264, 304-5, 316-18, 333, 348,
360-75, 378-79, 383, 397 , 400, 414-15, 427 .

See below.
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The fallacy of viewing western political development as

solely the product of local discontent directed against cen-

tral Canada is evident again in Morton's study of western

provincial politics. In the three provinces, political

development was determined by what Morton calIed their "his-
torical comp1exes."47 this seemingly referred to the inter-
action of the many diverse factors that had shaped the

unique provincial societies and political milieus into which

Progressivism was introduced, surely an implied recognition

that the presence of a regional "bias" did not alone deter-
mine the political choices made in the West. A survey of

Morton's analyses of prairie provincial politics confirms

that he recognized the diversity of influences involved.

For example, Morton, in a number of works, stressed that

opposition to the party system greatly influenced political
developments in Manitoba but noted that other factors played

a role as weII. In "Winnipeg and Manitoba, 1874-1922: A

Study in Representative Democracyr" published in 1939, Mor-

ton argued that the old two-party system had failed in Mani-

toba by 1922 for a number of reasons, both practical and

moral. Conservative scandals, the federal Liberal party

break-up in 1917, stresses caused by war-time pressures, and

the growth of radical democracy weakened party ties. The

Liberals and Conservatives, Iacking clear-cut political
principles and faced by mature agrarian and labour elements

desirous of a separate representation in the provincial leg-

47 W.L. Morton, The Proqressive Partv, p. 235.
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islature, vrere unable to continue in their brokerage party

tradition. a I In "The Western Progressive Movement,

1919-1921" and The Proqressive Party, Morton asserted that
distrust of the o1d party system with its partisanship,
patronage, and machine politics defeated the RobIin govern-

ment and adversely affected the popularity of the Norris
government, despite that administration' s progressive

record.ae He emphasízed that the U.F.M.'s triumph was also

an agrarian rebellion against urban domination and, to a

Iesser degree, a rejection of the Norris government for its
lack of economy in administration and its ties with an unpo-

pular federal Liberal party.so In Manitoba, Morton stressed

that the election results of 1920 and 1922 represented the

dissolution of the party system by an electorate sick of

corruption and partisanship.ul weak personnel, a dearth of

new ideas, and unrest caused by post-war depression condi-

tions, in addition to the aforementioned factors, contribut-
ed to Norris's defeat and the U.F.M. victory.s2

48 W.L. Morton, "Winnipeg and Manitoba, 1

in Representative Democracyr" Manitoba
4 (winter 1 939 ) : 29-41 .

874-1922: À Study
Arts Review 1 no.

4e W.L. Morton, "The Western Progressive Movement,
1919-1921 r" pp. 49-50; The Proqressive party, pp. 31-33,
97-99, 225-30.

W.L. Morton, The Proqressive Party, pp. 225-30.

W.L. Morton, Manitoba r pp . 281 , 290, 294-95, 31 5-1 8,
333-37, 341-58, 361, 374-95.

Ibid., pp. 373-81.
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Morton also noted that many different factors influenced

political development in Saskatchevran where, unlike Manitoba

and Alberta, the Liberals helo off the farmers' political
movement. In "The Western Progressive Movement, 1919-1921"

and The Proqressive Partv, Morton attributed their success

to: effective leadership, efficient government administra-

tion, adept use of patronage, a strong party machiñÊr53 the

dominance of agriculture with no pronounced rural-urban con-

f1ict, agrarian oriented Iegislation, the inclusion of

agrarian leaders in the government, the Liberals' careful
disassociation at times from their federal counterparts, and

a Progressive movement preoccupied with economic concerns

and undecided as to whether it should enter politics to
fight what was essentially a farmers' government. A snap

election in 1921 also stalled a grov¡ing movement for agrari-
an political action. Morton made it clear, however, that
resentment against the rnetropolis was not weaker in Saskat-

chewan than Manitoba. The difference v¡as that ilr the former,

the Liberals had successfully maintained the mantle of cham-

pion of agrarian interests.s4 Morton also suggested that a

conseguence of the Liberal success in Saskatchewan and other
political factors was the inability of the Conservatives or

any other group to provide a viable opposition for signifi-

53 The first examination of the Liberal party machine vras E.
Reid's "The Saskatchewan Liberal Machine Before 1929r"
Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science 2 no.lrcffiary-]ggE)t 2T
W.L. Morton, "The Western Progressive Movement,
1919-1921," pp. 50-51; The Proqressive Partv, pp. 34-36,
82, 97-98, 110, 210-11, 231-35.
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cant periods of time.ss

In Alberta, the farmers' political movement, in the form

of the U.F.À., scored its strongest victory. In "The West-

ern Progressive Movement, 1919-1921" and The Proqressive

Partv, Morton again cited a combination of contributing fac-

tors: the considerable influence of the American populist,
nonpartisan movement, indicated by the Non-Partisan League

forcing the U.F.À. into politics, the debilitating effect of

scandals on the Liberal government, the government's ineffi-
ciency as compared to the Liberal government in Saskatche-

vran, its f ail-ure to entice f arm leaders into the f otd, the

weakness of the Tory opposition and their entry into the

U.F.À. camp, the desire of the farmers to have their olrn

representation in the legislature, the organizational

strength and unity of the U.F.À. under the charismatic H.W.

Wood, the U.F.À. willingness to cooperate with Labour, and

the fact that Alberta was the newest frontier and not yet

possessed of an inherent conservatism. These factors com-

bined to produce a stronger sectional and nonpartisan senti-
ment in Alberta than in its prairie neighbours.su Again Mor-

ton emphasized that political opposition to, first, the

Libera1s, and, then, the U.F.A., vras weak in provincial
politics; in the latter case to the extent that there was an

W.L. Morton,
230-3s.

W.L. Morton,
1919-1921," pp.
48, 87-94, 97 ,

55 The Proqressive Partv, pp. 3, 34, 111 ,

"The Western Progressive Movement,
51-52; The Proqressive Party, pp. 36-40,

111-12, 1 58-69 , 218, 235, 242-43.
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the public affairs of

Morton's analysis of provincial politics indicated thaÈ

there existed in each province, in varying degrees, a combi-

nation of the traditional western nonpartisan opposition to
the structure, ethics, practises, and policies of the party

system imported from eastern Canada and a revolt against the

Conservatives and Liberals for failing to represent agrarian

interests. Yet Morton realized that each prairie province

was in the process of embarking on its ov¡n unique political
evolution.ss The differing nature of their political devel-

opment, as Morton had well shown, l¡as attributable to a com-

bination of factors, many of which v¡ere not rooted in

regional discontent and the "metropolis-hinterland" dichoto-
my.

Perhaps the strongest area of Morton's analysis of the

Progressive movement r.¡as his recognition of the many

interrelated reasons for its decline. His best account of

the Progressive demise is found in The Proqressive Party.

Morton suggested that the Progressives' shunning of respon-

sibility by their refusal to accept the role of official
opposition, the rift between the Manitoban and Albertan fac-

tions, restrictive parliamentary procedures and traditions,
Liberal concessions and the return of many Progressives to

W.L. Morton, The Prooressive Partv, pp. 112r 217-18r 225,
230, 235, 264, 286.

Tbid. , pp. 37 , 235.
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the Liberal fold, a lack of central leadership and organíza-

tion, weak provincial organizations outside Àlberta and Man-

itoba, the Progressives' failure to widen their support

base, the prosperity of the mid-1920's, a negative post-s¡ar

reaction to radicalism, the passing of the general reform

movement, of which the Progressives had been a part, the

fulfillment of some basic Progressive objectives at the pro-

vincial and federal levels, and the growing agrarian concern

with economic issues weakened the movement and reduced it to
a small rump in Parliament.ss

Morton concluded that an inevitable result of the pro-

gressives' failure to dominate Parliament and their subse-

quent demise ?¡as their inability to redress fundamental

western grievances. In The Prooressive party, Morton did
acknowledge that the Progressives hastened the end of "colo-
nial subordination and the achievement of equality of sta-
tus" through the return of natural resources to provincial
jurisdiction in 1930. However, metroporitan economic domi-

nation continued undeterred by the Progressive movement and

the winning of tariff, freight rate, and other concessions.

Political domination vras eased somewhat by the growing

political maturity of the t{est, the increasing responsive-

ness of the Liberal government to hinterrand aspirations,
the winning of parliamentary reforms, the easing of rigid
party loyalties, and the formation of new political group-

ss rbid., pp. 25
276-77, 2gg-92

, 86-95 , 106-9, 117-224, 239-40 , 244-72,
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ings. Nonetheless, the Liberals and Conservatives continued

to dominate the national political scene. In Morton's opin-

ion, rimited concessions were all a sectional party based on

agrarian support could hope to achieve. The alternatives
v¡ere class warfare, secession from Confederation, oF, as it
developed, a return to the status quo of composite, broker-

age parties.60 In "Biasr" Morton concluded that the concept

of the agrarian bloc had won only piecemeal reform and had

weakened the West's voice in the two parties capable of gov-

erning the country. Relative to the evolving "bias," the

movement v¡as a failure.6l

Morton's judgement seems harsh in light of his recogni-

tion of the impossibility of the Progressives altering the

basic economic and political institutions of the country.

within the realm of the feasible, ie., their representing a

minority region in a "majority-rules" system, their accom-

plishments were not insignificant. Ànd while the western

voice may have been weakened in the caucuses of the o1d par-

ties, western influence on government policy formation was

not lessened. If anything, the opposite would seem to be

true. Though the Progressives wou1d, undoubtedly, have

accomplished more had they not been internally divided,

their failure to end the vrestern "bias" should not detract

from the fact that they increased national alrareness of the

Ibid., pp. 155-57, 190, 208,
289-95.

w.L. Morton, "Bias," pp. 62-63.

60

61

246-52, 259-66, 270-72,
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West and won reforms of significant benefit. Finally, it
should be noted again that Morton's analysis of post-war

political development in the prairie provinces clearly
revealed, but more often ignored, dimensions that could not

be explained solely in the context of regional discontent or

"metropol is-hinterland" relat ions.

3.3 THE UTOPIAN PERIOD, 1925- 1 95s

In "Bias, " I'forton argued that the f ailure of the "agrari-
an bloc" to win equality for the West had necessitated a

further evolution in political development, the "utopian
periodr" 1925-55. Morton suggested that Social Credit was

the outstanding example of western utopian sentiment and

listed a number of conditions that made Àlbertans suscepti-
ble to its appeal: the tradition of "bias" and dislike of

the economic and political status quo, impoverished condi-

tions created by drought and depression, the traditional
belief of western settlers in the possibility of new begin-

nings, the failure of traditional institutions, the popular-

ity of evangelical sects, the millenarian aspects of the

Progressive movement, and the absence of inherent conserva-

tism in the West. The concrete political experiences of

Albertans also aided Social Credit. The U.F.À. had shat-

tered traditional party ties but, essentially a movement

dedicated to improving the farmers' position in the existent
social structure, was incapable of formulating a response to



was feared by the agrarian community and small businessmen

for the threat that socialism held to their ownership of

property. Drawing the conclusion from C.B. Macpherson's

analysis in Democracy in Alberta: The Theorv and Practise of

a Ouasi-Party Svstem that the basic desire of the agrarian

community was the achievement of independencer62 though not

enamored of his theoretical orientation, Morton viewed

Social Credit as the logical choice of the agrarian communi-

ty. It did not threaten agrarian independence and satisfied
the desire for a solution to depression problems.63 Clearly,
regional discontent played a role in Social Credit's success

but Morton also Iisted other factors that felI outside the

purview of sectional discontent and "metropolis-hinterland"
relat ions.

Morton had also elaborated on the reasons why Social

Credit and not the C.C.F. won power in Alberta in The Prc-
qressive Partv. He suggested that Àlbertans, in their des-

Lhe depression that could win public support.

paration, desired new solutions untarnished by

U.F.A. offered no such remedy and because of its
with the newly formed C.C.F., caused the latter
popularity. Social Credit, on the other hand,

57

The C.C.F.

time. The

association

to suffer in

offered an

62 See Chapter 5 for an elaboration of lrlacpherson's argument
in Democracy in ÀIberta: The Theorv and Practise of a
Ouasi-Partv System, Social Credit in ÀlberÈa, vol. 4
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1953).

63 w.L. Morton, "Biasr" pp. 63-65; Morton noted J.R. MaIlo-
ry's sectional characterization of Socia1 Credit in his
footnotes to "Bias," p. 65.
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untried panacea and possessed a charismatic leader in Wi1-

liam Aberhart whose brilliant propaganda techniques and

evangelical and fundamentalist approach found a receptive

audience in the province. Social Credit was the "heir and

successorrr to the U.F.A. and the Progressives, though not a

di rect cont inuat ion , as i t represented a " revolut ionary

breakr" a branching out to class politics and urban domi-

nancer rêflecting the passing of the agricultural frontier.
Social Credit, nonetheless, capitalized on the existing
agrarian organizations and the familiarity of Àlbertans with

soft money beliefs and credit and monetary reform.6a Mor-

ton's fleeting recognition of SociaI Credit's class basis

and Àberhart's personal charisma and religious appeal seem

to indicate again a recognition that regional discontent

could not by itself explain Social Credit's political suc-

cess in Alberta.

In The Kinqdom of Canada, Morton reiterated that Social

Credit represented a cure to the myriad problems of Àlbertan

society that could be safely supported by a populace radical
in its rejection of the party system but conservative in its
acceptance of free enterprise and private property. He also

tied in the concept of nonpartisanship by stressing that
Social CrediÈ's nonpolitical appearance appealed to a popu-

lation profoundly unhappy with the established political
parties.65 He restated this argument in "A Century," claim-

64

65

W.L. Morton,

W.L. Morton,

The Proqressive Party, pp.

Kinqdom, p. 461 .

1 85-88 , 285-87 .
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ing that the Socia1 Credit victory was a triumph of western

apoIiticaIism.66 CIearly, western antipathy to central Cana-

da, its party system, and its economic hegemony played a

role in Social Credit's victory; what is Ief t uncl-ear in

Morton's analysis is the importance of this sentiment bal-
anced against the many other factors in Àlberta's historical
complex that contributed to the Social Credit victory.

Ànd what of the C.C.F. victory in Saskatchewan in 1944?

In "Bias, " Morton argued that the "bleak and scientific"
socialism of the C.C.F. v¡as not a utopian solution, though,

like many other reforms of that era, it was garbed in a

cloak of millenarianism and "presented idealistically as a

creed of social justice."67 How then did MorÈon view the

C.C.F.? In "Bias," he stated that it was a political party

in form and purpose, representing the fruition of the eco-

nomic and political thought of both the agrarian and labour

movements and a direct attack on the capitatist system.68

In The Proqressive Party, Morton stated that, Iike Social

Credit, the C.C.F. was a successor to, but not a continua-

tion of, the Progressive movement, representing a branching

out to class politics and urban and labour involvement. The

C.C.F. was a composite and federal party, a coalition of

fragmented agrarian, Iabour, and socialist groups that had

I^7. L. Morton ,

W.L. Morton,

I bid. , p. 65.

"À Century," pp. 8-10.
ttBiasrtt p. 64,

66

67

68
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been in existence in the Prairies and Ontario for a number

of years. I ts bi rth ldas due to a coinc idence of f actors

including the crisis conditions of the depression, the coop-

eration of U.F.À. members with labour representatives feder-

a1ly and provincially, the growing cooperation of agrarian

and labour groups in Saskatchevran, and the resignation of

H.W. Wood, the U.F.A. leader who had always opposed branch-

ing out from a purely agrarian movement. 6 s From Morton's

description of the origins of the C.C.F., once again it is
obvious that regional discontent does not suffice as an

explanation of an important politicat development in the

West.

There were also many gaps in Mortonf s analysis of the

C.C.F., one having particular relevance here. Morton had

left unaddressed the nature of the C.C.F. triumph in 1944:

was it a victory for socialism? for social democracy? for
the prairie nonpartisan movement? or merely a long-delayed

victory for a farmers' party promising greater returns to
the agrarian community? In his only attempt to grapple with

this issue, Morton, in "À Centuryr" argued that the C.C.F.'s
1944 victory was "not so much a victory for a socialist or

even a radical party as of prairie apoliticalism."7o Here,

it would seem that Morton was emphasízíng the western "bias"
over class politics and the party's agrarian element over

its urban and labour base. Yet, Morton's brief analyses in

69 W.L. Morton

W.L. Morton

The Proqressive Party, pp. 242, 271-85, 287.

"A Century," pp. 8-9.70
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"Bias" and The Proqressive party had made it crear that the

c.c.F. courd not be viewed onry in the restricted framework

of agrarian sectional discontent.

Turning to Manitoba, the primary poritical phenomenon in
the "utopian period" vras the survival of the Bracken govern-

ment and its corolrary, the failure of the c.c.F. or social
credit to achieve power. Not addressed by Morton in "Bias,"
these deveropments were partially examined elsewhere. rn The

Proqressive Partv, Morton argued that political savvy pre-
served Bracken's administration. He arso noted that Manitoba

was an order and more conservative society than its prairie
neighbours. The predominance of transpranted ontarians in
its social and poritical tife, winnipeg's function as a

metropolis of the west, and its location on the east-west
trade axis made Manitobans more torerant and supportive of
central canadian views.7l Though Morton did not make the
connection, it is reasonable to assume that this conserva-

tive and nationarist sentiment hindered the locar develop-
ment of the utopian parties.

Again, in Manitoba, Morton emphasized Manitoba's "sorid
rural conservatism" and national outlook based on its inte-
gral role in the east*west economic axis.72 Morton noted

that the Manitoba government's reaction to the formation of

71 W.L. Morton, The Proqressive party, pp. 23r 31, Z2Sr 23O,
235.

72 W.L. Morton, t:î?niçobar pp. VIII, 148-SO, 156-59, 166-73,
177-79, 1 g3 , 197-99, 1 95-95 , 203, 222_29, 252, 300_1 ;324-25, 396-97, 409 , 420.
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the Royal Commission on Dominion-Provincial ReLations was to
argue for a strengthening of Dominion pol¡ers to alleviate
the financial burdens of the province.T3 He also established

that the Liberals and Conservatives had a long history in

the provinceTa and, again, while he never explicitly made

the connection, strong o1d-party loyalties, which had not

disappeared with the U.F.M. victory, obviously made it dif-
ficult for the new parties to win a substantial following.
Not all Morton's reasons for the failure of the utopian par-

ties need be made by inference. He stated that the C.C.F.

cause was hurt by the refusal of the U.F.M. to align itself
with the newly created provincial party in 1933.7s Ànd both

parties were confronted by an administration adept in the

use of alliances and coalitions to preserve its pragmatic

and nonpartisan style of governing.T6 Not until 1958 did
party politics return with the election of Duff Roblin's
Conservativesr r€flecting the desire for progress prevalent

in a modernized and urbanized post-war society.TT Morton

omitted other possible reasons for the failure of the utopi-
an parties; to name but two obvious oversights, the nature

of their leadership and organization and the extent of rural
agrarian organizational development.

7 3 Ibid., pp. 428-33, 441-43, 460-62.
7 4 See above.

7 5 rbid. , p. 427 .

76 rbid., pp. 405, 424-28, 442, 449-50, 459-66, 478-85.
77 Ibid., pp. 459-60, 463-65, 474-85, 491-92.
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In conclusion, Morton's analysis of Manitoba politics
indicated that Manitoba society v¡as significantly different
than its prairie neighbours. In a number of vrays, Manitobans

shared a community of interests with central Canadians.

These shared interests often inhibited the development of

regional grievances and sentiment and, conseguently, politi-
ca1 expressions of regional discontent. There was regional
discontent in Manitoba and it did effect political develop-

ment, but its strength was weaker and its manifestations

Iess obvious than elsewhere in the West.

In searching for a common denominator in the political
development of the prairie provinces during the "utopian
periodr" Mortonr particularly in his later writings, fas-
tened upon the related concepts of apoliticalism and p1e-

biscitarianism. In "À Century," he argued that the Social

credit and c.c.F. victories in Àlberta and saskatchewan and

the continuation of the Bracken-style system of governing in
Manitoba demonstrated that "from 1935 to 1958, the West was

largely an antipolitical community. "z e In a number of

worksrTs he argued that provincial governments had become

semi-plebiscitary: cabinets dominated government, Iegisla-
tures and opposition parties had declined in importance, and

governments appealed for support directly to the masses.

W.L. Morton, "A Centuryr" pp. 7-10.

W.L. Morton, Manitoba, p. 464; "The Western progressive
Movement and Cabinet Dominationr" p. 139; Kinqdom, pp.
506-7 .
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Morton's emphasis on apoliticalism must be questioned,

particularly his belief that partisan politics had been

Iargely rejected in the prairie provinces and that opposi-

tion to the prairie ruling parties had declined. Certainly,
in Àlberta, nonpartisan sentiment r{as strong and the old

two-party system had disappeared. Yet, the popular vote in
provincial elections showed that opposition, though frag-

mented, did exist to the ruling U.F.A. and Social Credit.80

In Saskatchewan, Morton had noted in The Proqressive Party

that in federal politics agrarianism vras quickly reconciled

with LiberaIism. s 1 Provincially, Morton's thesis must be

questioned because politics had been partisan since 1 905 and

subsequent governments had never been without a significant
opposition, though at times it was fragmented and appeared

largely in the popular vote. In the 1930's, the Liberals and

C.C.F. formed a viable two-party system.82 In Manitoba, Mor-

ton had noted in a number of works the Liberal coalition
with Bracken, even going so far as to conclude that after
1942 the government became essentially a Liberal administra-

tion, the meaningful opposition to the government provided

by the provincial Conservatives, the continuing presence on

the political scene of the C.C.F., and the alliance of tib-

See Chapter 5 f or works by S.M. Lipset, Denis Smit,h, and
T. Flanagan pertaining to this point.

W.L. Morton, The Proqressive Partv, pp. 210-11, 225-26,
231-35, 263-64, 271-72.

This argument forms the basis of a work examined in Chap-
ter 4z D.E. Smith, Prairie Liberalism: The Liberal Party
in Saskatchewan, 1905-71, Canadian Government Series, no.jE' lToronto: univãFy of Toronto Press, 1975).

80

81
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erals and Progressives in the federal election in 1926.83 In

surveying MortonIs "utopian period," it is suggested that
western politics lras not as nonpartisan and apolitical as

Morton posited. It is also apparent from a survey of Mor-

ton's orr¡n works that the western struggle against metropoli-

tan domination played an important but by no means exclusive

role in political development.

The last issue to be examined in this chapter is Morton's

assessment of the effect of the "utopian period" on the

western "bias." It would seem that Morton saw equity on the

verge of realization but acknowledged that the "bias" had

lingering effects. He had argued in The Proqressive partv

that as the hinterland greh' in numbers and wealth an accom-

modation with the urban, industrial rnetropolis would have to

be reached in the direction of freer trade or the undertak-

ing by the metropolis of the subsidization of disadvantaged

hinterland areas. Some concessions were won by the progres-

sive movement but, unfortunately, whatever progress had been

made vras halted by the forces of the depression. yet, in

Morton's opinion, this catastrophe forced the federal gov-

ernment to take steps, embodied in the report of the Rowel-l-

Sirois Commission, that represented an acceptance of the

basic the..ne of the Progressive movement , that " in a f ederal

union of free citizens and equal- communities, there must be

such equality of economic opportunity and such equality of

83 w.L. Morton, ?he Prosressive
271-72; Manitobar pp. 380-484;

Party, pp. 225-31,
"À Centufy," p. 8.

264,



political status as

will advance."8a

human ingenuity may contrive

66

and good-

The reaction of the federal government to the depression

was the culmination of what Morton, in a later work, termed

its policy of "offset." In "Canada: The One and the Manyr"

published in 1977, Morton, again showing a stronger nation-
alist sentiment than he had in his early works, argued that
the federal government had refined a procedure for balancing

the natural advant.ages enjoyed by the metropolis. Debt

allowance, federal transfer payments, and the Crow's Nest

Pass rates v¡ere early examples of "offset." The federal gov-

ernment's use of credit to sustain provincial governments

during the depression and its later assumption of the costs

of unemployment insurance and, more importantly, equalíza-

tion payments, represented the fruition of this poIicy.8s In

"A Century," Morton called equalization payments "the long

delayed national ansvler to the West's protest against the

unegual incidence of National PoIicy of east-west transpor-

tation and the protective tariff." Prosperity in and after
the r.rar had improved conditions to the point that "the West

ceased to be an economic colony of Europe in political sub-

ordination to Eastern Canada."86 Thus, it would seem that
Morton acknowledged that the underlying basis of the "bias"

84 w.L. Morton,
I s w.L. Morton,

We Stand, ed.
Ltd. , 1977),

86 w.L. MorÈon,

The Proqressive Party, pp. 288-89

"Canada: The One and Èhe Many, "
G. Geddes (Toronto: Peter Martin

p. 128 .

"À Centuty ," pp. 7 -9 .

, 294-95.
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had been removed.

StilI, Morton realized that the "bias" had lingering
effects. In The Kinqdom of Canada, he stressed the nonparti-

san nature of Diefenbaker's support in the West in 1958.87

In "À Century," he argued that the West remained a "distinc-
tive civilization," set apart by the "apolitical, oF even

antipolitical, character of its public lifer" among other

factors.II In "The West and the Nation, 1870-1970r" he con-

cluded that the West was the "third element in the political
nationality of Canada," distinguished by its "positiver pop-

ulist and provis ionally a-po1it ical " pol i t ical inst itu-
tions.ss In 1973, in "Some Thoughts on Understanding Canadi-

an History," Morton concluded that regional-ism continued to

exist as "a state of mind, founded on geographical location

and set in historical experience."eo

Other than making these observations, Morton did not

examine the contemporary political manifestations of region-

al discontent as his interest had shifted to other matters.

It would falI to other historians to trace the continuing

evolution of western politics as a function of the struggle

to achieve political and economic equality. The most impor-

W.L. Morton, [j_nqdom., p. 515.

T^I.L. Morton, "À Centuryr" p. 10.

W.L. Morton, "The West and the Nation, 1870-1970r" pp.
20-21 .

W.L. Morton, "Some Thoughts on Understanding Canadian
History," Acadiensis 2 no. 2 (Spring 1973): 105-7.

a7
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tant of these works will be reviewed in the next chapter.

Other historiansr writing on the same period as Morton in

his seminal article, "Bias," would explore different aspects

of regional discontent and their relationship to specific
political developments and the western political milieu.
Leading works in this category will also be examined. Addi-

tionalIy, some political historians have exposed flaws and

limitations in Morton's thesis. An analysis of their works

witl be the third function of the next chapter.



Chapter IV

CONTEMPORARY ÀND POST-MORTON HISTORIÀNS :

ECHOES TTMTTÀTIONS, ANÐ REVISION

while Morton had proposed a general interpretive frame-

work for analyzing western political evolution, he had not

fully explored political development in the three prairie
provinces as a function of western discontent directed at

the central Canadian metropolis. Attention will now be

turned to other historians whose works on various aspects of

prairie politics not fully explored by Morton recognized the

impacÈ of regional discontent on western politics, though

most did not indicate an acceptance of Morton's thesis in

whole or even in partr suggesting their recognition of its
limitations. À survey of the most important works in this
category will contribute to the evaluation of Morton's the-

sis.

The first such work worthy of examination was L.H. Thom-

asrs The Struqqle for Responsible Government in the North-

West Territories, 1870-1897, published in 1956. In his

description of the attainment of responsible government,

Thomas, echoing C.C. Lingard, asserted that the Territo-
ries"'peaceful struggle" against its "imperial-colonial"
status and Dominion inertia, indifference, and conservatism

69
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fostered a 1ocal "vigorous self-assertion."1 As had Lingard,

Thomas's concentration on political and constitutional
cievelopment, including the tradition of nonpartisanship in

locaI politics and the formation of federal party Iines,
caused him to depreciate other aspects of regional discon-

tent, though he did not totally overlook the various econom-

ic grievances related to land and settlement, the tariff,
grain marketing, and transportation.2 Though Thomas, like
Morton in Manitobar ßêy have been shortsighted in not recog-

nizing that a 1arge, sparsely populated region might not

have the necessary administrative infrastructure and experi-

ence to establish representative and responsible government

when it vras first requested, his criticism of Dominion apa-

thy rang true and his description of the resentment and

reaction it engendered provided a good example of the influ-
ence of regional discontent on political development.

A second work acknowledging the effect of metropolitan

domination on local political development, while again not

directly citing Morton, was L.G. Thomas's The Liberal Partv

in Àlberta: À Historv of Politics in the Province of ÀIber-

ta, 1905-1921, published in 1959.3 It was Thomas's opinion

that the introduction of the two-party system in Alberta in

L.ti. Thomas, The Struqqle for Responsible Government in
the North-West Territories, 1870-1897 (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1956), pp. 3-5, 9-20r 44-263.

Ibid. , pp. 1 03-4 , 121-28 , 140-41 , 235, 246, 252.

Thomas first presented these themes in "The Liberal Party
in Alberta, 1905-21," Canadian Historical Review 28 no. 4
(December 1947) z 411-27.

2
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1905 was the resulL of federal interference in Territorial-
politics, which to that time had been more nonpartisan than

not.4 After sixteen years of Liberal ru1e, Thomas argued,

the tradition of nonpartisanship and opposition to the party

system, intensified by the Alberta Great Waterways Railway

scandal, divisions within the Liberal party, unpopular poli-
cies, the general discontent of the times, and the weakness

of the Conservatives, brought a strong U.F.À. organization

to polrer. His conclusion that their victory vras a nonparti-
san triumph that spelled the end of the two-party system

lent weight both to Morton's argument that regional discon-

tent influenced political development and claim that nonpar-

tisan sentiment was stronger in ÀIberta than Saskatchevran or

Manitoba.s Yet, Thomas Iisted a number of causative factors

in Alberta's political evolution that feIl outside the

domain of regional discontent. Like L.H. Thomas, he acknowl-

edged that local discontent with certain aspects of metro-

politan domination influenced political development but

stopped short of elevating this observation to the level of

general theory. Interestingly, Thomas, if anything, underes-

timated the effect of national events on local political
development.

L.G. Thomas, The Liberal Party in Alberta: A History ofPolitics in g¡e.-Ptõ"'in-"" "f Alb"rt"res-1921 , s*iui
Credit in Àlberta, voI. I (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1 959) , pp. 3-33 , 205-7 .

Ibid., pp. XI-XII, 23-27, 58, 68-95, 108-20, 130-37,
142-47 , 1 53-56 , 163, 171-99, 203-7 .
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With the passing of the 1950's, the attention of the aca-

demic community shifted noticeably avray from the study of

western political development and third parties within a

"metropol i s-hinterland" f ramework. Consequently, few works

vrere produced in the next decade possessing the theoretical
orientation that Morton's works had evidenced. In the

1 970's, the increasing intensity of regional discontent
inspired a renewal of interest in western political culture.
Those historians who reviewed the history of western discon-

tent acknowledged its impact on prairie politics. Only a

few, however, favourably noted Morton's three-stage thesis6

and none addressed the task of expanding Morton's analysis.
Similarly, only a few historical works explored aspects of

the interrelationship of early regional discontent and

political development neglected by Morton and, therefore,
merit appraisal.

As noted in Chapter 3, Morton had not fully explored the

continuity in agrarian unrest expressed by the early farm-

ers' organizations in Manitoba and their contributions to
later political evolution. In 1965, in "The Patrons of

Industry in Manitoba, 1890-1898," and 1976, ín "The Birth of

Agrarianism in the Prairie Westr" B.R. McCutcheon, recogniz-

ing that a historiographical gap existed, described the

agrarian frontier response of the Farmers' Union and Lhe

Patrons of Industry to an unchanging economic and political
milieu. He asserted that in their initiation of the strug-

6 See below.
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g1e against metropolitan tariff, land, banking, and railway
policy, monopolies, the grain marketing system, and national
political institutions, they "indicated the direction that
farmers would take in attempting to solve the persistent
problems of Prairie agriculture. "7

Another area of the growth of western discontent which

Morton had not fully explored was its relationship to the

western press, though in The Prooressive Party, he had

acknowledged the impact of the Grain Growers' Guide and edi-
torials in the Manitoba Free Press on the evolution of

political discontent.E The Iinkage of the h'estern press and

regional sentiment in the early period of western settlement

was partially examined in 1971 by P.F.W. Rutherford in "The

Western Press and Regionalism, 1870-96." Rutherford defined

regionalism as a "species of rhetoric" fostered by the west-

ern press which, in the late 1800's and early 1900's, sin-
gled out the federal government and eastern business inter-
ests as scapegoats for the West's failure to expand as

rapidly as its inhabitants expected. s Vthile McCutcheon had

7 B.R. McCutcheon, "The Patrons of Industry in Manitoba,
1890-1898r" Transactions of the Historical and scientif ic
Society of Manitoba Series III no. 22 ( 1 965-66) : 7-24;
"The Birth of,Agrarianism in the Prairie West," prairie
Forum 1 no. 2 (November 1976): 79-94.

The influence of the Guide and the Free Press editorials
of J.w. Dafoe is apparãã-t throughout tire Uoon.

P.F.W. Rutherford, "The Western Press and Regionalism,
1870-96r" Canadian Historical Review 52 no. 3 (September
1971) : 287-305; À spEEiric eiãmplã of rhe wesrerñ press
leading and shaping western discontent is found in R.
Cook, The Politics of John E. Dafoe and the Free press
(Toronto: University oC toronEo Press, lgçS).
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stressed that the early agrarian organízaEions were vehicles

for the propagation and perpetuation of western discontent,

Rutherford cited the role of the regional press. Their

works, taken together, provided insight into the process by

which the western "bias" became deeply implanted in regional

consc iousness.

Ànother work that enhanced understanding of the effect of

regional discontent on early western political development

was J.H. Thompson's 1978 The Harvests of War: The Prairie
West, 1914-1918. Throughout, Thompson accepted Morton' s

description in The Proqressive Party of the intensification
of. agrarian discontent from 1911 to 1918rlo but went beyond

Morton in dealing with aspects of western discontent that

extended beyond the bounds of the agrarian community. Spe-

cifically, Thompson argued that despite its substantial con-

tribution to the war effort, the West received little ben-

efit in terms of increased industrialization, spurring

resentment against the "profiteering" East. He stressed that

inflation, labour problems, over-dependence on a one-crop

economy, indebtedness, and the failure of the Union govern-

ment to enact desired economic, political, and social

reforms ensured that the [.iest faced in 1919 "many of the

same problems that had confronted it in the summer of 1914."

As had Morton, Thompson concluded that heightened regional-

ism inevitably turned the west against the Union govern-

1 o J.H. Thompson, The
1914-1918 (Toronto:
pp. 14,71-72, 121, 1

Harvests of War: The Prairie West,
McCIelland and Stewart Ltd. , 1978),
52-53.
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ment. f 1

The final work to

a1ly indicate genera

considered and the only one to actu-

support of Morton's thesis was D:

be

I
Owram's 1980 Promise of Eden: The Canadian Expansionist

Movement and the Idea of the West, 1856-1900. Owram caIled

Morton's three stages of "bias" an "astute and perceptive

explanation of the nature of. western politics" but ques-

tioned his view that the 1869-70 uprising was its catalyst.
Hê, instead, singled out the unfulfilled expectations of

western settlers, attributable to the unrealistic propaganda

of the hinterland-seeking Canadian expansionist movement.

Owram argued that unfulfilled expectations became endemic to

the western experiencer €Dsuring that metropolitan Canada

and the federal government remained the scapegoats of west-

ern alienation. 1 2 Ï^testerners also turned their hostitity
against the histories of the West produced by expansionist

historians. tlestern historians sought a reyrritten history
reflecting the West's unique features and historical devel-

opment. The birth of a regional historiography was part of a

general rejection of metropolitan control, formation of a

"general sense of grievance," and development of regional

sentiment.l3 Owram undoubtedly overemphasized the effect of

11

12

Ibid., pp, 46-72, 95-172.

D. Owram, Promise of Eden: The
Movement and the ldea of the West,
University of Toronto Press, 1980),
1 34-224 .

Ibid., pp. 170-216.

Canadian Expansionist
1856-1900 (Toronto:

pp. 5, 37-78, 1 01 -24,

13
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expansionist propaganda on the growth of regional discon-

tent, yet his themes of unful-filled expectations and cuLtur-

al subordination offered a new perspective on the grovrth of

a regional "bias."

Though only Owram's among the preceding works openly

acknowledged Morton's thesis and three stages of western

political development, their combined effect reinforced the

supposition that regional discontent was important in shap-

ing western political development. The fact, however, that
Morton's three-stage model was not widely used by later his-
torians would seemingly indicate that it possessed widely

recognized fundamental flaws. Attention will now be turned

to historical works whose findings have exposed these flaws,

though, admittedly, this was not, in almost all cases, their
raison d'etre.

One of the weakest areas of Morton's argument concerned

the C.C.F. As noted in the preceding chapter, he had recog-

nized that the C.C.F. was not a "utopian" party and that it
represented class as well as regional politics. CIearly

then, the party's formation, growth, and eventual triumph in
Saskatchevran could not be described solely in terms of Mor-

ton's interpretive framework. An examination of works on

the C.C.F. after 1955 confirms what Morton had realized, but

downplayed, and D.E. McHenry had suggested: the r¡eakness of

regional discontent and western apoliticalism as analytical
tools for the study of the party's formation and development
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in Saskatchewan and the West. For example, K. McNaught's â

Prophet in Politics: À Bioqraphv of J.S. Woodsworth, pub-

lished in 1959, placed the C.C.F. in a wider perspective

than McHenry, one that diminished even further the role of

western agrarian discontent in the party's formation.

McNaught emphasized that the C.C.F. v¡as far more than a

"prairie farm protest." Its distinct sociaIist element and

platform "sprang from the urban labour movement, from the

social gospel of the churches, and from radical intellectu-
als, as well as from the soil of the wheat belt."14

In the 1960's, works on the C.C.F. continued to illus-
trate that western discontent did not suffice as an explana-

tion of the party's origin and growth. The most important

of these works was W.D. Young's 1969 The Anatomv of a Partv:

The National C.C.F. 1932-61, the most detailed history of

the party to date. Young, following the basic theme of move-

ment to party progression first enunciated by L. Zakuta in

1964 in À Protest Movement Becalmed: À Stuov of Chanqe in

the 9.C.F., argued that the C.C.F. naÈiona1 movement moved

away from its agrarian roots and leanings to become an urban

and labour oriented, eastern dominated, centralized and

institutionalized party in the British Labour Party tradi-

14 K. McNaught, À Prophet in Politics: A Bioqraphv of ,J.S.
Woodsworth (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1959),
pp. 53, 88-89, 165-66, 186-92, 204-14, 255-65. For the
contribution of radical intellectuals to the early pro-
gram and organization of the C.C.F., see M. Horn, The
Leasue for SociaI Reconstruction: InteIlectual Oriqins of
the Dernocratic Left in Canada, 1930-1942 (Toronto: Uni-
versity of, Toronto Press, 1980), pp. 36-216.
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been present in

the movement from the beginning.ts Young, however, did not

deny that regional discontent had played a role in the par-

ty's formation, admitting that to many farmers the C.C.F.

represented an "indigenous prairie party set up to

oppose the'old line'parties of the East and their backers,

the 'vested interests' . " 1 6 The same year, in Democracv and

Discontent: Proqressivism, Socialism and Social Credit in

the Canadian West, Young argued that the N.D.P. h'as less

concerned with agrarian problems than the C.C.F. had been,

due to its increasing labour orientaLion.lT though the "pro-
test movement becalmed" and "movement-party" analytical
approach was open to criticismr l I the work of Young and oth-

ersl e showed clearly that the national C.C.F./N.D.P. owed

its birth to more than regional discontent and had moved

1s W.D. Young, The Anatomy of a Party: The National C.C.F.,
1932-61 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969), pp.
3-302; L. Zakuta, ^A Protest Movement Becal-med: À Studv of
Chanqe in the 9.C.F. (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press , 1964).

16 w.D. Young, The Ànatomv of a Partv, pp. 14-15r 75r 287.

17 w.D. Young, Democracy and Discontent: Prosressivism,
Socialism and Social Credit in the Canadian West (Toron-
to: Ryerson Press, 1969), pp. 71-78.

18 A. Whitehorn, "Àn Ànalysis of the Historiography of the
C.C.F.-N.D.P. : The Protest Movement Becalmed Traditionr"
in Buildinq the Cooperative Commonwealt.h: Essays on the
Democratic Socialist Tradition in Canada, ed. J.W. Bren-
ñãñ= ñaffian ptaEs nesearcit cánter , 1984'), pp.
1-24.

1e See, for example: D. Morton, N.D.P.: The Dream of Power
(Toronto: A.M. Hakkert Ltd. , 1974); I. Avakumovic,
Socialism in Canada: À Studv of the C.C.F.-N.D.P. in Fed-
æ- proñEr Foffis-(roroñ'tã:- M-ccfefrana 

-andStewart Ltd. , 1978).
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away from its sectional agrarian roots in an attempt to win

power federally. This analytical framework provided insight
into the party's declining support in the t{est and the inap-

propriateness of its characterization as solely a vehicle of

western protest.

Further works on the C.C.F. cast doubt on Morton's con-

clusion that the Saskatcher.ran provinc ia1 party' s 1944 victo-
ry represented a triumph, not of a socialist or a radical
alternative, but of western apoliticalism. Beginning in the

late 1 960's, a historiographical debate ensued over the

degree of socialism present in the Saskatchewan C.C.F. from

its formation to its 1944 victory. This issue was not con-

clusively resolvedr2o but the debate had two consequences

2o Àrticles addressing this historiographical debate includ-
ed: E. Eager, "The Conservatism of the SaskaÈchev¡an
Electorater" in Politics in Saskatchewan, eds. N. Ward
and D. Spafford (Toronto: Longmans Canada Ltd. , 1968),
pp. 1-19; E. Eager, Saskatchewan Government: Politics and
Praqmatism (Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books,
1980) , pp. 1-12, 18-25, 43-67; D. Spaf f ord, "The Origin
of the Farmers' Union of Canadar" Saskatchewan Historv 18
no. 3 (Autumn 1 965 ) : 89-98 ; D. Spaf f õid- "ttre 'ref t
Wing', 1921-1931," in Politics i¡ Saskatchewanr pp.
44-58lp.n.Sinctair,''Th-esaskatchõanc.c.F.:Ascentto
Power and the Decline of Socialism," Canadian Historical
Review 54 no.4 (December 1973): 419-33; L.D. CourviIIe,
"The Conservatism of the Saskatchewan Progressives," Can-
adian Historical Association Historical Papers (197a):
157-81; G. Hoffman, "The Saskatchewan Farmer-Labor Party,
1932-1934: How Radical Was It Àt Its Origins," Saskatche-
wan History 28 no. 2 (Spring 1975): 52-64; G. Hoffman,
"The Entry of the United Farmers of Canada, Saskatchewan
Section into Politics: À Reassessment," Saskatcher+an His-
tory 30 no. 3 (¡utumn 1977) : 99-109; t.t{. Thomas, fire
C.C.F. Victory in Saskatchewan, 1944r" Saskatchewan His-
torv 34 no. 1 (winter 1981 ) : 1-16; J.I^¡. Bennett and C.
Krueger, "Agrarian Pragmatism and Radical PoIitics," in
Aqrarian Socialism: The Cooperative Commonwealth Federa-
tion in Saskatchewan: À Studv in PoliticaI Socioloqy,
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for Morton's thesis. Firstr Do participant claimed that the

C.C.F.'s 1944 victory vras only a triumph of western apoliti-
calism. On the other hand, never vras it claimed that west-

ern antipathy to metropolitan domination did not play a key

role in the C.C.F.'s initial popularity and success in Sas-

katchewan, a conclusion shared by all historians of the par-

t.y.

Turning from the C.C.F. to the fate of the Liberals and

Conservatives in the West, one finds that not all historians
have accepted Morton's belief that Westerners had rejected

the o1d political order in their quest for equality. That

this was not entirely the case in federal politics vras

pointed out by Denis Smith, in 1970, in "Liberals and Con-

servatives on the Prairies, 1917-1968."21 Smith argued that

the Liberals and Conservatives had always maintained a "sub-

stantial presence" in the West. Excepting 1921, their com-

bined vote in the three provinces in every federal election
vras over 50% of. the totai cast. Only the nature of the elec-

toral system "tended to obscure" the strength of their sup-

port. 2 2

21

updated ed., ed. S.M. Lipset (Hew York: Doubleday and Co.
Inc., 1968), pp. 347-63.

Srnith's work was one of a number of papers presented at
the first Western Canadian Studies Conference in 1969.
From this conference and its successors would emerge many
useful works on western political development.

Denis Smith, "Liberals and Conservatives on the Prairies,
1917-1 968, " in Prairie Perspectives, ed. D.P. Gagan(Toronto: HoIt, Rinehart and Winston of Canada Ltd.,
1970), pp. 31-43; D.E. Smith made this same point in a
number of works.

22
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Other historians have presented evidence contradicting

Morton's belief that the West s¡as largely apolitical at the

provincial level. The fallacy of this argument for Saskat-

chewan politics is apparent from a reading of D.E. Smith's

1975 Prairie Liberalism. Smith argued that Saskatchev¡an had

experienced partisan politics since 1905. Political opposi-

tion had been present in the province since then and, par-

ticularly sor after the emergence of a new two-party system

in the 1 930' s. 2 3

WhiIe Smith's work demonstrated the partisan and compeÈi-

tive nature of Saskatchewan politics during the "utopian
periodr" a close reading of J. Kendle's 1979 John Bracken: A

Political Bioqraphv suggests that political opposition was a

constant and significant, if divided, factor in the

elections of the Bracken erar24 thereby casting doubt on the

applicability of Morton's apolitical thesis in Manitoba.

Contrarily, if "apoliticalism" was too strong a description,

D.E. Smith, Prairie Liberalismr pp. 3-334. In 1969,
Smith had acknowledged the advent of political partisan-
ship in Saskatcheüran after 1905 in "À Comparison of Prai-
rie Political Developments in Saskatcherr'an and Àlberta, "
Journal of Canadian Studies 4 no. 1 (February 1969):
17-26. In 1972, Smith concluded that after 1934, "the
absence of single-party dominance and the continued exis-
tence of competitive party politics have been traditional
characteristics and must now be regarded as essential
components of the party system of Saskatchewanr" in D.E.
Smith and J.C. Courtney, "Parties in a PoIitically Com-
petitive Provincer" in Canadian Provincial Politics: The
Party Systems of the Ten Provinces, ed. M. Robin (Scar-
borough: Prentice-Hal1 of Canada Ltd. , 1972), pp.
290-318.

J. Kendle, John Bracken: À PoIitical Bioqraphv (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1979), pp. 27-32, 41, 65-66,
125-26, 141-46.

23

24
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there is no doubt that as Kendle argued, citing Morton,

there was in Manitoba during the Bracken years a fairly

widespread "disinterest in partisan politics. " 2 5

In addition to the continuing presence of party opposi-

tion, Kendle's analysis of Bracken's political motives also

contradicted Mortonrs apolitical thesis. White constantly

assserting Bracken's belief in the "primarily administra-

tive" role of government and his dislike of the "narrow

exactitudes of party politicsr" Kendle admitted that Bracken

s¡as an "astute political realiSt" who excelled in "political

gamesmanship." Coalition invitations extended to opposition

parties in 1931, 1936, and 1940 were a means of preserving

political povrer and discrediting opponents who refused to

join or support his government. In the same vein, Kendle

also admitted that parties receptive to Bracken'S overtures

were not motivated as much by a nonpartisan spirit as con-

crete political concerns. 2 6

Lastly, Kendle, echoing Morton

believed the end to discrimination

noted that Bracken

the National PoIicY

40-41, 173-76, 181, 248.

63-64, 68, 94-98 , 115-22,
. See also N. Wiseman, Social
Historv of the 9.C.F:-N.D.P.

Mãnftoba Press, 1 983) , pp.

,

by

and an unfair division of powers and revenue lay in

increased federal powers. He vras a forceful proponent of the

strengthening of the Dominion government as recommended by

25

26

Ibid., pp. 27-31, 37, 41, 1

Ibid. , pp. 30-31 ' 39-46,
125-26, 141-46, 173-76, 248
Democracv in Manitoba: À(winnipeg: University of
24-36.
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the RowelI-Sirois Commission.2T Àgain, the point is made

that the Bracken government v¡as no champion of provincial

rights, in stark contrast to Aberhart's SociaI Credit.

The final historical work to be considered for its

implicit critique of Morton's "bias" is M.S. Donnelly's 1963

The Government of Manitoba. Donnelly, in studying the

political institutions of the province, covered the familiar

ground of early locaI political and economic grievances and

the formation of political parties, but took a more pragmat-

ic stance than Morton, accepting the wisdom of Dominion

retention of public lands and judging as premature the grant

of provincial status. He also put greater emphasis on the

school question as a source of federal-provincial discord.2s

Final1y, he notedr âs did Morton and Kendle, that after the

return of natural resources in 1 930, the Manitoba government

lost interest in "provincial rights" and became a coopera-

tive partner in Canadian federalism.2e

This brief survey of historical works, while not refuting

Morton'S belief that western discontent had influenced

regional political development' suggested weaknesses in the

other rnain underpinnings of his thesis. I^Torks examining the

C.C.F. clearly illustrated that not aII prairie political

27 rbid., pp. 157-80, 249.

28 M.S. Donnelly, The Government of
ernment Series, no. 14 (Toronto:
Press, 1963) , pp. 12-71.

Ibid., p. 45.

Manitoba, Canadian Gov-
University of Toronto

29
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developments could be placed entirely within a framev¡ork of

metropolitan domination and hinterland response. Other

$¡orKS cast doubt on the level of nonpartisanship and apoli-

ticalism in prairie politics, suggesting that the C.C.F.

was clearly more than an expression of western apolitical-
ism, the Liberals and Conservatives had not been rejected as

decisively as suggested, partisan politics and political

opposition existed in Saskatchewan and, to a lesser degree,

in Manitoba, and the Manitoba government, unlike its ÀIberta

counterpart, sras not averse to working with the Dominion.

Fina1ly, Donnelly's support of Dominion land policy contra-

dicted one of Morton's foundations of "colonial subordina-

tion. "

Attention will now be turned to recent historical works

tracing the evolution of western discontent after 1955 and

illustrating its continuing impact on western political

development. A common theme found in most of these works was

the assertion that a reciprocal relationship existed between

the perpetuation of discontent and the continuing existence

of sentiments of regionalism in the three prairie provinces.

A number of noted Canadian historians even suggested that in

modern Canadian society, regionalism was not only a continu-

ing factor but an integral part of Canadian identity; a con-

clusion that reinforced Morton's contention in "A Century"

that the West remained a "distinctive civilization."3o

30 See Chapter 3.
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One of the earliest works of this nature appeared in
1959. G.F.G. Stanley, in "Regionalism in Canadian History,"
argued that regionalism vras a dominant force in Canada and

the Prairies were a distinct region based on historyr geog-

raphy, economics, and a "state of mind."3I In 1970, Stanley,

in "The Western Canadian Mystiquer" repeated this argument,

asserting that despite increased urbanization and industri-
alization, progressivism and regionalism were stil1 vital
forces in the West, fueled by the "repeated note of protest

against the semi-coloniaI domination of the West by Eastern

interests, financial, economic and po1itica1.tt32

Stanley's assertion of the vitality of. regionalism was

reinforced by rnany other historians; two of the most promi-

nent being R. Cook and J.M.S. Careless. Cook, in 1967, ín

"Canadian Centennial Cerebrations," argued that Canadianism

h'as to be found in the "regional, ethnic and class identi-
ties" of Canadian Iife.3 3 rn 1969, CareIess, in "'Limited
Identities' in Canadar" accepted Cook's argument that the

true nature of Canada lay in its "limited identities" and

argued that regionalism was a growing force in Canadian life
due to historical, geographic, economic, social, and politi-
cal factors. 3 a

G.F.G. Stanley, "Regionalism
i o Hi storv 51 no . 3 ( Surnmer 1

G.F.G. Stanley, "The Western
rie Perspectivesr pp. 8-25.

R. Cook, "Canadian Centennial
al Journal 22 no. 4 (Àutumn 1

31

32

33

in Canadian History,
959): 163-71.

Canadian Mystique,"

" Ontar-

in Prai-

Cerebrations, " Internation-
967): 662-63.
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In the 1 960's, 1970's, and 1 980's, the evidence pointing

to the continuation of a distinct wesÈern identity was

strengthened by the increasingly high level of discontent

generated in the West by the policies of the federal Liberal
government and the continuing electoral rejection of the

LiberaIs. Às already noted, these developments drew a con-

siderable amount of academic attention. However, the resul-
tant studies only occasionally categorized contemporary man-

ifestations of discontent as further evolutions of Morton's

three-stage model. More imporLantly, most, if not all, did

acknowledge the continuing presence of a pervasive sentiment

of regional discontent and its effect on political develop-

ment. 3 5

34 J.M.S. Careless, "'Limited Identities' in Canadar" Cana-
dian Historical Review 50 no. 1 (lqarch 1969): 1-10.

See, for example: D.J. Bercuson, Introduction to Canada
and the Burden of Unitv, ed. D.J. Bercuson (Toronto: Mac-
Miilan Co. of Canada Ltd. , 1977), pp. 1-18; D.J. Bercu-
son, "Regionalism and 'Unlimited Identity' in Western
Canadar" Journal of Canadian Studies 15 no. 2 (Summer
1980): 121-26; E. Eager, Saskatchewan Governmentr pp.
184-92; J.F. Conway, The West: The History of a Reqion in
conf edératicn (rorõÁto: -ffies l,or-i¡ner ana-cõ.ffi-g);
D.P. Gagan, Introduction to Prairie Perspectivesr pp.
1-3; oeñis smith, "Liberals ffinFñatives ón lrre
Prairies , 1917-1968 r" pp. 30-31 , 41-43; D. Swainson,
"Canada Ànnexes the West: ColoniaI StaÈus Confirmed," in
Federalism in Canada and Àustralia: The Earlv Years, eds.
B.W. Hodgins, D. glright, and W.H. Heick (Waterloo: Wil-
frid Laurier University Press, 1978), pp. 137-57; J.A.
Archer, "The Prairie Perspectiver" in One Country or
Two?, ed. R.M. Burns (MontreaI: McGill-Quééns University
Press, 1971), pp. 231-52; J.A. Àrcher, "The Prairie Per-
spective in 1977r" in Must Canada Fail?, ed. R. Simeon(Montreal: McGill-Queens University Press , 1977) , pp.
73-84; B. Cooper, "Western Political Consciousness," in
Political Thouqllt in Canada: Contemporary Perspectives,
ed. S. Brook (Toronto: Irwin Publishing, 1984), pp.

35
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Nowhere was the modern evolution of western discontent

discussed as thoroughly as in the writings of D.E. Smith;

necessitating a comprehensive survey of his works. In Prai-
rie Perspectives, in 1970, Smith argued that prairie culture
v¡as distinguished by themes of "protest, disillusionment,
and separatism."36 While the first two themes were certainly
in accord with Morton's findings, that of separatism was

contrary to his belief that Westerners sought integration
with the rest of Canada. Smith also observed that in finding
a vehicle for their radicalism, Westerners vlere "eminently
practical,

times."37

support ing di f ferent part ies at di f ferent

In 1974, in "Liberalism in Saskatchewan: The Evolution of

a Provincial Partyr" Smith presented a specific instance of

regional discontent effecting western political development,

claiming that despite the Saskatchewan provincial party's
severance of ties with the federat Liberals, the latter's
unpopular agricultural policies were the cause of the pro-

213-38; J.J. Barr, "Beyond Bitterness: The New Western
Radicalism," in The Unfinished Revolt: Some Views on
Western Independence, eds. ,1.J. Barr and O. Ànderson(Toronto: McCIelland and Stewart Ltd., 1971), pp. 11-32;
O. Anderson, "The Unfinished Revolt," in The Unfinished
RevoIt, pp. 35-59.

36

37

38

D.E. Smith,
92-94.

Ibid., p. 93.

D.E. Smith, "Liberal
a Provinc ial Party, "
Bercuson (Toronto:

ism in Saskatchewan: The Evolution of
in Western Perspectives I, ed. D.J.

HoIt, Rinehart and Winston of Canada

Conclusion to Prairie Perspectivesr pp.
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vincial Liberal defeat in 1971.38 There were other causesr3e

but Smith's conclusion illustrated that there was a continu-

ing western sensitivity to metropolitan domination. In

1976, in "The Prairie Provinces," Smith argued that the West

vras a unique region based in its "geography, economy, and

people." These factors had contributed to the distinct
political development of each of the three prairie provinc-

es.4o In 1977, in "Western Politics and National Unityr"
Smith again argued that the three provinces shared "a

regional political culturer" though each province had dis-
tinctive characteristics. He also noted a modern example of

the "floating protest vote": Westerners had rejected the

Liberals and Morton's utopian parties had become "provin-
cializedr" resulting in strong support for the Conservatives

in federal politics. Ironically, this nevr evolution in the

"continuation of the tradition of prairie political protest"

further alienated Westerners from the federal government.ar

Ltd. , 1974), pp. 101-9.

B. WiIson blamed weak leadership and organization and
vague ideology more than ties with an unpopular federal
Liberal party for the decline of the provincial Liberals
in Saskatchewan in Politics of Defeat: The Decline of the
Liberal Party in SasXatctewan (SasLatoon: Western proauc*
er Prairie Books, 1980), pp. 2-165. E. Eager suggested
that local unhappiness with the federal Liberals was just
one of many faclórs contributing to Thatcher's defeal in
Saskatchewan Governmentr pp, 60-61, 185.

D.E. Smith, "The Prairie Provinces," in The Provincial
Political Systems: Comparative Essays, eds. D.J. BeIIamy,
J.H. Pammett, and D.C. Rowat (Toronto: Methuen Publica-
tions , 1976) , pp. 46-61.

D.E. Snith, "Western Politics and National Unityr" in
Canada and the Burden of Unitvr pp. 142-68.
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In 1981, in "PoIiticaI Culture in the West," Smith, using

as a starting point W.L. Morton's belief that the West

retained distinct political characteristics, defined the

main features of the "common heritage of western political
culture" as the long-standing rejection of cultural dualism

and its political champions, the ongoing fight against cen-

tral Canadian economic and political domination, and the

struggle to gain greater control over federal policy making.

He also examined recent western attempts to redress contem-

porary grievances: constitutional reform, greater represen-

tation in the cabinet and bureaucracy, pressure group activ-
ity, and regional autonomy; the latter, in his opinion,
being the most effective means of protecting western inter-
ests.a2 He concluded that the Prairies were less integrated
than they once were but certain historical experíences had

given them a common political outlook in regional-federal
relations. a3

Àgain, in 1981, in The Reqional Decline of a National

Party: Liberals On the Prairies, Srnith argued that western

discontent had not decreased in strength despite the passage

of time and growing intraregional heterogeneity. Recent

grievances "played against a backdrop of memory" and rein-
forced the "regional perspective that geography and history
have helped create. " Discontent would continue as long as

D.E. Smith, "PoIiticaI
and Western Perspectives,

Ibid. , p. 179.

Culture in the
pp.170-79.
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tsdid the western perception that
dominance. " 4 4

the "center maintains i

In this work, Smith presented his most extensive examina-

tion of the decline of the federal Liberal party. He attrib-
uted their demise in the West dating from the late 1950's to

unpopular agriculture, transportation, tax reform, language,

constitutional, and natural resource policies. Disputes over

these policies had alienated the provincial Liberals in the

West from their federal counterparts. Jurisdictional and

organizational disputes stemming from the structural reorg-

anization of the federal party in the 1960's and ideologi-
cal, patronage, and personality conflicts exacerbated this
split, further weakening both federal and provincial Liber-
als.a5 Repeating his 1977 article verbatim, Smith again not-

ed that Westerners had turned to a new political champion,

the federal Conservatives. Àt the same time, Smith observed

a growing provincialism in the West and a concurrent decen-

tralization of federalism. a 6

Finally, in 1985, in "Grits and Tories on the prairies,"

Smith again observed the popularity of the Conservatives

federally, concluding that "as long as the Liberals continue

to rule, the region wiII find satisfaction in aligning

D.E. Smith, The Reqional Decline of a National Party:
Liberals on the Prairies, Canadian Government Series, Do.
rcronto:-u-niverslty of Toronto press, 1981), pp.
xvr-xvrr, 20, 41, 111, 116, 145, 150.

Ibid. , pp. XV-XVII , 17-32, 51 -1 1 1 , 129-49.

Ibid., pp, 28-32, 40-41, 46-47, 1 15-34, 149-50.
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itself with the principal opposition party."a7 More than any

other contemporary western historian, Smith continued in

Morton's tradition; examining the continuing distinctiveness
of the Westr writing western political history from a loca1

viewpoint, asserting the presence of central Canadian domi-

nance, and touching on all the major manifestations of

regional discontent. Srnith's work, of course, also shared a

weakness of Morton's, in that his analysis, although

enlightening, ignored the many other factors that influenced

political development in the I^fest.

One of the contemporary political manifestations of

regional discontent noted by Smith, support of the federal

Conservatives, was analyzed in a number of works that merit

examination. In 1963, P.C. Newman, in Reneoade in Power: The

Diefenbaker Years, noted the strength of Diefenbaker's per-

sonal popularity in the Westr particularly his populist,
anti-establishment, anti-Bay Street appeal, and the popular-

ity of his government's agricultural and regional equaliza-

t i on pol ic ies . a I Newman recogn i zed , hor+ever , that despi te

Diefenbaker's anti-eastern appeal, his 1 958 election cam-

paign aroused a "pan-Canadian" sentiment in the West.as New-

47 D.E. Smith, "Grits and Tories on the prairies," in party
Politics in Canada, sth ed., ed. H.G. Thorburn (Scarbor-
ough: Prentice-Hal1 of Canada Inc., 1985), pp. 260-77.

4I P.C. Newman, Reneqade in Pov¡er: The Dief enbaker Years(Toronto: McCIeIIand and Stewart l,td. , 1963T, pp. XIII ,xrv, 12, 24-26, 36-43, 46-49, 52, 55, 63-64, 73-74, 91,
101, 134-37, 142-45, 179-95, 292, 331 , 3gg.

4s rbid., p. 73.
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mants observation, reflecting Morton's belief that Western-

ers sought fu11 integration into the Canadian mainstream,

was reinforced by P. Regenstreif in The Diefenbaker Inter-
lude: Parties and Votinq in Canada: Àn Interpretation, pub-

lished in 1965, and Denis Smith in "Liberals and Conserva-

tives on the Prairies , 1917-1968," published in 1970, who

agreed that Westerners saw in Diefenbaker their chance to
play an integral role in nation-building.5o In totality,
these works on the Diefenbaker phenomenon showed that west-

ern discontent continued to effect political development in

the late 1 950's and early 1 960's.

Provincialism and support of the federal Conservative

party v¡ere not the only contemporary political manifesta-

tions of vrestern discontent. This reality was recognized by

D. Owram in "Reluctant Hinterland, " published in 1 981 .

Àfter accepting Morton's stages of "bias" and posing a

fourth stage, western provincialism, the latter a product of

the moderation in office of the utopian parties and the

realization that fundamental reform at the national leveI
was impossible given the inevitable differences in regional

interests and the minority position of the Westrsi Owram

P. Regenstreif, The Diefenbaker Interlude: Parties and
Votinq in Canada: An Interpretation (Toronto: Longmans
Canada Ltd. , 1965), pp. 32-33, 36, 39, 55, 133-53; Denis
Smith, "LiberaIs and Conservatives," pp. 40-41.

D. Owram, "Reluctant Hinterland," in Western Separatism:
The Mvths, Realities and Danqers, eds. L. Pratt and G.
Stevenson (Edmonton: Hurtig Pubtishers, 1981), pp. 49-60,
63. B. Cooper also suggested a fourth stage, "province
buildiDgr" in "Western Political Consciousnessr" p. 229.
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noted a further evolution in the "bias"

of separatism as a political alternative
the prospect of resource-based prosperrty

that future regional grievances might

becoming a legitimate option, a defini
western grievances based in "the nature

and especially the 'tyranny of the

deep-rooted to be alleviated by the mere

tion. The "bias, " in Owram's opinion,

the forseeable future. s 2
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with the emergence

, made feasible by

. He expressed fear

Iead to separatism

te concern because

of democracy itself
majority"'were too

passage of legisla-
would continue into

on Western Separatism,"
, 202.

In the same collection of works, R. Gibbins, in "Àmerican

Influence on Western Separatismr" also examined the rise of

western separatism. Àfter noting that provincial govern-

ments had failed to redress western grievances because too

many key povrers remained under Dominion controlr53 Gibbins

argued that separatism--espousing traditional grievances

and, more importantly, populist right-wing reforms echoing

those of the Àmerican right-wing--was the inevitable next

step. This solution, Gibbins argued, v¡as a break f rom tra-
ditional alienation in that it vras not integrative and it
attacked, on an ideological leveI, the existing political

and economic order. Gibbins concluded that separatism,

despite certain favourable conditions, would be held in

check by a number of factors: Canadian national-ism, opposi-

52

53

I bid. , pp.

R. Gibbins
in Western

45-64.

, "American Influence
Separatismr pp. 193-98
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tion from provincial governments, strong provincial and

weakening regional identities, and widespread opposition to

the movement's extreme right-wing ideology. sa

Neither Gibbins nor Owram examined the separatist move-

ment in depth. A clearer picture is gained from a reading of

two more works in the same collection, D. Harrington's "who

are the Separatists?" and L. McKinsey's "Watching the Sepa-

ratists." Harrington noted their populism, strident right-
wing ideology, and espousal of traditional western grievanc-

es. She concluded, however, that they rdere only a temporary

phenomenon, fueled by a profound dislike for Pierre Trudeau

and discontent overrhis 1980 electoral victory and subse-

quent energy and constitutional policies. The passage of

time and the fading of grievances coupled with the separa-

tists' internal divisions, lack of concrete policies, and

Iimited popularity, confined basically to À1berta, doomed

the movement. Only another extreme "federal government act

of aggression" could revive it. s s These observations, in

general, s¡ere shared by McKinsey. McKinsey, however, put

more emphasis on the separatists as a right-wing group who

used separatism as a bargaining tool to achieve their right-
wing utopia.s6 McKinsey's observations, in particularr su9-

rbid., pp. 193, 196-98, 200-8.

D. Harrington, "Who are the Separatists?," in Western
Separatismr pp. 23-44.

sG L. McKinsey, "Watching the Separatistsr" in Western Sepa-
ratism, pp. 209-27; McKinsey's description of the separa-
tist movement showed a striking similarity to M.B.
Stein's conclusion lhat "Right-wing protest movements
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gested that despite the obvious influence of regional dis-

content, the wesLern separatist movement could not be ana-

Iyzed in a strictly "metropolis-hinterland" framework.

In concluding this section on the contemporary political

manifestations of regional discontent, one more aspect of

its perpetuation must be noted. Numerous historians of

prairie politics have argued, to varying degrees, that west-

ern discontent no longer possesses a verifiable factual

basis and has become part of a regional mythology. In this
belief, they have indirectly reinforced W.L. Morton's asser-

tion that regionalism is a "state of mind."57 For example,

W.D. Young, in 1969, in Democracy and Discontent, argued

that post-war prosperity had caused western discontent to

become "more and more a myth perpetuated largely for parti-

san reasons." G. Friesen, in 1973, in "The Western Canadian

Identity," suggested that "myth and interest were the con-

stituents of western regional consciousness." To note but

one more example, D.J. Bercuson, in 1980, in "Regionalism

and 'Unlimited Identity' in Western Canadar" argued that a

number of grievances underlying the persistence of western

al-ienation had evolved from a factual basis to "exist in the

tend to arise in modern industrial-ized societies among
those segments of the population that wish to cling to
traditional attitudes and beliefs in the face of socioe-
conomic change." M.B. Stein, The Dvnamics of Riqht-Winq
Protest: â PoIitica1 Ànalysis of Social Credit in Ouebec
(Toronto: University of
234.

See Chapt.er 3.57

Toronto Press, 1973), pp. 12,
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mind only.'rs8 These observations have great significance for
Morton's thesis. Concrete regional concerns can perhaps be

materially redressed but grievances that have entered the

realm of mythology are not as eradicable and would seem to
indicate that sentiments of regionalism and locaI grievance

will probably always be present in the poliLical milieu of

the three prairie provinces to influence potitical choice.

This, then, concludes the third function of this chapter.

At this point, it must be noted again that the limited num-

ber of contemporary historians using Morton's three-stage

theory as an analytical approach suggests that the limita-
tions of its applicability to contemporary western politics
were quite evident in the historical community. The impact

of regional discontent on political development was readily
acknowledged but never raised to the level of an al1-encom-

passing theory.

These sentiments were expressed as weII as anywhere in G.

Friesen's mâssive 1984 undertaking, The Canadian Prairies: À

Historv. Friesen acknowledged the continuing presence of

Morton's western "bias," rooted in perceived inequities dat-
ing from 1869-70, defining it as a tradition of "western

regional dissatisfaction and grievance." He also noted con-

temporary western grievances and political expressions of

s8 W.D. Young, Democracy and Discontentr pp. 101-4; G.
Friesen,''TheWesternCanadianIdentity,''Ç@His-
torical Association Historical Papers (1973): 13-19; D.J.
Bercusonr "Regionalism and 'Unlimited rdentity' in West-
ern Canada," pp. 121-26.
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discontent.se Yet, Friesen showed a keen avJareness of some

of the shortcomings of Morton's analysis. He was more aware

than Morton of other influences on political development

than regional discontent, such as class and ethnic factors,
personality, and even historical accident.60 He also assert-

ed that the Progressive movement was far more than a region-

al protest of wheat producers and did not judge the movement

a failure.6l Lastly, he argued that politics in Manitoba and

Saskatchewan were not as apolitical and nonpartisan as his-
torians such as Morton had believed.62 Throughout his work,

Friesen grasped the essence of the western "bias"; western

political discontent continued to be one of a number of

influences on western politics, even though the legitimacy

of many specific complaints could be questioned. The process

of evaluation of Morton's thesis begun in this chapter will
now be continued through an analysis of work in disciplines
other than history and in ethnic, class, labour, and social
hi story.

ss G. Friesen, The Canadian Prairies: A History (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1984), pp. 126-28, 162-63,
176-94, 211-29, 239-40, 327, 332-44, 349, 356-91, 395-96,
400-17 , 426-29, 444-53, 460.

Ibid. , pp. 242-300, 31 6, 324-25, 345-64, 374-81 , 401-27 ,
453 , 460 , 464 

"

Ibid., pp. 364-81.

Ibid., pp. 341 ,400-9.
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Chapter V

INTERDISCIPLINÀRY PERSPECTIVES ÀND A REVISED
ttBI ASrt

In continuing the evaluation of Morton's thesis as an

analytical approach to the study of western political devel-

opment, much insight can be gained from a survey of works in

economics, sociology, socio-psychology, political science,

and ethnic, class, labour, and social history. The first
discipline to be examined is economic history. During the

1930's, the end of the expansionary phase of western devel-

opment, the inability of the economic structure of the West

to withstand the devastating effects of the depressionrl and

the formation of new political movements espousing economic

reform directed the attention of the academic community to

an examination of the regional impact of the various ele-
ments of the National Policy. This examination extended

beyond the shallow critical assessments of Dominion tariff,
1and, and transportation policy made by the early historians

I For a survey of economic conditions in the West in the
1930's which will increase understanding of western sus-
ceptibility to new economic and political solutions, see:
W.A. Mackintosh, Economic Problems of the Prairie Provinc-
Ë, Frontiers of Settlement, vol . 4 (Toronto: The MacMil-
lan Co. of Canada Ltd., 1935), pp. IX, 3-5, 9-11, 33-54,
87, 258-59, 263-76; c. Britnell, The Wheat Economy (Toron-
to: University of Toronto Press, 1939), pp. XV-XVI, 1-241;
A.E. Safarian, The Canadian Economy in the Great Depres-
sion, The Carleton Libraryr Do. 54 (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1959; reprint ed., ToronLo: McClelland and
Stewart Ltd., 1970), pp. 40-42, 194-200, 237.
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of the farmers' movement. A representative sampling of the

ensuing historiographical debate is in order for two rea-

sons. First, the widespread belief in the existence of dis-
criminatory federal policies and metropolitan business prac-

tises vras one of the foundations of Morton's charge of

"colonial- subordinatioD," and secondly, charges of economic

domination and discrimination have persisted to the present,

ensuring the perpetuation of regional discontent.

Despite the propitious circumstances, Do concerted attack

was launched on the National PoIicy in the 1 930's and

1940's. One major deterrent v¡as the influence of the Lau-

rentianists who had sanctified the National Policy.2 Yet

even amongst national historians, there was criticism of the

National PoIicy; A.R.M. Lower, in 1946, in Colonv to Nation:

À Historv of Canada, argued that the National PoIicy had

created "vested manufacturing interests living on the bounty

of government. " 3

Reflecting this more critical climate, even the RoyaI

Commission on Dominion-Provincial Relations questioned the

regional benefits of the National Policy. The first book of

the Commission, publ-ished in 1940r prâised the Policy's
impact during the formative years of the Canadian West4 but

2 A prominent example of this genre is D. Creighton, Domin-
ion of the North: À Historv of Canadar pp. 329-76, 387-94,
430-36, 456-65.

3 A.R.M. Lower,
ed. , rev. (oon
ed., Don MiIIs:

Colonv To Nation: À History of Canada, 4th
Mills: Longmans Canada Ltd., 1964; reprint
Longmans Canada Ltd., 1969), p. 379.
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concluded that "during the twenties and thirties the nation-

al economic policies ceased to produce their former expan-

sionary and cohesive effects and gave rise to a set of dif-
ficult national problems and responsibilities. " Changing

condiÈions and circumstances necessitated an adaptation of

national economic policies.s w.À. Mackintosh, in The Econom-

ic Backqround of Dominion-ProvinciaI Relations, Apendix III
of the Royal Commission Report, published in 1939, argued

that the tariff lessened the real income of western resource

owners, curbing the "growth of exports and population and

the rise of land values." Tariff increases in the 1930's had

"increased the economic pressure" on the West. Conversely,

tariff reductions would have increased real income per cap-

ita.6 Sti11, Mackintosh argued that because the tariff pre-

ceded western expansion its effects were known to western

settlers and "discounted in the prices of land from the out-

set." If anything, the general tariff level had decreased

during the years of western expansion and therefore "cou1d

not be said to result in a regional loss." In addition, the

tariff v¡as offset by the Crow's Nest Pass rates and the

interregional mobility of Iabour.T

Canada, Report of the Royal Commission on Dominion-Provin-
cial Relations, Book I: Canada: 1867-1939 (Ottawa: Kings
FiLntãrl-Tg¿o )-, pp . 4s-77 , 87 , 183-8il
Ibid., pp. 151-60, 183-85.

W.A. Mackintosh, The Economic Backqround of Dominion-Pro-
vincial Relations, Appendix III of the Roya1 Commission
Report on Dominion- Provincial Relations (Ottawa: Kings
Printer, 1939; reprint ed., Toronto: McClelland and Stew-
art Ltd, 1964), pp. 141-46, 151-53, 168-69.

5

6
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Mild critiques of Dominion railway policy and freight
rates also appeared at this time. In 1938, G. Glazebrook, in

À Historv of Transportation in Canada, summarized western

discontent over monopoly, disallowance, and freight rates

and admitted no surprise that Manitobans had revolted

against high transportation costs.s In 1940, À.W. Currie, in

"Freight Rates on Grain in Western Canadar" argued that pre-

Crow's Nest Pass rates were "higher than the traffic could

bear" and "tended to retard development."e On the other

hand, the permanent institution of the Crow's Nest Pass

agreement instituted rates lower than those that would have

been obtained "on clear economic principles."1o

A more vociferous early critic of the National Policy was

V.C. Fowke. In 1946r11 in Canadian Aqricultural Policy: The

Historical Pattern, Fowke argued that agriculture from 1850

to 1930 served as the "provider of investment opportunities"
for Canada's commercial interests, first in Upper Canada and

Ibid., pp. 62, 140-46, 151-54, 172.

G. P. deT. Glazebrook , À Hi storv of Transportat i on i n Cana--
da, Volume II: National Economy, 1867-1936, The Carleton
Libraryr Do. 12 (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1938; reprint
ed., Toronto: McClelland and Stewart Ltd. , 1964), pp.
109-16.

À.W. Currie, "Freight Rates on Grain in Western Canada,"
Canadian Historical Review 2'1 no. 1 (March 1940 ) : 40.

1o rbid., pp. 40-55.
1 1 This work yras an expansion of an argument presented in

"An Introduction to Canadian Àgricultural History," Cana-
dian Journal of Economics and Political Science I no. 1

Ï neuruarv I g +Tl: 56:6s .-- 
-
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then in the new West.12 In surveying national agricultural
policy in the new West, Fowke noted that when commerce and

agriculture shared concerns reforms were quick to fo1low;

but when their interests differed, the most obvious example

being the protective tariff, the farming community could not

influence federal poIicy.13 Continuing in the same critical
vein, Fowke, in 1952, in "The National Policy--Old and New,"

criticized the imperialism of the old National Policy for

its concern with agricultural development as an end in

itself. Not until the 1930's when the objectives of the

first National PoIicy had been attained did the Dominion

government concern itself with probJ-ems such as agricultural
price support and crop failure legislation. la

Fowke's most detailed challenge to the Laurentian inter-
pretation of the National Po1icy vras his 1957 book in the

Socia1 Credit series, The National Policv and the Wheat

Economy. Fowke concluded that Dominion land policy had

resulted in the withholding of some of the best lands by

private interests to the detriment of efficient settle-
ment.ls The C.P.R., before 1888, had been "prepared to dis-

12 V.C. Fowke, Canadian Àoricultural policy: The
Pattern (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
4r 110, 118, 137-42, 145, 158-59r 275-77.

Hi stcr ical
1946), pp.

13

14

Ibid. , pp. 9, 241-72; This inability was also the theme
of a 1948 work, V.C. Fowke, "Royal Commissions and Cana-
dian Agricultural PoIicyr" Canadian Journal of Economics
and Political Science 14 no. 2 (May 1948): 163-75.

v.c.Fowke,''TheNationaIPo1icy-_oIdandNew,''@-
Journal of Economics and Political Science 18 no. 3
TÀusust tTszffi
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courage vrestern expansion rather than have it take place at

a rate or in directions that would threaten the Company's

control and ability to secure whatever profit there might

be."16 Central Canada had received most of the benefit of

the tariff in terms of expansion of industry, though it did

enjoy certain natural advantages. The Westr âs an exporting

region, suffered from higher "costs of production and Iiv-
ingr" and its lack of industrialization was "due in part to

the impossibility of achieving competitive competence as

against eastern industries Iong since firmly established

with the aid of protection."lT Finally, Fowke repeated his

earlier charge that Dominion agricultural policy before 1930

had shown a "persistent disregard of the competitive inferi-
ority of agriculture within the price system."18

Criticism of the National Policy, and the protective tar-
iff in particular, was taken a step further by J.H. Dales

beÈween 1964 and 1979. In a series of worksrrs "Some Histor-

t5

16

V.C. Fowke, The National Policy and the Wheat Economy,
Social Credit in Alberta, vol. 7 (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1957), pp. 59, 284'86.

Ibid., p. 92. A sympathetic account of the C.P.R.'s land
and colonization policies is found in J.B. Hedges, BuiId-
inq the Canadian west: The Land and Colonization Policies
of the Canadian Pacific Railwav (Hew York: The MacMillanco.,îgil
Ibid., pp. 66-68.

Ibid., pp. 93-254, 290, 294-95.

J.H. DaIes, "Some Historical and Theoretical Comment on
Canada's National Policiesr" Oueen's Ouarterly 71 no. 3
(Autumn 1964): 297-316; "Protection, Immigration and Can-
adian Nationalism," in Nationalism in Canada, ed. P. Rus-
seIl (Toronto: McGraw-Hi11 Co. of Canada Ltd., 1966), pp.

17

18

19
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ical and Theoretical Comment on Canada's National Policiesr"

"Protection, Immigration and Canadian Nationalism," The EJ9-

tective Tariff in Canada's Development, and "'National Poli-
cy' Myths, Past and Present, " Dales went beyond Fowke's

criticism to argue that the various elements of the National

Policy had not benefitted any region in Canada. The tariff
had lowered G.N.P. per capita, ie., real wages and the stan-

dard of Iiving. Pertaining to the West, it's negative

effects had intensified regional animosity and provincial-
ism. Dales also criticized Dominion land policies. They had

been a failure before 1900, and after, the land giveaway

encouraged oversettlement and undesirable settlers.

In addition to criticism of the tariff, federal transpor-
tation policies remained under attack in the 1970's. À lead-

er in this assault r.¡as T.D. Regehr, whose viewpoint vras best

expressed in 1977 in "Western Canada and the Burden of

National Transportation Policies." Regehr argued that the

West had long been victimized by discriminatory freight
rates due to a lack of transportation competition in the

region. Equality in freight rates had not yet been achieved

as recent horizontal rate hikes were sti1l discriminatory.
Even that supposed benefactor of the West, the Crow's Nest

Pass rates, had limited western economic diversification
while benefitting only a shrinking grain exporting communi-

164-77: The Protective Tariff in Canada's(roronio: univffi-y ot toronto eresãl--ise ef ;Policy' Myths, Past and Present," Journal
Studies 14 no. 3 (Àutumn 1979): 92-94.

Development
"'National

of Canadian
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ty. Regehr concluded that national transportation policies
remained "unduly burdensome" to the west.2o Regehr was also

criLical of early commercial bank policy in the West. In

"Bankers and Farmers in Western Canada, 1900-1939," pub-

lished in 1983, he argued that the chartered banks were not

as responsive to the credit needs of western farmers in the

first four decades of the century as they could or should

have been. 2 r

Standing in stark contrast to Regehr's conclusion about

the discriminatory nature of freight rates was the findings
of H. Darling in The Politics of Freiqht Rates: The Railway

Freiqht Rate Issue in Canada, published in 1980. Darling
argued that the original substance of freight rate grievanc-

es had been largely redressed over the years. yet he real-
ized that the rhetoric of grievance persisted as part of a

regional folklore of protest directed against central Cana-

da, accepted by the western general public, and used to par-

tisan advantage by western politicians.22

T.D. Regehr, "Western Canada and the Burden of National
Transportation Policiesr" in Canada and the Burden of
Unitv, pp. 1 15-41.

T.D. Regehr, "Bankers and Farmers in Western Canada,
1 900-1 939, " in The Developino West: Essavs on Canadian
Historv in Honour of Lewis E. Thomas, ed. J.E. Foster
TEdmonton: UnFerslty of ef Uerta Þress, 1983 ) , pp.
303-36.

H. Ðarling, The Politics of FqeiqhÈ Rates: The Railwav
Freiqht Ra[e ¡"r"e@to: t'tccrerrãnã ana
Stewart Ltd,, 1980), pp. 4-241.

20

21

22
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Turning from the specific to the general, a wide ranging

response to the critical assessments of the National policy

made by the preceding authors can be found in the works of

K.H. Norrie. In 1976, ín "Some Comments on Prairie Economic

Àlienationr" Norrie argued that regional grievances against

the tariff, freight rates, and monetary and commercial bank-

ing policy were not the result of discriminatory federal
policies but, rather, the product of natural market forces

which benefitted the metropolis at the expense of the hin-
terland. Some commonly proposed reforms such as lower tar-
iffs and restructured freight rates had hidden costs. The

adoption of these and other reforms would actually represent

interference in the market economy and subsidization of

western interests at the expense of other regions. Norrie

concluded that only federal taxation of western natural
resources fit his criteria of deliberate discrimination,
though even there certain extenuating circumstances exist-
ed,23

Norrie continued to assail the shibboleth of "economic

discrimination" in 1978 in "The National Policy and Prairie
Economic Discrimination, 1870-1930." His examination of the

effect of various elements of the National Policy led him to
conclude that there vras no evidence of deliberate discrimi-
nation or unnecessary hardship. The West yras better off with

23 K.H. Norrie, "Some Comments on
tion," Canadian Public Policv 2
211-44. Norrie restated these f
and M. Percy, "The Economics
Western Separatismr pp. 173-91.

Prairie Economic AIiena-
no. 2 (Spring 1976) :

indings in K.H. Norrie
of a Separate West, " in
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Èhe C.P.R. and its freight rate structure than any hypothet-

ical alternative. The tariff had not discouraged western

industrial deveropment rerative to centraJ- canada or a free

trade scenario. Neither had it placed an undue burden on the

West in terms of regional loss of income as immigrants dis-
counted the tariff in their decision to settle. À gradually

reduced tariff actually increased the rear income of western

farmers as had reduced freight rates. Last1y, there vras no

indication that the prairie provinces wourd have been finan-
cially better off had the Ðominion not alienated public
rands. sti11, Norrie admitted that it was only natural that
farmers lobbied for lower tariffs and freight rates and

increased compensation for crown lands.2a rn a more critical
vein, in two articles in 1975 and 1979, "The Rate of Sett1e-
ment of the Canadian Prairies, 1870-1911" and "The National

PoIicy and the Rate of Prairie Settlement: À Revi€wr" Norrie
contributed to the debunking of the myth that the National

Poricy directly stimurated the wheat boom. He berieved that
there was no link between the occurrence of the two.2s

24 K.H. Norrie, "The National policy and prairie
Discrimination, 1870-1930r" in Canadian papers
History, vo1. I., ed. D.H. Akenson (Cananoque:
Press, 1978), pp. 13-32.

noml c
RuraI

Langdale

2s K.H. Norrie, "The Rate of Settlement of the Canadian
Prqiries, 1970-1911 r" Journal of Economic Historv 35 no.
2 (June 1975) : 410-?7; x.H. Norrlel-. ttre Hãtio-nal poticy
and the Rate of Prairie Settlement: À Reviêwr" Journal of
Canadian Studies 14 no. 3 (Àutumn 1979): 63-76

Eco
in
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From this brief and somewhat tangential review, admitted-

Iy overloaded on the side of regional claims, it is clear
that no consensus has been reached on a number ot murky

questions concerning the charge of economic subordination.

Did the protective tariff discriminate against western eco-

nomic development Lo the advantage of central Canada? Had

freight rates been unfairly high? Was the C.P.R. monopoly an

unfair burden or a necessary stimulant to the establishment

of a national- railroad? Similarly, had the retention of pub-

lic lands been necessary to the growth of a transcontinental
nation? Had Dominion land policies aided or inhibited the

efficient settlement of the West? pespite the inevitability
that these issues wiIl never be satisfactorily settled, it
is clear that the West has suffered hardships, if sometimes

Westerners have wrongfully singled out the Dominion govern-

ment rather than the market economy as a scapegoat. It is
also clear that in the minds of many Westerners the charges

of economic subordination and deliberate discrimination have

attained a somewhat mythical quality. Given these circum-

stances, the use of metropolitan Canada as a scapegoat is
eminently understandable and likeIy to continue as long as

economic inequalities persist or are perceived to persist on

a regional basis. The perpetuation of this source of

regional conflict is even more likeiy given the partisan

advantages to which it can be turned by western politicians.
In relation to Morton's thesis, it can be safely stated that
regional discontent rooted in economic factors will in aIl
likelihood continue to influence western politics.
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Leaving economics behind, a survey of leading works in

the Iast forty years in political sociology, socio-psycholo-
gy t and political science reinforces the argument that
regional discontenL has played a major role in western

pol i t. ical development . Àt the same time, some of these

works pinpointed Iimitations in Morton's thesis, indicating
that regional- grievances were not the only catalysts to
political action and the West had not rejected partisan pol-
itics for an apolitical state of affairs. The first impor-

tant works in these disciplines began to appear in the late
1 940's and early 1 950's, reflecting the realization by the

academic community that the success of the western third
parties could not be fully analyzed by traditional means.

The first works of interest are those of sociologist S.D.

C1ark, the general editor of the Social Credit series.
CIark, in his Foreword to Morton's The proqressive party,

concurred with Morton's emphasis on the sectional nature of

the Progressive and social credit movernents but praced them

in a frontierist context that had its roots in early opposi-

tion at Red River to agrarian settlement.26 In 19S4 and

1959, in "The Frontier and Democratic Theory" and Movements

of Political Protest in Canada, 1640-1840, he repeated this
frcntierist argument, asserting that the canadian and Àmeri-

can frontiers shared similar grievances and sorutions to
metroporitan control. However, like Morton and most other

26 s.D. cIark,
Morton, pp. VI

Foreword to The
I -X.

Proqressve Party, by W.L.
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western Canadian historians, he realized that the Canadian

metropolis had played a larger role in western development

than its Àmerican counterpart, concluding that stronger

forces of centralism had stifled Canadian frontier influ-
ence. 2 7

Àn area where CIark differed more significantly from Mor-

ton was his belief that Westerners had "sought not so much

to make over the outside world as to withdraw from it."28
However, this particular claim needed more substantiation
than Clark provided, given the attempts of western political
parties to reform national political and economic institu-
tions. Clark also noted that all the frontier movements

possessed a reactionary side and inevitably moderated within
the Canadian institutional framework.2s Here, CIark seemed

to contradict his belief in the strength of western separa-

tist sentiment, while illuminating the necessity of Western-

ers forming nev¡ vehicles to express regional grievances.

Last1y, Clark, in his Foreword to Sect, Cult, and Church

in Alberta, emÞhasized the failure of traditional institu-
tions such as the churches to satisfy the needs of Alber-

S.D. Clark, "The Frontier and Democratic Theory," Trans-
actions of the Roval Societv of Canada Series III VoJ.
XLVIII Section II (June 1954): 66, 69-71; Movements of
Political Protest in Canada, 1640-1840, SociaI Credit iã
Alberta, vol. 9 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1959), pp. 4, 6, 8-10, 502-5.

S.D. Clark, Foreword to The Proqressive Party, pp.
VIII_IX.
Ibid., p. Ix;
73-75.

z7

28

29 "The Frontier and Democratic Theoryr" pp.
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tans' rn the 1920's and 1930's, the farmers and then Àber-

hart and social credit filled the void. clark, in factr su9-

gested that Àrbertans voted for "Àberhart, the man of God"

and not "Àberhart, the expounder of a new economic doc-

trine. "3o Here, clark's interpretation cast doubt on Mor-

ton's "bias" as the sole or primary determinant of sociaI
credit's success. This particurar aspect of his argument,

the failure of traditionar institutions, arso noted by Mor-

tonr3r and the abitity of Aberhart and sociar credit to firl
the voidr wâs the theme of three important works in the

SociaI Credit series.

The first two works vrere J. Burnet's 1951 Next-year coun-

trv: A studv of Rurar social orqanization in Alberta and

D.E. Mann's 1955 Sect, Cult, and Church in Àlberta. Bur-

net's examination of the Hanna area of Arberta during the

depression described the failure of social institutions and

social disintegration which created a crimate conducive to
the appeal of social credit.32 Mann's argument forlowed rog-
icarry from Burnet's. During the depression, disadvantaged

and dislocated Arbertans vrere susceptible to evangerical
rerigious organizations. Aberhart and sociar credit, combin-

ing a rerigious with an economic appear, offered themselves

S.D. Clark, Foreword to Sect,
tâ, by W.E. Mann (toront-o: Un
1955), pp. vIII-X.
See ChapÈer 3.

CuIt, and Church in A1ber-
iversity of Toronto Press,

30

31

32 J. Burnet , Next-Year Country:
Orqanization in AIberta, SociaI(Toronto: University of Toronto

À Studv of Rura1 Social
Credit in ÀIberta, voI. 3
Press, 1 951 ) , pp. 3-1 57.
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ity on outside agents and offering
solution which replaced despair with
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focussing their hostil-
a simple and effective
hope. 3 3

The third work3a v¡as J.À. rrving's 1959 The social credit
Movement in Arberta, in which rrving defined the sociar
credit movement from 1932 to 1 935 as a "phenomenon of mass

psychologyr" exhibiting the traditional phases and mecha-

nisms of a mass social movement. The psychological appeal

of Social Credit philosophy, leadership, and organízation,
given the conditions of susceptibility in Alberta society,
brought the movement to power in 1935. Though lrving, Bur-

net, and Mann, like Clark, noted the appeal of Social Credit
based on sectional resentment against the poriticar and eco-

nomic domination of the westr3s their work irlustrated that
political development, particuJ-arly in a time of social
instabitity, depended, among many variables, on the institu-
tionar and socio-psychologicar factors they had described.

33 W.E: Mann, E_!_, Cult and Church in ÀIberta, Social Cred-
it in ÀIberta, voI. 6. (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1 955) , pp. 5-6, 29-32, 36, 1 1 3-28, 1 53:57.

34 J.A. Irving, The Social Credit Movement in ÀIberta,
Social Credit in Àlberta, vol. 10 (Toronto: UniveisTty of
Toronto Press, 1959), pp. 4-345. This work was an expan-
sion of two earlier works, "psychological Aspects of the
social credit Movement in Alberta," canadian Journar of
Psvcholoqv 1 no. 1 (March 1947): llffinoZiuãã
1947): 75-86; 1 no. 3 (September 1947)z 127-40; "The Evo-
lution of the social credit Movementr" canadian Journar
of Economics and Political Science 14 ñõ. 3 TAugust
ß48J-ñ

3s Irving, "Psychological Aspects," pp. 76-78; Irving, The
Social Credit Movement in ÀIbertar pp. 146-47, n3-4i; .:.
Burnet, Ngx!-ye?F countrv, p. 95; D.E. Mann, E_!_, cult,
and Church in ÀIberta, p. 156.
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Their socio-psychological approach expJ-ained the political
choice made by Àtbertans in 1935 in a way that historians
using Morton's thesis could not.

Ànother important earry work36 of historical sociorogy

was s.M. Lipset's 1950 classic Àqrarian socialism: The coop-

erative commonwealth Federation in saskatchewan: À study in
Political Socioloqy. Lipset described the C.C.F. as "an

endemic movement" rooted in the advanced rural organíza|ion-
ar structure of the province.3T The c.c.F. was both crass

politics and an expression of traditional v¡estern collective
frontier protest against metroporitan domination "in the

direct tradition of the Popurists, the Non-partisan League,

and the Progressives. " 3 8 CIearly, in Lipset's view, western

discontent prayed a central role in the origin of the c.c.F.
but v¡as not the only factor. Like the other early historians
of the party, he recognized the class aspects of its birth
that could not be compartmentalized on regional 1ines.

36 Most of the conclusions reached by Lipset in this work
first appeared in two earlier articles: "The Rural commu-nity and Poriticar Leadership in saskatcheyran," canadian
Journal of Economics and PoIitical Sc ience 1 3 no. 3
Gugust I gqtF¡ 410*28; "Political participation and the
Organization of the CooperaÈive Commonwealth Federation
in Saskatchewan, " Canadiaq Journal of Economics and
Pol i t ical Sc ience 14 no. 2 (May 1 gZBT: 191-2¡E.

37 S.M: Lipset, åqrafian Socialism: The Cooperative Common-
Eealtþ Fedçration in Saskarchewan: A S_t"ArEp.ilTl""lsociglog! 

- 
(Toronto: oxford úñfversirt press, t S[ pfl

1-125, 196-97 , 1gg-219.
38 rbid., pp. 1-178, 209-19.
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I i ttle di f fer-
ence between Social Credit and the C.C.F. Both singled out

eastern "big business" as a scapegoat for western problems

and addressed issues of immediate concern to the farming

community, notably debL and foreclosure. This led Lo talk of

coalition among less dedicated agrarian C.C.F.ers who felt
the parties' similarities were more important than their
differences. Lipset concluded that Ieftist and rightist
ideologies, consistent with the historical development of

their respective societies and addressing the primary prob-

lems of a destitute population, could fulfill the same func-

tional role in neighbouring provinces.3s Here, Lipset went a

step beyond Morton's analysis, presaging the populist rein-
terpretation of the 1 970's.

Lipset's findings also differed from Morton's in his
assessment of the nature of the C.C.F.'s 1944 victory in

Saskatchewan. Despite admitting that the C.C.F. had moderat-

ed its rhetoric and platform in the 1930's, moving from

socialism to social reform, Lipset stated that the C.C.F.

was the first "socialist" government in North America and

"the government remains socialist."40 Its victory was clear-
ly, in Lipset's opinion, more than a triumph of apolitical
sentiment. Lipset also recognized that moderating influenc-
es v¡ere at work on the C,C.F.: its position in a capitalist
economy, prosperity, the conservatism of the established

3s Ibid., pp.

4o rbid., pp.

108-9, 114-15,

73-87, 103-57,

121-24, 1 51 -53.

278.
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bureaucracy, and bureaucratic moderation and orthodoxy r¡ith-
in the party itself.al These factors, while somewhat brunt-
ing the c.c.F.'s radicalism, arso curtaired its effective-
ness as a voice of regional discontenL.

WhiIe Lipset's was the outstanding early study of the

c.c.F. in saskatchewan, the most well known and controver-
sial interpretation of Àrberta political development was

found in the Socia1 Credit series, C.B. Macphersonrs 19S3

Democracv in Àlberta: The Theorv and practise of a ouasi-
Partv System. A political theorist with a Marxist bent,

Macpherson argued that in Alberta in 1921 a "quasi-party"
system was established, based in the province's "quasi-colo-
nial" subordination to central canadaa2 and the homogeneous

nature of its population, composed mainry of independent

commodity producers, the agrarian "petit-bourgeoisie." Com-

bined with a loca1 tradition of political nonpartisanship,

these factors led to a diminution of intraprovinciar issues,

a rejection of. the alternate party system, and strong sup-

port for the u.F.À. in its opposition to centrar canadian

domination, with a subsequent disappearance of regisrative
opposition to the ruring party.a3 The deregate democracy and

group government of the U.F.À. was replaced by the plebisc-

41 rbid., pp.
245-86.

16, 70, 122, 124, 134, 152-57 , 223, 226, 229,

42 Macpherson's charge of "guasi-colonialism" v¡as largely
based on the works of V.C. Fowke examined above.

4 3 c.B. Macpherson,
40-44, 93*97, 1 48

Democracv in Alberta, pp. 3-27,
246., 205, 212-30, 237-39,

34,
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itarianism of social credit in 1935.44 rn saskatchewan and

Manitoba, the alternate party system had been rejected but a

"quasi-party" system had not yet taken hold.as Macpherson's

analysis shared three important themes with Morton's. Both

acknowledged that the West was in a struggle to escape the

bonds of colonial subordination, both argued that the party

system had been rejected in the West, and both savr a lessen-

ing of opposition to the ruting parties at the provincial
1eve1.

Like Clark and Lipset, Macpherson found that radical par-

ties moderated in office. The U.F.A. government became con-

servative due to the traditional oscillation of the "petit-
bourgeoisie" between radicalism, in its rejection of the o1d

parties, and conservatism, in its acceptance of the property

system. The need for outside financial support and the

U.F.À.'s acceptance of the conventions of cabinet government

furthered its moderation. This conservatism contributed to
the U.F.À.'s electoral defeaÈ in 1935. fnevitably, Social

Credit also became conservative in office, influenced by the

need for outside financing and post-war prosperity. The lat-
ter, however, helped keep Social Credit in povrer and the

"guasi-party" system in existence.46 CIearly, the moderation

Ibid. , pp. 4-6, 29-30, 39, 46-48, 62-97 , 126-30, 1 35,
142-60, 212-20, 232-37 .

Ibid., pp. 4-5, 26-27, 215, 236-39, 246, 248.

Tbid. , pp. 4, 62-97 , 144-45, 148-49, 1 63-68 , 193-98,
201-37, 248. The moderation of Social Credit was also
described by J.J. Barr in The Dvnasty: The Rise and Fall
of Social Credit in Alberta (Toronto: McClelland and

44

45

46
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in the platforms and rhetoric of the c.c.F. and social cred-
it described by Lipset and Macpherson indicated that region-
al discontent diminished as a factor in their politicar suc-

cess and if western grievances directed at the central
canadian metropolis were intensified in the future, further
politicar manifestations of western protest wourd in arI
Iikelihood appear.

The success of third parties in the I^test, the continuing
dominance of the Liberals in federal politics, and the

appearance of Macpherson's controversiar thesis triggered a

substantial amount of theorizing on the roots and nature of

the Canadian party system. Of interest here are only the

ramifications of this debate for Morton's thesis. The first
work of interest was s.M. Lipset's 1954 "Democracy in Arber-
ta" which, in disputing Macpherson's argument that there v¡as

no signif icant opposition to the ruring parties in the $^iest,

arso cast doubts on Morton's rater craims of an apoliticar
West. Lipset noted that there was, in fact, a substantial
popular vote consistently opposed to the ruling parties, but

a fragmented opposition, single-member constituencies, and,

in Arberta in particurar, the homogeneity of erectorar divi-
sions in provinciar constituenciesaT had left the legisla-
tive opposition weak and divided.aB

47

48

Stewart Ltd., 1974), pp. 83-248.

This is not the same as Macpherson's homogeneous popula-
tion thesis.

S._M. Lipset , "Democrq'cy in Àlberta, " in Vot inq in Canada,
ed. J.C. Courtney (Scarborough: prenti""-¡{u11 of Canaaa
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Lipset proposed an alternative explanation of political
development in the West not incompatible with Morton's the-
sis. He argued that nritish parliamentary traditions had

failed in Canadai the two old parties had inadequately rep-

resented western interests and caucus sotidarity had pre-

cluded adequate expression of regionaf dissent on conten-

tious issues. The West's only alternative was to form third
parties and support "different parties on a provincial level
than those which they back nationally. "4s Despite their
obvious differences, Lipset and Macpherson both shared Mor-

ton's belief that metropolitan domínation of the West had

played a large role in shaping western political develop-

ment.

!,td. , 1967), . p. 182; Reprint f rom Canadian Forum 34
(November 1954): 175-77; (December 1954): 196-98.-
Ibid., pp. 182-85. The historical failure of the Liber-
aIs and Conservatives to perform their brokerage func-
tions, thereby encouraging the formation of regional par-
ties, has been the focus of many works since 1954. See,
for example, D.H. Wrong, "Parties and Voting in Canada: À
Backward and Forward G1ance in the Light of the Last
Electionr" Political Science Ouarterlv 73 no. 3 (Septem-
ber 1958): 400-7; J. Meisel, "The Stálled Omnibus: õana-
dian Parties in the 1 960's, " Social Research 30 Do. 3
(Àutumn 1963): 367-86; J.R. Mattory;-.trhe structure of
Canadian Politicsr" in Party Folitics in Canada, 2nd ed.,
ed. H.G. Thorburn (Scarborough: Prentice-HáI1 of Canada
Ltd., 1967), pp. 24-28; F.C. Engelmann and M.A.
Schwartz, .Political Parties and the Canadian Social
Struçture (Scarborough: Prenticé-ualf oi Canada -ttd;
1967), pp. 8-12, 16, 39, 42, 52-55, 67-68, 223-50; H.c.
Thorburn, "The Development of PoIitical Parties in Cana-
da," in Partv Politics in Canada,sth ed., ed. H.G. Thor-
burn (Scarborough: Prentice-Ha11 of Canada Inc., 1985),
pp. 4-10.

49
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Lipset's theory was echoed in 1955 in "Canadian Liberal
Democracy in 1955" by F.H. underhirl. underhitl noted that
the Liberals, monopolízíng the center of the political spec-

trum, had stolen enough support from the left and the right
to ensure their continuing dominance on the national politi-
cal scene. rn an "instinctive, subconscious" reaction to the

fragmented and weak opposition in Ottawa, the Canadian

erectorate sought to estabrish an "effective countervailing
poh'er, not in Ottawa but in the provincial capitals." Many

Liberal voters in federal elections began cross-voting,
switching their support to Social Credit and the C.C.F. in
Alberta and saskatchewan. 5 o r t would seem that underhirr,
Iike Lipset, agreed with Morton that national political par-

ties had not upheld western interests. However, their belief
that westerners had turned to provincial poriticar parties
to champion their cause was somewhat incompatible with Mor-

ton's three-stage thesis.

so F.H. Underhill, "Canadian Liberal Democracy in 1955," in
Press and Partv in Canada, eds. F.H. Underhill and G.V.
rerguson (toronto: Ryerson press, lgåsj, -;¡.- 

27- 46;
underhill's thesis was accepted by other observers of the
Canadian party system; to narne but two, D.H. Wrong, "The
Pattern of Party.Voting in Canada," public Opinion Ouar-terrv 21 no. 2- ( summei t gsz ) : zsz-e +., t. r,fõ-"." , "-arty
systems in The united Kingdom and the older commonwealth:
Causes, Rgsgmblances, and Variationsr" political Studies
7 no. 1 (1959): 27-28. The argument that Canadiañ-FõE:
tics h'as dominated for long stretches by single paities
facing a weak opposition was a common obseivation ofpolitical scientists in the 1950's. one such observer was
D.V. Smiley. See D.V. Smiley, "The Two-party System and
One-Party Dominance in the Liberal Democratic Stater"
canadian Journar of Economics and poritical science 24;õ--øusust TgsBT: W "one-ffi1nã:ffiad'i;;
Democracy, " Canadian Forum 38 (.ruly 1 958 ) : 79-80 .
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Another work that had repercussions for Morton's thesis
was Denis Smith's 1963 "prairie Revolt, Federalism and the

Party System. " Echoing Lipset, Smith argued that the federaÌ
party and parliamentary systems prohibited adequate expres-

sion of regional discontent. However, contradicting Under-

hi11, he argued that provincial governments were not the

main focus of opposition to the federal government and

cross-voting vras more complex than its interpretation by

Underhill. Yet, Smith conceded the impact of regional dis-
content on provincial politics when he admitted that the

provinces were viewed by many Westerners as the only level
of government to which they could elect the party of their
choice in their attempt to seek redress of loca1 grievanc-

es.si

Conversely, in attacking some of the assumptions of Mac-

pherson's theory, Smith illustrated weaknesses in Morton's

argument that the western struggle for equality h'as the

principal determinant of political deveropment. smith noted

that not all western provincial governments were uncondi-

tionally opposed to the federal government, in particular
the saskatchewan Liberals and Manitoba Liberar-progressives.

In addition, the "petit-bourgeoisie" revolt against colonial

sl Denis Smith, "Prairie Revolt, Federalism and the party
System, " in Partv Politics in Canada , 2nð.. ed. , ed. H.G.
Thorburn (Scarborough: prentiaè-Hall of Canada Ltd.,
1967), pp. 193-97; Reprint from partv politics in Canada,
1st ed. , ed. H.G. Thorburn (Scarborough: prenLice-ltaf f of
Canada Ltd., 1963). Similar criticiãms of UnderhiII had
been made by H.A. Scarrow, "Federal-ProvinciaI Voting
Patterns in Canada, " Canadian Journal of Economic and
PoIitica1 Science 26 no. 2 (May 1960): 289-98.
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domination was but one determinant of political development.

Apparent one-party dominance could be attributed to the

dynamic personalities of Wood, Aberhart, Manning, DougIas,

and Diefenbaker as well as a generar sentiment of nonparti-
sanship, extending across class lines and fostered by the

western rejection of privilege, partisan excesses of the otd
parties, and metropolitan domination. s2

Two of Smith's observations also cast doubt on Morton's

view of an aporiticar west. Às noted, he had cited the some-

times cordiar, if not close, rerations between the Manitoba

and saskatchev¡an governments and the federar government. In
addition, he argued that one-party dominance v¡as a misread-

ing term, evidenced by the substantial, if divided, opposi-

tion to ruling parties in the popular vote.s3 Smith argued

that the West possessed, not a "guasi-party" system, but a

"restrained prebiscitary" democracy. parliamentary tradi-
tions had never caught hord and eLectoral battres were

fought in direct appeals to the people. Change, when it
occurred, came in dramatic fashion sweeping governments out

of office.54

Yet another party theory recognized the impact of western

scontent on locaL poriticar development though nowhere did

endorse Morton's thesis. Forwarded by M. pinard, this

di
ir

52 rbid.
5 3 rbid.
s4 rbid.

pp. 194-95, 198-99.

p. 199 .

pp. 199-200.
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theory, like Underhill's, vras based on the seeming weakness

of opposition parties in the Canadian political system. In

1967 and 1971, in "one-Party Dominance and Third parties"

and The Rise of a Third Party: ð Studv in Crisis politics,

Pinard argued that a "system of one-party dominance cre-
ates a situation which is highry favourable, given the exis-
tence of discontents, to the rise of third parties." Specif-
icaIly, if a leading opposition party consistently polted
less than 33% of the popular vote, there v¡ould be "third
party outbursts of varying magnitudes and occasionar third
party victories." This model was based on the social credit
success in the Quebec e]ection of 1962 rss but pinard also
applied it to political developments in the West.

while an evaluation of Pinard's apptication of his thesis
to the three prairie provinces is beyond the scope of this
workrsG it is worth noting that his findings were relevant
to Morton's thesis in two key areas. First, he cited Morton

in The Proqressive Partv on the weakness of opposition par-
ties in saskatchewan and ÀrbertarsT thereby seemingly adding

ss M: Pinard, "One-Party Dominance and Third parties," Cana-
dian Journal of Economics and PoIitica1 Science 33 no. g:(August 1967): 358-73; The Rise oa¿rh:!rd- : A Srudv
in crisis Poritics (Englewood criffs: prentice-garr inc.,
i gz1f, pp. 'r-rrr , t s, zi-zs , 63-71 , go, g1 , 245-4i .

56 For a critical analysis of Pinard's theory, see A. Blais,
"Third Parties in canadian provinciar poritics," canadian
Journal of Politica1 Science 6 no. 3 (September Ig7jrl
422-38; G. [.ihite, "One-Party Dominance and Third parties:
The Pinard Theory Reconsidered," Çanadian Journal of
Political science 6 no. 3 (September-ìÐl-3gffi

M. Pinard, "One-Party Dominancer" pp. 369-73; Third paE--
tY, pp. 42-45, 66-71.

57
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credence to the notion of an apolitical west. yet, somewhat

contradictorily, Pinard took exception with Macpherson's

argument, and consequently witn Morton's, that the West had

rejected partisanship and the party system, citing Denis

Smith in "Prairie Revolt, Federalism and the party Sys-

tem."58 Secondly, Pinard accepted Macpherson's argument, and

therefore Morton's, that "guasi-coloniar" status had con-

tributed to politicar deveropment in Alberta. He, however,

risted other contributing factors that ferl outside the

domain of regional grievance and discontent.ss

Pinard also accepted Lipset's explanation of the seeming-

ly contradictory success of left and right wing parties in
saskatchewan and Arberta. He argued that "in the absence of
strong organízations based on a werl-deveroped crass con-

sciousness, the rower crasses when faced with an acute cri-
sis, are likely to folrow the first availabre poritical
movement." Both social credit and the c.c.F. vrere dedicated

to the protection of agrarian and western interests and sin-
gled out the same curprits, eastern finance and big busi-
ness. rdeorogy did noÈ matt.er as much as discontent with the

status quo and the desire for change.60 In accepting Lip-
set's anarysis, Pinard foreshadowed the populist attempt to
revise the analytical framework within which Èhe western

s8 M. Pinard, 'One-Party Dominancer" pp. 372-73; Third pal-
tY, pp. 66-71.

ss M. Pinard, "One-Party Dominance,"
tv, pp. 67-71.

60 Pinard, Third Partv, pp. 94-97.

pp. 369-71; Third par-
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agrarian revort wourd be viewed; a revision that accepted

"metroporis-hinterrand" antipathy but sought a wider context
for its development.

The use of a popurist framework to examine the western

agrarian revolt, foreshadowed in the works of Lipset and

Pinard, received more attention in the 1970's and later.
Advocates of this analytical approach included p.R. Sin-
crair, in 1975, in "class structure and populist protest:

The Case of Western Canadar" J.F. Conway, in 1978 and 1979,

in "Popu1ism in the United States, Russia, and Canada:

Explaining the Roots of canada's Third parties" and "The

Prairie Populist Resistance to Lhe Nationar poricy: some

Reconsiderations," J. Richards and L. pratt, in 1979, in
Prairie capitalism: Power and rnf luence in the r.Iew west, and

J. Richards, in 1981, in "populism and the West."61 They

sought to explain a deveropment that they believed histori-
ans had not yet adequately explained; namely, the rise of

seemingly contradictory politicar movements in neighbouring
provinces, each appealing to essentially the same crass,
Macpherson's "petit-bourgeoisie." They argued that the pro-

6l P.R. SincIair, "C1ass Structure and populist protest:
The case of Ì{estern canadar" canadian Journar of socioro-
g¿ 1 (1975): 1-17; J.F. conway, "eopffi-In-tr¡ã-Gr-tea
States, Russia, and Canada: Explaining the Roots of Cana-
da's Third Par!iesr" Canadian Journal of political Sc!-
encg 1 1 no. 1 (t'tarch 1978) : 99-124; ,:.f . Conv¡ay, t'The
Prairie Popurist Resistance to the Nationar policyl some
Reconsiderations," Journal of Canadian Studies 14 no. 3(Autumn 1979) : zl-gFnïãiraras ana- rTpratt, prairie
capitarism: Power and rnfruence in the New west (rõronto:
McClelland and Stewart Ltd., 1979); J. Richárds, "popu-lism and the Westr" in Western Separatismr pÞ. 65-83.
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gressives, social credit, and c.c.F. represented the contin-
uing western opposition, and particularly that of the "peti-
t-bourgeoisier" to capitalist modernízaLion and metropolitan
economic control, personified in the National policy, and

berief in the political supremacy of the peoprer pêEsonified

in the attack on the party system. sociar credit and the

C"C.F., having similar roots and much in common, were usual-
Iy categorized as left and right variants of the same phe-

nomenonr differing in their organizationar structure, cri-
tiques of the existing economic order, remedies to the

depression, and attitude to public ownership. It was also
noted that both drew support from different elements outside

the "petit-bourgeoisie" and both ruling provincial and

nationar parties evolved in quite different directions.6 2

The populists essentiarly presented a modern adaptation of

Lipset's contention that a left and right ideorogy could

fulfilr the same functional rore in Àrberta and saskatche-

wan.

See the Sinclair and Richards articles for the best
explanation of the differences between the two from thepopulist perspective. One further fact about the appar-
ent similariLies of the c.c.F. and social credit shóuld
be noted. In fact, all political parties in the 1930's
vrere seeking to ease debt and credit hardships, gain
relief for the agrarian community, and were moving to theIeft in their belief in extended social welfáre and
health benefits. This point was made by K. Andrews in
his study of the 1938 saskatchewan provinèial election in
"'Progressive' Counterparts of the C.C.F.: SociaI Credit
and the Conservative Party in Saskatchelran, 193S-1938,"
Journal of Canadian Studies 17 no. 3 (Autumn 1982):
58-7 4.

62
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The populist reinterpretation of the western agrarian
revolt had significant conseguences for Morton's thesis.
First, his downpl-aying of the populist aspects of the C.C.F.

and social credit and the erements of continuity inherited
from their predecessor, the Progressives, vras taken to task

by Conway.63 Of course, the populist approach can be over-
done, resulting in the mistaken assertion that social credit
and the c.c.F. were virtually identical. such was not the

case r âs W.L. Morton and most of the populist theoreti-
cians, except perhaps Conway, realized. Secondly, the popu-

list model praced the western agrarian revolt in a national
and internationar framework that challenged Morton's belief
in its uniqueness. On the other hand, the impact of the
western struggre against metroporitan domination on rocal
politicar development was not denied. The lowest common

denominator for arr parties was, in fact, the regional

"bias." Lastly, the populist revisionists rearized that the

"petit-bourgeoisie" popuration and populism had been decrin-
ing in the west in the post-war period, representing a con-

tributing factor to the moderation in office of the c.c.F.
and SociaI Credit.

Two of these populist revisionist works merit individual
attention for their enlightenment of the evorution of west-

ern discontent and its poritical manifestations in recent
years. rn 1979, in Prairie capitalism: power and InfLuence

6 3 J. F. Conway
Canada," pp.
tance, " pp.

, "Populism in
99, 121 , 124

77-78.

the United States, Russia, and
; "The Prairie Poputist Resis-
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in the New west, Richards and pratt argued that the "passive
rentier" phirosophy of the saskatchewan and Alberta govern-

mencs in the post-war period was replaced in the 1970's by

the poritical, legal, and constitutionar6a struggres of the

Lougheed and Brakeney governments for control and ownership

or. natural resources and their royarties, needed to diversi-
fy the provincial economies through linkages and the estab-
lishment of secondary industry.6s rn both provinces, "prov-
ince-building" received support from "broad alriances across

indigenous classes. " rn Alberta, the authors argued,

regional arienation vras effectively used by Lougheed in 197s

to destroy his electorar opposition and inaugurate a nevr

period of one-party ru1e.66 rn saskatchewan, crass conftict
did not arrow the electorate to unite behind one party,
thereby lessening the influence of "metropolis-hinterrand"
relations on poriticar development. There was, however, a

revivar of popurism in the province, particurarly among

smaller and poorer farmers.6T rn this rinking of the battre

64 For further reading on the constitutionar struggre for
resource control waged by the Àrberta and saskatchewan
governments within the context of the struggle of two
divergent views of f ederalism, see D. Mirne, irre New can-adian Constitution (Toronto: James lorimer and õ;,@l; n. nonra'ow , .l . whyte , and H. Leeson , canada . .:
Nonwi thstandinq: The Mak inq of the conffiion ,Wtoronto: carswettTîiãrhuõ, ffia,) .:
J. Richards and L. Pratt,vI-vrrr, 10-328.

Ibid., pp. 166, 287.

Prairie Capitalismr pp.

Ibid. , pp. 11 , 263-64, 31 5-1 6. Blakeney's successful
of an anti-Ottawa campaign in 1975 and 1978 was noted
B. Wilson in Politics of Defeatr pp. 87-90, 147, 1S0
E. Eager in Sast'atcheh'an covernireálr pp. eZlOq, iAS-el

65

66

67 use
by

and
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for resource control waged in the 1970's to regionar discon-

tent and poriticar deveropment, Richards and Pratt contrib-
uted to the understanding of the recent evolution of Mor-

ton's "biasr" though they never directly cited his thesis.
However, the differing developments in each province again

illustrated that other factors than regional discontent

inf luenced political development.

The second populist work that shed light on recent west-

ern poJ-itical discontent was J. Richards's "popurism and the

west." Richards argued that rrudeau's constitutional initi-
ative had exacerbated the split between provinciarists and

centrarists in the N.D.P., rendering the party ineffective
as a spokesman for the western interest in decentralization
and resource control. This, in turn, left room for the for-
mation of right-wing populist parties opposing centraliza-
tion. separatist support in 1980-81 marked the resurgence of

western popurism, but Richards suggested that this sentiment

could only survive in a decentralized state where govern-

ments with real power would be brought closer to the peo-

ple. 6 I Re1ative to Morton's "bias, " regional discontent had

provoked a certain element of the population to support a

nerd vehicle of western protest, separatism.

The continuing influence of regional discontent on poli-
tics in Alberta in the 1970's, noted by Richards and pratt,

was also acknowledged in a series of studies assessing the

68 J. Richards, "Populism and the West," pp. 80-83.
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appricability of Macpherson's thesis to modern Àrberta in
light of the defeat of the sociar credit government and the

electoral dominance of the Conservatives.6s Emerging from

this debate was the near unanimous conclusion that continu-
ing resentment against Àlberta's "guasi-coloniar" status,
nurtured by the battle over natural resources, played a sig-
nificant role in the conservative's 1975 triumph and the

return to one-party rul-e, though it Íras noted that other
factors than regionar discontent arso influenced Àlberta
poritical development in the 1970's. It was arso contended

by one author, T. F1anagânr that opposition to the U.F.A.

and Social credit governments had been greater than commonly

believed, thereby contradicting Macpherson's "guasi-party"

6s See, for example: T. Flanagan, "Ethnic Voting in Alberta
Provincial Erections, .1921-1971 r" canadian Ethnic studies
3 no. 2 (December 1971): 139-64; t. ffanagan, "poffiT
Geography and the United Farmers of Albertar" in The
Twenties in western canada, ed. s.M. Trofimenkoff (otta-
vra: National Museums of Canada , 1972) , pp. 138-69; T.
Flanagan, "Stability and Change in ÀIberta provincial
Elections," Alberta Historical Review 21 no. 4 (Àutumn
1973) : 1-8; .t.a. lonõ alffiOl @l"Arberra: one party
Po*inance," in Canadian Provincial politicsr pp. 1-Z-,
24*26; H: palmilTãT. pffier, "fÇ..-lgzl'ereãiion and
the FaIl of Social Credit in Àlbertar" prairie Forum 1

no. 2 (November 1976): 123-34; K.H. Norrie anA r..:l Lev-
esque, "Overwhelming Majorities in the Legislature of
ÀIbertar" Canadian Journal of potitical Science 12 no. 3(september 1979) | 457:1O; p.xl-- nf ton and A.M. Goddard,
"The Conservative Takeover, 1971-r" in Society and þ.!i-tics in Àlberta, ed. c. cardarora (roronto: l¿ethuen pub-
lications, 1979), pp. 49-70; D.M. poetschke and R.E.
McKown, 'Perception of Class in Albertar" in Societv and
Politics i{r Alberta, pp. 193-204; p. ttcCormick, '\¡Otlng
Behaviour in Àlberta: The euasi-party system Revisited,ñ
Journal of Canadian Studies 15 no. 3 (Autumn 1980):
85-97; H. Palmer and T. Pa1mer, "The Àlberta Experience,"
Journal of Canadian Studies 17 no. 3 (Autumn 19BZ):Journal of Canadian Studies 17 no.Zl-iU c.-steveffi, 'Ouasi-oemocracy in Alberta, " cana-
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thesis and W.L. Morton's theory of an apolitical West.To

The phenomenon of regional discontent in the West, and

Àlberta in particular, was extensively explored by a number

ot academics in the 1970's and 1980's. The work of R. Gib-

bins stands out in the fieio for his reaffirmation of the

impact of western discontent on western political develop-

ment, though he did not directly cite Morton's "biasr" and

for his socio-psychologicar analysis of western arienation.
In 1977, in "Models of Nationalism: À Case Study of Politi-
ca1 Ideologies in the Canadian Westr" Gibbins argued, based

on a 1974 opinion poll conducted in Calgary, that western

alienation toward the East, the federal government, and eue-

bec continued as a measurabre attitudinar outlook.7l Gibbins

expanded on this theme in a 1979 work co-authored with D.K.

EIton, "Western Àlienation and PoIiticaI Culture. " They

argued that a continuing distinct western political culture
$¡as rooted primarily in western alienation which they

defined as "a regional political ideology of discontent."
Based in both traditionar and recent grievances, this arien-
ation played a significant rore in regional politicar dever-

opment and, the authors predicted, would continue into the

dian Forum LXII no. 725 (rebruary 1993): 14-15, 24.

For elaboration of this argument, see the three Flanagan
articles cited above. See ãtso McCormick's article.
R. Gibbins, "Models of Nationalism: À Case Study of
PoIiticaI Ideologies in the Canadian i^Iest, " Canaãian
Journal of PoIitical Science 10 no. 2 (June 1977): 342,
357-61 , 370.

70

71



another 1979 work, "Western Alienation and the ÀIberta

Political Culturer" arguing that western alienation differed
from the usual type of political alienation in that it Ì,ras

not primarily a psychological phenomenon characterized by

political apathy and withdrawal and Iimited to lower class

support. It v¡as, rather, a "political creed of regional dis-
content" which played a "prominent ro1e" in Alberta politi-
caI culture. In its multi-faceted origins and characteris-
tics, western alienation extended beyond partisan dislike of

the federal Liberar government and persisted as an attitudi-
nal outlook despite the assimilation of prairie society to
that of the rest of Canada. T 3

foreseeable future. T 2

À year later, in Prairie
isrn in Decline, Gibbins
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Gibbins repeated these assertions in

Politics and Soc ietv: Reqional-

earlier themes. T aref ined hi s

72 R. Gibbins and D.K. Elton, "Western Alienation and polit-
ical Culturer" in The Canadian PoliticaI process, 3rd
9d., eds. o.M. nrutrranlTsõu¡-tz, ana.t.c. Terry(Toronto: HoIt, Rinehart and Winston of Canada ttd.;
1979), pp. 82-97. In 1984, Elton authored another work on
western alienationr "Contemporary Western Alienation: An
Opinion Profiler" in The Makinq of the Modern West: West-
ern Canada Since 1945, ed. A.W. Rasporich (CaÌgary: Uni-
versity of Calgary Press, 1984), pp. 47-54.

R. Gibbins, "Western Alienation and the Alberta political
Cu1ture," in Societv and Politics in ÀIbertar pp. 143-67.
Gibbins's definition of the characteristics of western
political alienation would be somewhat challenged by R.R.
Gilsdorf in "Western Alienation, political Alienation,
and the Federal System: Subjective perceptionsr" in
Societv and Politics in Àlbertar pp. 168-89. Other
observers have argued that "alienation" was too strong a
term to apply to western regional discontent. See, for
example, G. Friesen, The Canadian Prairies, p. 446.

Yet another work by Gibbins covering the same general
themes appeared in 1984, "Political Change in the 'New

73

74
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Returning to the assimilation of prairie society, he disput-
ed the use of the concept of regionalism in assessing the

contemporary interrerationship of the three prairie provinc-

es. Relying heavi ly on t^I. L. Morton as a source , he asserted

that before 1940 the west had been a "relatively distinct
and homogeneous socio-economic region" possessing a distinct
political culture. After 1940, however, there had been a

growing intraregionar heterogeneity and decrining regional
socio-economic and political distinctiveness, attributabre
to a number of factors: the decline of ethnic distinctive-
ness, the lack of religious based political issues, the

decline in rurar population and the importance of agricur-
ture, increasing diversity in the rural community, urbaníza-
tion and industriarization, and cultural assimiration to the

North American norm. The primary characteristic of early
western political regionarism, the rejection of both estab-
lished parties and formation and support of third parties,
disappeared after the 1958 election.Ts

Yet, despite increasing assimilation, Gibbins argued that
the western "politicar ideology of regional discontent" con-

tinued as the "distinguishing core of a prairie politicar
culture, " based in political , economic, and cultural

West'," in The Makino of the Modern West, pp. 37-4G.
75 R. Gibbins, Prairie Politics and societv: Reqionalism in

PeçIing (Toronto: gutÈeryrorth ana co. r,tdæEõ1 , pp.
2-8, 12, 15-59, 65-108, 112-17, 137-38, 191-98. Like many
other contemporary historians, Gibbins disputed the
berief that the Progressives were soIely an expression of
regional discontent, pp. 47-51.
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if not

all, the characteristics of an ideology. Echoing D.E.

Smith, he concluded that western alienation continued to
find expression in support of the Conservatives federally
and the growth in strength and popularity of provincial gov-

ernments. Gibbins argued that the latter had "emerged as

the principal spokesmen for regional interests" and provin-
cial politicians would continue to make use of western

alienation for political purposes. He stressed, citing Mor-

ton in "Bias," that Westerners sought, not separation, but

greater integration into the Canadian mainstream. Fina1ly,
Gibbins again foresav¡ the continuation of regionar discon-

tent as many of its underlying causes were rooted in the

West's minority, hinterland status and, therefore, incapable

of remedy. 7 6

Two interrelated aspects of Gibbins's findings merit par-

ticul-ar attention for their relevance to western discontent
and pclitical development: declining regionalism and a

resurgent provincialism. Regarding the former, Gibbins,

himself, in an earlier work had argued that the West vras

still a distinct region.77 Às had W.L. Morton and the histo-
rians whose works were examined in the preceding chapter,
many other social scientists in their studies in the 1970's

and 1980's concluded that regionalism was stilI a signifi-

76

77

Ibid., pp. 3-8, 93-1

R. Gibbins and D.K.
ical Culture," p. 82

, 112-17, 162, 167-92, 197-214.

ton, "Western Alienation and PoIit-

08
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cant cleavage in Canadian political Iife, rooted in distinct
geographicalr êcological, economic, demographic, ethnic,
cultural, social, political, and historical factors, most of

the very characteristics that Gibbins had claimed v¡ere in

decline. Regionalism was also rooted in a unique attitudinal
outlook and orientation in political 1ife, a phenomenon that
Gibbins had realized persisted in contemporary society.
Regionalism was further exacerbated by a host of institu-
tional factors.Ts Even if one does not accept that the three

prairie provinces stiIl form a distinct region, and the

question is certainly open to debate, the fact remains that
a common hostility in each province directed at central Can-

ada continues to influence the contemporary poJ-itical

mi I ieu.

7I J.E. Hodgetts, "Regional Interests and PoIicy in a Feder-
aI Structurer" Canadiqn Journal of Economics and PoIiti-
cal Science 32 no. 1 (February 1966): 3-14; A.C. Cairns,
"The EIectora1 System and the Party System in Canada,
1921-1965r".Canadian Journal of Political Science 1 no. 1

(t"tarch 1968): 55-80; R. Simeon and D.J. Ef Xins, "negional
PoIitical Cultures in Canadar" Canadian Journal of Polit-
ical Science 7 no. 3 (September 1974)z 397-437i R.
Simeon, "Regionalism and Canadian Political Institu-
tions," Oueens Ouarterly 82 no. 4 (winter 1975): 499-511;
R. Matthews, "The Significance and Explanation of Region-
al Divisions in Canada: Toward a Canadian Sociologyr"
Journal of Canadian Studies 15 no. 2 (Summer 1980):
43-61; L. Driedger, "Multicultural Regionalism: Toward
Understanding the Canadian West, " in The Makinq of Èhe
Modern WesL, pp. 167-821, M.À. Schwartz, Politics and Ter-
Iitorv: The Socioloqv of Reqional Persistence in Canada(Montreal: McGiIl-Queens Universlty Þiess;-T974) , pp.
5-336; R. Johnston, "FederaI and Provincial Voting: Con-
temporary Patterns and Historical Evolutionr" in Sma1l
Worlds: Provinces and ParLies iq Canadian Political Life,
eds. D.J. Elkins and R. Simeon (Toronto: Methuen pubtica-
tions, 1980), pp. 131-78; D.J. EIkins, "The Structure of
Provincial Party Systemsr" in SmaII Worlds, pp. 211-41;
D.J. EIkins and R. simeon, "prilincel-NaEón r- õountry and
Confederationr" in Small Wor1ds, pp. 285-312; G. Friesen,
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The second of Gibbins's observations warranting special

attention was the growth of provincialism as a champion of

regional interests; again, a development noted by a number

of historians whose works r¡ere examined in chapter 4 and one

studied by many other social scientists. In their analyses,

they singled out a wide variety of causative factors, many

of which arso contributed to the perpetuation of regional-ism

in the West. They noted that Canadians had been province

building, as well as nation building, since 1867. They sug-

gested that, beginning in the late 1950's and early 1960's,

provincialism was aided by: the return to post-war normalcy;

the emergence of the new Quebec; the failure of national
political institutions--the House of Commons, the cabinet,
the Senate, the public service, political parties and cau-

cuses, and the single-member constituency electoral system--

to represent regional interests; the decline in importance

of powers under Dominion jurisdiction and increase in those

under provincial control; federalism itself through the pro-
viding of dual allegiances, the separation of federal and

provincial parties, the advantages of "fed bashing," and the

the Canadian Prairies, pÞ. 3-5, 453-60, 466. A number of
historical geographers have recently linked the geograph-
ical characteristics of the West, its physical and þolit-ical isoration, and its concomitant economic activities
to the continuation of regional sentiment. They are J.H.
Richards, "The Prairie Regioo," in Canada: A Geooraphical
Interpretation, ed. J. tiarkentin (Toronto: Methuen publi_
cations, 1968), pp. 396-437; G. MerriII, "Regionalism and
NatiglqIi9*r" in Canada: À Geoqraphical Interpretation,
pp. 556-68; n. Kaye and D.W. Moodie, "Geographical péi-
spectives on the Canadian PlaiDSr" in A Reqion of the
Mind, pp. 28-32; J.w. watson , "Canadats-Geograpirv ana
Geographies of Canadar" The Canadian Cartooraoher 5 no. 1(June 1968): 28.
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opportunity for provincialized third parties; the continued

existence of provincial and regional- economies and socio-po-

litical communities; an increase in pov¡er and confidence of

provincial bureaucracies and elites; an international eco-

nomic and even political role f.or some of the provinces;

continental integration; the decentralization of federal
government institutions on a regional and provincial basis;
increasing federal-provincial contacts and interdependence;

and the failure of federal economic policies to ensure fuII
employment and significantly reduce regional disparities.
The general consensus sras that provincialism was a powerful

sentiment and identity in contemporary society. Cooperative

and executive federalism, most evident in the increased

importance of federal-provincial and First-Ministers' con-

ferences, were testament to the povrer and status
provinces. T s

of the

7s E.R. BIack and A.C. Cairns, "À Different Perspective on
Canadian Federalismr" Canadian Public Administration 9
no. 1 (March 1966) : 27-45; A.C. Cairn@raf
System and the Party System in Canada, 1921-1965r" pp.
55-80; A.C. Cairns, "The Governments and Societies of
Canadian Federalism, " Canadian Journal of PoIiticaI gç-f-
ence 10 no. 4 (December 1977)z 695-725; J.E. HõAgetts,
"Regional Interests and PoIicy in a Federal Structure,"
pp. 3-14; n. Simeon, "Regionalism and Canadian political
Institutions," pp. 499-511; G. Stevenson, UnfulfiIled
Union: Canadian Federalism and National Unitv (Toronto:
MacMillan Co. of Canada Ltd., 1979), pp. 79-102, 195-203;
G. Stevenson, "Canadian Regionalism in Continental Per-
spectiver" Journal of Canadian Studies 15 no. 2 (Summer
1980): 16-28; n. Gibbins, "American Influence on Western
Separatism," in Western Separatismr pp. 193-208; R. Gib-
bins, Reqionalism: Territorial Politics in Canada and the
United States (Toronto: Butterworth and Co. Ltd., 1982),
pp. 32-194; D.v. Smiley, The Canadian Political National-
itv (Toronto: Methuen Publications, 1967 ), pp.- 49:f06;
D.V. Smiley, "The Structural Problem of Canadian Federal-
ism, " Çgnadian Public Administration 14 no. 3 (FaIl
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It must, of course, be noted that the growth of provin-
cialism was not just a western phenomenon, and, certainly,
not all the reasons cited above can be tied to regional dis-
content. Nor were these observers of the political system

necessarily interested in asserting Lhe continuation of this
sentiment. Yet, all the factors noted, in one way or

another, contributed to the increased power and prestige of

provincial governments which, in turn, made them more

attractive as vehicles to champion the local disconLent in
each province directed at central Canada.

In totality, the works on contemporary western politics
examined above reinforced the argument that discontent

directed at central Canada e¡as still a vital force in the

politics of the three prairie provinces, if regional dis-
tinctiveness had somewhat declined. It was shown that con-

temporary western alienation was manifested in the rejection
of unresponsive federal parties, continuing formation of

1971) : 326-43; D.V. SrniIey, Canada in Ouestion: Federal-
ism in the Seventies, 2nd ed. (Toronto: McGiaw-Hill Ryer-
son r,ta., 19ilõp. 27,54-123, 193-210; D.v. Smiiey,
"FederaL-Provincial ConfIict in Canada," in Canadian Fed-
eralism: Mvth or Reality, 3rd ed., ed. J. p. Meekison(Toronto: Methuen Publications , 1977) , pp. 2-18; D.V.
Smiley, Çanada in Ouestion: Federalism in the Eiqhties,
3rd ed. (roronto: McGraw-Hi11 Ryerson tta.; 198¡l; pp.
13-14, 101-2, 135, 207 r 274-79; D.V.J. BeII, "Regionalism
in the Canadian PoIit.ical CommuniÈy," in Politics: Cana-
da, 4th ed. r ed. p.w. Fox (roronlo: Mccæ.Tiffi nyãiso-n
Ltd. , 1977), pp. 78-89; D.J. Elkins, "The Señse of
Placer" in Smal1 Worlds, pp. 1-30; D.J. Elkins and R.
Simeon, "Province, Nation, Country and Confederation, "pp. 285-312; M.À. Schwartz, Politics and Territorvr pp.
5-336; D.M. Cameron, "Whither Canadian Federalism? The
ChaIlenge of Regional Diversity and Maturityr" in Canadi-
an Federalism: Mvth or Realityr pp. 304-24.
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fringe politicar parties to champion regional interests, the

rise of provincialism and opportune use of federal scape-

goats by provinciar poriticians, and the demand for reform

of central institutions and further decentralization of povr-

er.

crearry, from a survey of the rerevant historiography it
can be concruded that western discontent has played an ongo-

ing role in determining political development. However,

this survey arso indicates that regional discontent has nev-

er been the sore determinant of politicar evorution. This

limitation was recognized by J.E. Rea, in 1974, in "Images

of the westr" when he argued that a fault of western histo-
riography, in general, and W.L. Morton's works, in particu-
lar, ylas a "one-dimensional" preoccupation with the develop-
ment of agriculLure and the struggre of the agrarian
community against central canadian domination. Rea did not

dispute the varidity of these themes but argued that Mor-

ton's viewpoint was limited. Rea noted that only in the

1960's had historians turned "away from the agrarian-orient-
ed, traditional approach to grapple, in depth, with matters

of crass and ethnicity."80 Representing a new departure in
v¡estern political historiography, a number of recent broad-

based crass and ethnic analyses of western poritics wirl now

be considered for the light they shed on Morton's thesis.

8o J.E. Rea, "rmages of t,he Westr"
I, pp. 4-8.

in Western Perspectives
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Rea, himself, helped lay the foundations of an alternate
approach to the study of poritical development in 1970 in

"The Roots of Prairie society." Àdapting the HarLzian frag-
ment theory to western settlement, Rea argued that the domi-

nant curture in Manitoba after the 1880's s¡as an Ànglo-saxon

fragment from ontario. Essential potitical, social, and cul-
turar institutions were shaped to their requirements. This

influence had, of course, been noted by Morton; in fact, Rea

cited Morton's Manitoba in making his point. Further west,

Rea noted, the ontario fragment's influence was weaker but

stilI important. He then suggested that as the Ontario
fragment and other immigrants centered themselves in their
new environment, they increasingly came to view the world

from a western perspective.sr The imprication for Morton's
thesis was obvious. Politicar development and regionar pro-
test in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Arberta would be chan-

nelred into vehicles acceptabre to the predominant immigrant

fragment in rocal society. Regionar discontent, not arone,

but in conjunction with ethnic, cultural, and societar fac-
tors shaped potitical development.

Rea's Hartzian approach was

theory in a 1981 article by N.

Prairie Politics. " Wiseman, whiIe

ton, attacked the essence of his

use of a "metropolis-hinterland"

expanded to a fuI1-blown

Wiseman, "The Pattern of

not directly citing Mor-

thesis in arguing that the

framework within which

I1 J.E. Rea, "The
spectives r pp.

Roots of Prairie Society,"
46-55.

in Prairie Pe-!--
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vrestern politics v¡ere viewed as "essentiarly a response, a

reaction, to externally imposed conditions," revealed "1it-
tre about diversity of political traditions on the prai-
ries.'t82 His solution ray in understanding the rerationships
between "ideology and ethnicity" and "ideologicar-curturar
heritage and party." wiseman noted that. four distinct immi-

gration waves had settred the west: ontario settrers with a

primarily riberal-grit politicar tradition, British settlers
with a largely labour-sociarist background, American set-
tlers steeped in popurist ideorogy, and continentar Europe-

ans who had a limited politicar impact in their first gener-

ation of settlement. He then described how the interaction
and rerative strengths and weaknesses of these groups in
each province determined locar political development. The

ontario fragment had initially dominated politics in the

three prairie provinces. rn Manitoba, that domination had

lasted untir 1969 when the N.D.p., the inheritor of the

British labour-sociarist tradition, won power supported by

non-Ànglo-saxon farmers and workers of multi-ethnic ori-
gins. I 3 rn saskatchewan, the ontario fragment's defeat at
the hands of the British labour-agrarian-socialist erement

came in 1944, aided by the strength of the continental vote.
rn Alberta, where the ontario fragment v¡as weakest, the

8 2 N. wiseman, "The Pattern of prairie politics r " Oueen'sOuarterly 88 no. 2 (Summer 1981): 298.
83 There has been a considerabl-e quantity of

on the influence of cl-ass and ethnicity on
tics, particularly in recent elections. See

work generated
Manitoba poli-
, for example,

N. Wiseman, Socia1 Democracv in Manitoba.
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American populist influence dominated politics, supporting

the U.F.A. and then Social Credit. The Conservatives inher-
ited chis voting base in 1971.84

Moreso than had W.L. Morton, Wiseman emphasized that
these immigrant groups played a key role in political devel-

opment, though he conceded that none were monolithic in

their ideological beliefs and political action.ss Even con-

sidering his concession, Wiseman had dangerously oversimpli-
fied the interrelationship of ethnicity and ideology. In

addition, in formulating an aIl-encompassing theory of

political evolution, he eliminated the many other factors
that influenced political development; in particular, west-

ern discontent with metropolitan domination and factors of

classr personality, socio-psychological conditions, and even

historical accident. His approach shed light on western

potitical development but, Iike Morton's, was too narrow in

its scope.

In recent analyses of political development in the West,

the ethnícíty/ ideology approach was often fruitfully com-

bined with class study, further illuminating dimensions of

political development neglected by W.L. Morton. yet the same

problems remained evident. A good example can be found in

the best class and ethnic based study of political develop-

ment in Manitoba, T. Peterson's 1972 "Ethnic and class poli-

84 Ibid., pp.

rbid., p.

298-3 1 5.

301.85
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tics in Manitoba." Peterson argued that the 1922 erection
had not altered the political balance of power which

remained in the hands of "farmers of sritish origin from the

southwest of the province supported by businessmen of Brit-
ish origin in south winnipeg."tu potentiar opposition in the

ethnic working crass to the ontario fragment and the Bracken

government never developed, primariry because of the widely
held berief that erectorar support of the political party
with the best chance of winning power and rejection of radi-
car alternatives, including gritish-Ied rabour organ iza-
tions, was the best means of overcoming raciar antipathies
and accusations of disloyarty fostered by the General

Strike, the depression, two wars, and the Cold War. The

party most hurt by this conformity was the C.C.F. which,

therefore, remained a mainry British working crass organiza-
tion.87 The weakness of the C.C.F. combined with the align-
ment of the Liberals with the progressives and the weakness

of the Conservatives ensured the continuation of Èhe Bracken

style of governing and reduced politics to a state of iner-
tia, evidenced by smarr voter turnouts and a fragmented

opposition. 8 I

T. Peterson, "Ethnic and Class politics in Manitoba,"
Canadian Provincial Politicsr pp. 69-87, 95-96, 113-15.

Ibid., pp, 78*98, 114-15.

Ibid., pp. 92-96, 114-15.

86

a7

88

1n
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Peterson argued that in 1958 this inertia ended as the

l{innipeg business class deserted the CampbeIl administration
for Duff Robrin's conservatives and the rower crasses slowJ.y

began to demonstrate a class consciousness through support

of the C.C.F./H.D.P. This increasing consciousness, a prod-

uct of material advancement, the loosening of ethnic ties,
and a cooling of racial hostilities, culminated in the 1969

N.D.P. victory and the polarization of politics on class
lines between the N.D.P. and the conservatives with the tib-
erals, indistinguishabre from the conservatives and deprived

of the ethnic vote, in danger of extinction.Es

Peterson's ethníc/crass anarysis added much to the under-

standing of political development in the province. Hê, how-

ever, missed the significance of the 1922 election for its
overtones of rejection of the party system, downplayed the

extent of electoral opposition to the Bracken government,

and overlooked the effect of the "bias" on the downfalr of

the provincial Liberal party, through its association with
an increasingry unpopular federar counterpart. His ethnic/
crass approach was subject to the same reservations as wise-
man's; it downprayed the importance of western discontent
within the framework of "metropolis-hinterrand" rerations,
just one of a number of other factors that influenced porit-
ical choice.

8s rbid., pp. 69r 98*115.
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a strictly class
oriented anarysis of western poritics were evident again in
two articres by J. wirson, "The canadian politicat cultures:
Towards a Redefinition of the Nature of the canadian politi-

cal system" and "The Decrine of the Liberal party in Manito-

ba Politics," published in 1974 and 1975. Noting that cana-

dian provinces were in different stages of deveropment from

pre-industriar to advanced industrial society, wilson argued

that political development h'as arso at different stages of

evol-ution. He described a general overriding pattern in
which the old pre-industriar two-party system was replaced

by a transitory three-party system and, finally, a return to
a new two-party system based on crass divisions. The nevr

system could take various shapes: both old parties if they

proved sufficiently adaptable; one old party, the more adap-

table of the two, on the right and a labour party on the

left; or two nevr parties if both oId ones failed to saÈisfy
conservative as well as labour elements in society.so

wilson praced Manitoba in the transitory stage with the

Liberars doomed to extinction as the electorate porarized

around the N.D.P. and conservatives. s I saskatchewan's

electorate had already porarized and returned to a two-party

s0 J. WiIson, "The Canadian political Cultures: Towards a
Redefinition of the Nature of the canadian political sys-
tem," Cqnadian Journal of political Science 7 no. 3 (Sép-
tember 1974): 438-83.

er Ibid., pp. 459, 471, 479; "The Decline of the
Pqrty in Manitoba politicsr" Journal of Canadian
10 no. 1 (nebruary 1975): 24-47.

Liberal
Studies
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system.s2 Àlberta was a special case. Both old parties had

initially failed to adapt, the "Ieft" had been rejected, and

a new two-party system was in the process of being formed in
which Sociar credit was the party of the right and an accom-

modation with rabour had been reached.s3 wirson's analysis,
while obviousry possessing much merit, has since been par-
tiarry discredited by political deveropments in Manitoba and

Alberta. More importantry, as a generar analytical approach,

his crass-based anarysis $ras frawed because it failed to
incorporate the effect of canadian federalism and regional
discontent on western political development. However, he

indirectly conceded the force of regionalism when he noted

that because the provinces v¡ere at different stages of
potiticar evolution, nationar politicar parties were unable

to perform their integrating functions, particularly on a
class basis. rn effect, wilson concruded, canadian reality
r¡as to be found in Careless's "Iimited identities."sa

vlirson's analysis suggested that even scholars investi-
gating the rerationship of crass and poriticar development

have usually recognized the impact of regionarism. Further
proof of this assertion can be found in the writings of R.

Àlford and G. Horowitz who, whire differing greatly in their
assessment of the effect of class on political development,

acknowledged that regionalism was a more important determi-

Wi l son

r bid. ,

r bid. ,

, "Political Cultures," pp. 457, 459-64.

pp. 459, 468-71, 478.

p. 483.

92

93

94
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nant. Arford, in 1963, in Partv and societv: The Anqro-À-

merican Dernocracies, recognized a left-right creavage in
canadian political parties but argued that ideological dif-
f erences v¡ere of ten rnurky. s s More importantly, Arf ord con-

cluded that "regional and religious cleavages supercede

crass armost entirely as factors differentiating the support

for national parties." The progressives, c.c.F., and social
credit were expressions of this creavage.e6 Horowitz, in his
analysis of the canadian party systemr put greater emphasis

on crass infruence on potiticar development than À1ford. rn

"Conservatism, Liberalism, and Socialism in Canada: Àn

rnterpretation" and canadian Labour in politics, published

in 1966 and 1968, Horowitz delineated tory, IiberaI, and

socialist strains in canadian society and politics, with the
party of the center, the Liberals, dominating the parties of

the peripheries. But he echoed Àlford in conceding that
class divisions were not as prominent in voting patterns as

"regional-rerigious-ethnic " factors. s 7 Àlford and Horowitz

rearized that in expraining the canadian party system a bal-
ance must be struck between class and regional inputs.

ss R. Alford, Partv and societvi The Anqlo-American Democra-
çiçs (chicago: Rand McNalry ana cffi.Ti:TB-,
260.

s6 rbid., pp. x-xr , 43, 46-47, 94-109, 120, 250-92.
e7 G. Horowitz, "Conservatism, Liberalism, and Socialism in

canada: Àn rnterpretatigDr" cana4ian Journal of Economics
El'td political scielcç 32 no. 2 (May 1966L-143-71 ; qana:
dian Labour in Politics, studies in the structure of pow-
er: Decision-Making in canada, vol. 4 (Toronto: universi-
ty of Toronto Press, 1968), pp. 3-57.
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The need for this balance was also noted by D.J. Etkins

in 1974 in "The Perceived structure of the canadian party

Systems." EIkins admitted that a left-right continuum did
not adequately explain Canadian party structure; the element

of "center-peripheryr" at the very least, must be added to
the model.sB rhese politicar analysts astutery rearized that
class analysis, by itself , r{as lacking. Regionalism and

"metropolis-hinterland" relations, the core of Morton's the-
sis, must also be incorporated in any model of Canadian

political development. It must also be noted, of course,

that, by implication, Morton's "bias" and "metropolis-hin-
terland" $¡ere also inadequate as analytical approaches with-
out the inclusion of class and other factors.

The attempt to balance class, ethnic, and regional fac-
tors in the analysis of political development is again evi-
dent in a survey of historical works examining the growth of

the western labour movement and its political involvement,

particularly in the period culminating in the Winnipeg Gen-

eral Strike, the rise and fall of the One Big Union, and

their immediate aftermath. whire atl historians acknowr-

edged the overriding class nature of the western labour

movement, most also noted its regional aspects. For exam-

p1e, in D.C. Masters's 1950 The Winnipeq General Strike, the

second volume in the Socia1 Credit series, Masters argued

that "both the labour and agrarian movements v¡ere phases of

ss D.J. Erkins,
Party Systems, "
no. 3 (September

"The Perceived Structure of the Canadian
Canadian Journal of PoliticaI Science 7Wo74T
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the revolt of western regionalism against eastern domi-

nance"; the former $¡as a reaction to the "conservatism and

supposedly outmoded polic ies of eastern labour" before

1919.ss After the strike, as the Winnipeg labour movement

moderated, Masters noted that "farmer and labour developed

the same bogey-man, eastern business interests." This shared

concern eventually brought the two together in the C.C.¡.1o0

S.D. Clark, in his Foreword to Masters's work, was even

more emphatic in stressing the regional aspect of the west-

ern labour movement. It was a "protest against eastern domi-

nance" of political, economic, and cultural life, control of

the Trades and Labour Congress by eastern craft unions, and

an "expression of the West's urge to build a better world in
which to live.rrlol Examining a deveropment that Morton had

virtualry ignored, Masters's and crark's anaryses reflected
the "metroporis-hinterrand" orientation evident in Morton's

work and prevalent in the 1950's.

A good example of a later work stressing the "metropolis-
hinterland" aspect of the early labour movement was p. phil-

lips's 1973 "The National PoIicy and the Development of the

Western Canadian Labour Movement. " Phillips argued that the

imperiarist National Poricy had a direct influence on "the

ss D.C. Masters, The Winnipeq General Strike, SociaI Credit
in ÀIberta, voI. 2 (Toronto: University of Toronto press,
1950), pp. 5, 11, 18, 27, 30-39, 148.

roo rbid., pp. 135, 138-50.

lol S.D. Clark, Foreword to
VI T -X.

The Winnipeq General Strike, pp.
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structure and course of v¡estern labour organization." Ðeriv-
ing no benefits from protection, western rabour stood

opposed to eastern labour which benefitted, to a degree,

and, therefore, shared a community of interest with big
business and espoused a conservatism that dominated the
T.L.c. The solutions of the western rabour movement: indus-

trial unionism, the o.B.u., labour and socialist parties,
and the generar strike, were all opposed by eastern
labour .1 o 2

while virÈua1ly all historians examining the early west-

ern movement noted the presence of "metroporis-hinterrand"
conflict, they emphasized that class consciousness and rera-
tions, ethnicity, management-labour rerations, and local
working and riving conditions, admittedly at variance in
each province and industrialized region, determined, in con-
junction with regional discontent, the particular course of
action followed. At the risk of grouping together works

possessing different interpretations on a number of conten-
tious issues, none of which, however, are directry rerated
to the subject at hand, the concrusion may again be safely
drawn that no singre theoretical construct can arone exprain
political development. "Metroporis-hinterrandr" class con-

sciousness, and ethnicity-ideology must alr be used in the

1o2 P. Phirrips, "The Nationar pol-icy and the Development ofthe western canadian Labour Movementr" in praiiie per-
spectives 2, pp. 41-62. other works have also stressed
!h" regionar aspect of the western rabour revolt. see,for example: G. Friesen, "'yours in Revolt': The Social-ist Party of canada and the western canadian Labour
Movement," Labour 1 (1976) : 139-57 .
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study of the early western labour movement and its impact on

political development. 1 o 3

CIearIy, the study of ethnicity and class illuminate
dimensions of political development Ieft unexplored by ana-

lytical approaches such as Morton's which r.rere too f irmly
embedded in a "metropolis-hinterland" framework. In addi-
t-ion, the growing popularity of social history in western

historiography can provide another perspective to western

political development. To name two prominent examples,

recent works by R. Allen and J.H. Thompson expanded on a
development that W.L. Morton had notedrloa but not closely
examined; the presence of a general reform movement, in the

West, and nation-wide as wel1, of which the Progressive

ro3 See, for example, M. Robin, Radical politics and Canadi-
an Labour, 1 880-1 930 (Kingston: Industriat netations
Center, 1968), pp. 131-218; A.R. McCormack, Reformers,
Rebels, and RevoLutionaries: The Western Canadian Radi-ronõT unG;sffir roronto
Press, 1977), pp. 9-171; D.J. Bercuson, "ihe Winnipeg
General Strike, Collective Bargaining, and the One Big
Union Issuer" Canadian Historical Review 51 no. 2 (June
1970) z 164-76; D:J. aeréuson, Con-¡!rontation at Winnipeq:
Irabour, Industrial Relations, and the General Strike(Montreal: McGilI-Queens University eressl---1 9Za ) , pp.
4-195; D.J. Bercuson, "The Winnipeg General Strike," in
On_ Stfike: Six Key Labour Struqqles in Canada,
1919-1949, ed. I. AbeIIa (Toronto: James Lewis and Samu-
eI, 1974), pp. 1-32; D.J. Bercuson, Fools and Wise Men:
The Rise and FalL oi the One Biq Union-TTorõÃTo: r"rccravr-
Hill Ryerson Ltd., 1978), pp. 28-264; I. AbeIIa, "The
Canadian Labour Movement, 1902-1960r" Canadian Histori-
caI Association Historical Booklet 28 (i9il3ri4; D.
Avery, "The Radical Alien and t.he Winnipeg General
Strike of 1919r" in The West and the Nation: Essavs in
Honour of ts.L. Morton, eds. C. Berger and R. Cook
Ïroronto: - t't-ccleffãiFånd Stewart Ltã. , 1976) , pp.
209-31; D. Àvery, "Danqerous Foreisners": European
I{nmiorant.Vlorkers and Labour Radicalism in Cungdu.,
1896-1932 (Toronto: McCleIland and Stewart tta. , 1979i
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movement h'as just one manifestation.l0s Three works by Àrlen

on the social gospel movement, published in 1968, 1971, and

1976, "The Social Gospel and the Reform Tradition in Canada,

1890-1928r" The SociaI Passion: Reliqion and Social Reform

in Canada, 1914-28, and "The Social Gospel as the Religion
of the Agrarian Revoltr" indicated that the western progres-

sive movement $¡as not merery a secular regional movement

addressing economic and political grievances.lo6 Noting that
W.L. Morton had "never fulIy explored" their association,
Allen argued that the the social gospel was the "religion of

the agrarian revolt" and shared in the triumphs of the pro-

gressive party. The decline of the social gospel movement

contributed to the decline of the progressives. Social gos-

pellers arso played an important rore in the formation and

reprint ed., Toronto: McCleIiand and Stewart Ltd.,
1983), pp. a8-141; S. Jamieson, Times of Trouble: Labour
Unrest and Industrial Conflict in Canada, 1900-66, Task
Force on Labour Relationsr flo. 22 (Ottawa: Information
Canada, 1968), pp. 170-82, 186-88; C. Lipton, The Trade
Union Movement of Canada, 1827-1959, 3rd ed. (l'lontreaf :
Canadian Social Publications Ltd. , 1967; reprint ed.,
Toronto: Nev¡ Canada Press Ltd. , 1973), pp. 185-222,
234-36, 348; H.À. Logan, Trqde Unions in Canada: Their
Development and Functioninq (Toronto: The MacMillan Co.
of Canada Ltd. , 1 948 ) , pp. 301 -30, 437 ; K. McNaught, À
Prophet in Politicsr pp. 96, 99-131; K. McNaught and
D.J. Bercuson, The Winnipeq Strike: 1919 (Oon I,ti11s:
Longmans Canada Ltd. , 1974), pp. 2-97; B.D. palmer,
Workilq-Class Experience: The Rise and Reconstitution of
Canadian Labour, 1800-1980 (Toronto: Butterwortt¡ ana Co.

191?z The Strikers' Own History of the Winnipeà Ceneral
Strike (Toronto: James Lewis and Samuel, 1973), pp.
ÏF+ü[rr; J.E. Rea, "The politics of conácience: winäi-
peg after the Strike," Canadian Historical Association
Historical Papers (1971): ,6-88; .1.u. near-Til;TõF
tics of Class: Winnipeg City Council, 1919-1945," in The
West and the Nation, pp. 232-49. Though the Communistparty was not a major force in early western political
development, major works on the history of the party
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gro$¡th of the labour movement in the post-vrar l^lest and in
the later formation of the c.c.F. These political phenomena

obviously possessed religious elements in which the struggle
vras for a better world for all and not just for western can-

adians in confederation. ÀIIen's study of the social gosper

movement again illustrated that the canadian progressive

movement cannot be viewed sole1y in a narrov¡ regional con-

text as many of the reforms sought by the progressives had

1ittle to do with regional discontent.

In this same Iight, J.H. Thompson, in The Harvegts of

war, eraborated on other important manifestations of the

general reform movement, particurarry the demand for prohib-
ition and women's suffrager l o7 which vrere linked with the

indicate the centrarity of class and ethnicity in its
development. See I. Àvakumovic, The Communist partv in
canada: À Historv (Toronto: MccLerrana-ãnã stewart rta.,
W pp.-ìÐ3s-38 , Z7S1 D, Avery, "Ethnic r.oyartieé
and the Proretarian Revorution: À case study of commu-nist Political Àctivity in Winnipeg, 1923-1936r" in Eth-
nicitv, Power and Poritics in canada, eds. J. Dahrie-a¡rd
T. Fernando (Toronto i Methuen publications, 1 981 ) , pp.
68-93; W. Rodney, Soldiers of the International: A Hiã-
!?ry of the. Communist Party of Canada, 1919*1929, Cana-
dian Studies in History and Governmentr-nõ.- 10 Goronto:
University of Toronto Pressr 1968), pp. 7-27.

1 o 4 See Chapter 3.

1os Allen and Thompson were not the first historians to
explore the relationship of the social gospel and gener-
a1 reform movement to h'estern-born third parties, but
they explored this rerationship to a greater extent than
their predecessors. For earrier works touching on the
subjgct, see P.F. Sharp, The Aqrarian Revolt iñ Western
Cana9?r_pp. _60-61; K. McNaught, À prophet in politics,
pp. 30-57, 139.

1o6 R. Allen, "The Social Gospel and the Reform Tradition in
Canada, 1890*1928r" Canadian Historical Review 49 no. 4
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agrarian revolt but were also distinct movements in their
own right. Again, the conclusion drawn from the work of

ÀIIen and Thompson is that there vrere other motives behind

the support of the Progressive movement than the redress of

regional grievances. Too narrow a theoretical construct can

only serve to disguise this fact. In applying this conclu-

sion to a broader critique of Morton's thesis, once again it
is evident that a wide complex of factors determined politi-
ca1 development in the West, not all of which fell within
the domain of regional discontent and "metropolis-hinter-
1and" relations.

(December 1968): 381-99; The Social Passion: Reliqion
and SociaL Ref orm in Canada]glEã-(Toronto: U;ive;F
ty of Toronto Press, 1971), pp. 10, 14, 42-43, 61-67,
71-75, 81-132, 173, 197-218, 282-83, 347-56; "The Socia1
Gospe1 as the Religion of the Àgrarian Revoltr" in The
I.lest and the Nation, pp. 174-86.

107 J.H. Thompson, The Harvests of War, pp. 95-114.



Chapter VI

CONCLUSION

In 1955, in "The Bias of Prairie Politics," W.L. Morton

presented his theory that the western struggLe for economic

and political equality had shaped a unique regional politi-
ca1 development. Underlying Morton's assertion vrere a num-

ber of important observations. Central to his thesis v¡as his
assumption that the West was a relatively homogeneous region

whose inhabitants shared important common interests. Another

cornerstone yras his charge of metropolitan political and

economic subordination of the West, attributable to the

shortcomings of Canadian political institutions, discrimina-
tory policies and neglect by the federal government, and

exploitation by metropolitan business interests. A third
underlying observation was that the western struggle to
overcome metropolitan domination was the primary catalyst to
political development in the West. In this light, aII west-

ern-based political movements were to be viewed as manifes-

tations of the western struggle for equality. Lastly, Mor-

ton, particularly in his later writings, observed that
!.lesterners prior to 1958, in their attempt to gain equality,
had largely rejected partisan politics and lapsed into an

apolitical torpor.
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These pillars of Morton's thesis are extremely broad gen-

eralízaLions that do not aI1 stand up to close analysis, as

the preceding historiographical review has shown. Least sus-

ceptible to criticism is Morton's belief in a unique western

identity, though it should be noted that western interests
have never been as monolithic or homogeneous as Morton

believed, even during the expansionary years of the West

when there was a prevailing agrarian outlook. In the modern

post-war West, provincial interests have diverged signifi-
cantly though there is still a strong case for defining the

West as a distinct region. Relative to Morton's thesis, it
may be said that there still exists a common western hostil-
ity to central Canada based on a perception of regional dis-
crimination.

The other underlying bases of Morton's thesis are more

open to criticism. The validity of Morton's charges of

"colonial subordination" and "economic subordination" have

been questioned; in particular the controversies over public

Iands, the grants of provincial status, federal subsidies,
the C.P.R. monopolyr êâr1y banking policy, freight rates,
the grain marketing system, and the various elements of the

National PoIicy have never been conclusively shown to con-

stitute deliberate regional discrimination or colonial sub-

ordination, though, admittedly, the West suffered certain
hardships. In assessing the third cornerstone of Morton's

thesis, his reliance on the "metropolis-hinterland" con-
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struct clearly resulted in an inadeguate analysis of the

complex phenomenon of western potitical behaviour. Specific
oevelopments that fostered claims of uniqueness and the

entire panorama of western political evorution required furr
analysis of the unique historical complex of each province,

including political traditions, ethnicity and ideology,

class consciousness, personality, socio-psychological fac-
tors, religious, social, and institutional conditions, and

even historical accident. National and continental commonal-

ities of experience had also to be explained. western anti-
pathy to central Canada and attempts to address regional
grievances vras only one of many factors influencing the

political milieu. The last foundation of Morton's thesis,
an apolitical West, also does not stand up to close scruti-
ny; the demise of the two old parties was not as severe as

depicted; partisan politics and political opposition to
western ruling parties had not disappeared; not alI western

provincial governments consistently opposed the federal gov-

ernment; and ideological debate was becoming more prominent

in provincial politics. Fina1ly, the political victories of

Social Credit in Àlberta and the C.C.F. in Saskatchewan

could not be described as victories of western aporiticar
sent iment .

Clearly, Morton's approach, confined within the bounds of

the "metroporis-hinterland" framework, had its limitations
for the analysis of western political development. Within
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the context of an evorving canadian historiography, Morton's

writings in the 1950's, particurarry The proqressive party,

"Biasr" and Manitoba, represented the climax of the use of

"metropolis-hinterland" rel-ations as an analytical approach

to the study of western political deveJ-opment. In the

1 960's, other approaches, ie. , cIass, labour, ethnic , and

social history, became popular, which enabled the comprex

historicar and politicar deveropments of the Èhree prairie
provinces to be analyzed more extensively than vras possible

using Morton's orientation.

Ðespite these criticisms, Morton's thesis had and still
has its usefurness. First, it was part of Morton's attempt

to redress a historiographicar shortcoming, the relegation
of regional history to secondary status by the advocates of
the Laurentian thesis. secondly, the fundamental belief
that the regionar attempt to overcome metropolitan domina-

tion has played a significant rore in shaping poritical
developrnent has been accepted by regionar historians and

poritical scientists from A. Begg to D.E. smith and R. Gib-
bins. Às an approach to the study of political deveropment

in the prairie provinces, it continues to provide usefur

insight. Àt the federar leverr regionar discontent has on a
number of occasions led to the rejection of political par-
ties viewed as unsympathetic or hostire to western grievanc-

es and aspirations. Exampres include the rejection of the

Liberals and conservatives in 1921 and the Trudeau Liberars
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in more recent years. At the other end of the spectrum,

parties viewed as champions of western interests have usuar-

ly received strong support; for example, the progressives in
1921 and Diefenbaker's Conservatives.

The infl-uence of regional discontent has also been promi-

nent in provincial politics. Many provinciar parties have

suffered due to their ties to an unpopular federal affili-
ate. Conversely, many political parties in the western prov-

inces have successfully harnessed the emotions aroused by

western discontent; to name but one prominent recent exam-

ple, Lougheed's conservatives in Alberta. Regionar discon-
tent has also contributed to the rise of provincialism as a

counterbalance to a povrerful, central canadian dominated

federar government, the continuing calls for decentraliza-
tion of federal institutions and povrer, the quest for con-

stitutional reform, and the formation of fringe politicar
parties in the west. rn surveying western politics since

1870, the effect of regionar discontent has been a constant

factor and, given the west's continuing hinterrand status
vis-a-vis centrar canada, remains worthy of academic atten-
tion.

what must be understood about the persistence of regional

discontent during and after the time period with which Mor-

ton was concerned is that peopre's perceptions are as irnpor-

tant, if not moreso, than objective reality. For over one

hundred years westerners have acted in a manner consistent
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s¡ith their belief that they have been the victims of neg-

Iect, discrimination, and exploitation. Studies challenging

the foundation of this tradition do not alter the reality of

their response. As M. Schwartz so accurately stated in
"Attachments to Province and Region in the Prairie Provinc-

êsr" published in 1970, "it is perceptions of reality, rath-
er than the reality itself, which are closely tied to the

emergence of group consciousness and to political action
based on perceived group interests. rf 1 o I

In this light, it must be recognized that the western

"bias" is ingrained in many Westerners' perceptions of

national political, economic, and cultural life and is a

part of the folklore of the three prairie provinces. Hos-

tility generated in the 1970's natural resource disputes,
local reaction to the awarding of government contracts in

the aerospace industry, the continuing presence of fringe
political parties, the recurrent though admittedly poorly

supported threats of western separatism, and calls for an

elective Senate are but five of a host of examples that
illustrate how close to the surface of western consciousness

the western "bias" lies.

In concluding, it is suggested that national political
parties must acknowledge the presence of the "bias" and

direct their effortsr âs best they can in a federal state,

1 0 I M.A. Schwartz, "Attachments to Provi
the Prairie Provinces,I' in One Prairie
tion for Canada, ed. D.K.
Herat+ 1920--Ilþp. 1 o1 -s.

nce and Region in
Province? À Ques-

ELton (r,ethbridge: Lethbridge
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to the pacification of the sentiments it engenders. The

bitter pills the West is often forced to swallow must be

administered in a manner cognizant ot the inevitable reac-

tion. The art of governing includes, after all, the constant

pacification of minorities in a majority-ruIes system. This

looms as the best prescription to alleviate the symptoms of

the western headache as it appears exceedingly unlikely that

the causes will ever be eradicated.
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